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Ch. 95

LIMITATIONS OF ACTIONS; ADVERSE POSSESSION

state-owned lands, including sovereignty lands, shall
be barred by any provision of this chapter. This sub
section will expire on July 1, 1980.

History.-s. 3, ch 74-382. s 1, ch 75-234, s 2, ch 77-54, ss 1, 2, ch 78-289,
s 1, ch. 78-418
cf-• 46 051 Apphcabihty of s 95.031(2) as amended by ch 78-418

95.04 Promise to pay barred debt.-An ac
knowledgment of, or promise to pay, a debt barred by
a statute of limitations must be in writing and signed
by the person sought to be charged.
History.-s 1, ch 4375, 1895; GS 1717; RGS 2930, CGL 4650, s 6, ch 74-382

95.051 When limitations tolled.The running of the time under any statute of
limitations except ss. 95.281, 95.35, and 95.36 is
tolled by:
(a) Absence from the state of the person to be
sued.
(b) Use by the person to be sued of a false name
that is unknown to the person entitled to sue so that
process cannot be served on him.
(c) Concealment in the state of the person to be
sued so that process cannot be served on him.
(d) The adjudicated incompetency, before the
cause of action accrued, of the person entitled to sue.
In any event, the action must be begun within 7
years after the act, event, or occurrence giving rise
to the cause of action.
(e) Voluntary payments by the alleged father of
the child in paternity actions during the time of the
payments.
(f) The payment of any part of the principal or
interest of any obligation or liability founded on a
written instrument.
(1)

Paragraphs (a)-(c) shall not apply if service of process
or service by publication can be made in a manner
sufficient to confer jurisdiction to grant the i:_elief
sought.
(2) No disability or other reason shall toll the
running of any statute of limitations except those
specified in this section, s. 95.091, the Florida Pro
bate Code, or the Florida Guardianship Law.

History.-s. 16, Nov 10, 1828; ss. 14, 17, ch. 1869, 1872, RS 1284, 1285; GS
1715, 1716; RGS 2928, 2929; CGL 4648, 4649; s 4, ch 74-382; s 2, ch 75-234;
a. 1, ch. 77-174.
Note,-Former ss 95.05 and 95.07.
cf.-Cha. 731-735 Florida Probate Code
Ch. 744 Florida Guardianship Law.

95.091 Limitation on actions to collect taxes.(1) Except in the case of taxes for which certifi
cates have been sold or of taxes levied under chap
ters 198 and 220, any tax lien granted by law to the
state or any of its political subdivisions, any munici
pality, any public corporation or body politic, or any
other entity having authority to levy and collect tax
es shall expire 5 years after the date the tax is as
sessed or becomes delinquent, whichever is later. No
action may be begun to collect any tax after the
expiration of the lien securing the payment of the
tax.
(2) If no lien to secure the payment of a tax is
provided by law, no action may be begun to collect
the tax after 5 years from the date the tax is assessed
or becomes delinquent, whichever is later.
(3) Except as otherwise provided by law, the
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amount of any tax may be determined and assessed
within 3 years after the first day of the month follow
ing the date on which the tax becomes due and paya
ble. However, this limitation shall be tolled for a
period of 2 years by a request for inspection and
examination of a taxpayer's books and records by the
taxing authority within that period, in which event
the period for which tax due may be determined and
assessed shall be the 3 years immediately preceding
the first day of the month in which a request for
inspection and examination of the books and records
has been made by the taxing authority.
(4) If administrative or judicial proceedings for
review of the tax assessment or collection are begun
within a period of limitation prescribed in this sec
tion, the running of the period shall be tolled during
the pendency of the proceeding.
History.-s. 20, ch 74-382.

95.10 Causes of action arising out of the state.
-When the cause of action arose in another state or
territory of the United States, or in a foreign coun
try, and its laws forbid the maintenance of the action
because of lapse of time, no action shall be main
tained in this state.
History.-• 18, ch. 1869, 1872, RS 1295; GS 1726; RGS 2940; CGL 4664; s.
5, ch. 74-382

�\Limitations other than for the recovery
�roperty.-Actions other than for recovery
of real property shall be commenced as follows:
(1) WITHIN TWENTY YEARS.-An action on a
judgment or decree of a court of record in this state.
(2) WITHIN FIVE YEARS.(a) An action on a judgment or decree of any
court, not of record, of this state or any court of the
United States, any other state or territory in the
United States, or a foreign country.
(b) A legal or equitable action on a contract, obligation, or liability founded on a written instrument.
(c) An action to foreclose a mortgage.
(3) WITHIN FOUR YEARS.(a) An action founded on negligence.
(b) An action relating to the determination of pa
ternity.
(c) An action founded on the design, planning, or
construction of an improvement to real property,
with the time running from the date of actual posses
sion by the owner, the date of abandonment of con
struction if not completed, or the date of completion
or termination of the contract between the profes
sional engineer, registered architect, or licensed con
tractor and his employer; except that when the ac
tion involves a latent defect, the time runs from the
time the defect is discovered or should have been
discovered with the exercise of due diligence. In any
event the action must be commenced within 12 years
after the date of actual possession by the owner, the
date of abandonment of construction if not complet
ed, or the date of completion or termination of the
contract between the professional engineer, regis
tered architect, or licensed contractor and his em
ployer.
(d) An action to recover public money or proper
ty held by a public officer or employee, or former
public officer or employee, and obtained during, or
as a result of, his public office or employment.
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(e) An action for injury to a person founded on
the design, manufacture, distribution, or sale of per
sonal property that is not permanently incorporated
in an improvement to real property, including fix
tures.
(f) An action founded on a statutory liability.
(g) An action for trespass on real property.
(h) An action for taking, detaining, or injuring
personal property.
(i) An action to recover specific personal proper
ty.
(j) A legal or equitable action founded on fraud.
(k) A legal or equitable action on a contract, obli
gation, or liability not founded on a written instru
ment, including an action for the sale and delivery
of goods, wares, and merchandise, and on store ac
counts.
(1) An action to rescind a contract.
(m) An action for money paid to any governmen
tal authority by mistake or inadvertence.
(n) An action for a statutory penalty or forfei
ture.
(o) An action for libel, slander, assault, battery,
false arrest, malicious prosecution, malicious inter
ference, false imprisonment, or any other intention
al tort, except as provided in subsection (5).
(p) Any action not specifically provided for in
these statutes.

(4) WITHIN TWO YEARS.-

(a) An action for professional malpractice, other
than medical malpractice, whether founded on con
tract or tort; provided that the period of limitations
shall run from the time the cause of action is discov
ered or should have been discovered with the exer
cise of due diligence. However, the limitation of ac
tions herein for professional malpractice shall be
limited to persons in privity with the professional.
(b) An action for medical malpractice shall be
commenced within 2 years from the time the inci
dent giving rise to the action occurred or within 2
years from the time the incident is discovered, or
should have been discovered with the exercise of due
diligence; however, in no event shall the action be
commenced later than 4 years from the date of the
incident or occurrence out of which the cause of ac
tion accrued. An "action for medical malpractice" is
defined as a claim in tort or in contract for damages
because of the death, injury, or monetary loss to any
person arising out of any medical, dental, or surgical
diagnosis, treatment, or care by any provider of
health care. The limitation of actions within this
subsection shall be limited to the health c·are provid
er and persons in privity with the provider of health
care. In those actions covered by this paragraph in
which it can be shown that fraud, concealment, or
intentional misrepresentation of fact prevented the
discovery of the injury within the 4-year period, the
period of limitations is extended forward 2 years
from the time that the injury is discovered or should
have been discovered with the exercise of due dili
gence, but in no event to exceed 7 years from the date
the incident giving rise to the injury occurred.
(c) An action to recover wages or overtime or
damages or penalties concerning payment of wages
and overtime.
(d) An action for wrongful death.

Ch. 95

(e) An action founded upon a violation of any
provision of part I of chapter 517, with the period
running from the time the facts giving rise to the
cause of action were discovered or should have been
discovered with the exercise of due diligence, but not
more than 5 years from the date such violation oc
curred.
(5) WITHIN ONE YEAR.(a) An action for specific performance of a con
tract.
(b) An action to enforce an equitable lien arising
from the furnishing of labor, services, or material for
the improvement of real property.
(c) An action to enforce rights under the Uniform
Commercial Code-Bulk Transfers.
(6) LACHES.-Laches shall bar any action un
less it is commenced within the time provided for
legal actions concerning the same subject matter re
gardless of lack of knowledge by the person sought
to be held liable that the person alleging liability
would assert his rights and whether the person
sought to be held liable is injured or prejudiced by
the delay. This subsection shall not affect applica
tion of !aches at an earlier time in accordance with
lavv_.

Hlstory.-s. 10, ch. 1869, 1872; s. 1, ch. 3900, 1889; RS 1294; GS 1725; s. 10,
ch. 7838, 1919; RGS 2939; CGL 4663; s. 1, ch. 21892, 1943; s. 7, ch. 24337. 1947;
s. 24, ch. 57-1; s. 1, ch. 59-188; s. 1, ch. 67-284; s. 1, ch. 71-254; s. 30, ch. 7�3;
s. 7, ch. 74-382; s. 7, ch. 75-9; s. 1, ch. 77-174; s. 11, ch. 78-435.
cf.-s. 95 191 Limitations when tax deed holder in possession.
s. 350.32 Limitations on actions against common carriers for rate discrimination.

s. 659.35 Bank statements; limitation on time for objections.
Chs. 671-679 Uniform Commercial Code.
ss. 733.104, 733.710 Suspension of statutes of limitations, decedents' es
tates.

95.111 Limitations after death of a person
served by publication.-In all suits or actions
when a decree pro confesso or default was duly en
tered against a defendant on whom constructive ser
vice was duly obtained and the defendant died after
the entry of the decree pro confesso or default and
before the entry of final decree or judgment, and the
death was not suggested to the court before the entry
of the final decree or judgment, the final decree or
judgment shall be binding and conclusive against
persons claiming under the deceased defendant 1
year after its date as if the death had been suggested
and the suit or action revived or continued against
the proper parties.
Hlstory.-s. 1, ch. 11996, 1927; CGL 4947; s. 46, ch. 67-254; s. 21, ch. 74-382.
Note.-Fonner s. 62.08.

95.12 Real property actions.-No action to re
cover real property or its possession shall be main
tained unless the person seeking recovery or his an
cestor, predecessor, or grantor was seized or pos
sessed of the property within 7 years before the com
mencement of the action.

History.-s. 2, ch 1869. 1872; RS 1287; GS 1718; RGS 2932; CGL 4652; s. 8,
ch. 74-382

95.13 Real property actions; possession by le
gal owner presumed.-In every action to recover
real property or its possession, the person establish
ing legal title to the property shall be presumed to
have been possessed of it within the time prescribed
by law. The occupation of the property by any other
person shall be in subordination to the legal title
unless the property was possessed adversely to the
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LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 80-321

i¼FBe7-eeeeAe7-eP-eni-Pe-ee1ree-YAeer-ehe-¼aws-ef-ehi-e--seaee--may--ee
�•ass¼i¼ee--a--yeYeAiY¼-efieAeer--afeer-eeAe¼eerae¼eft-ef-ehe-fe¼¼ewi-A!
eFi-eer-i-a"'
(a) The seriousness of
protection of the community;

the

offense

to

the community and the

(b) Whether the offense was committed in an aggressive, violent,
premeditated, or willful manner;
(c)

Whether the offense was against persons or property;

(d) The
sophistication
and maturity of the defendant, as
determined by consideration of his home, environmental situation,
emotional attitude, and pattern of living;
(e)

The

record and previous history of the defendant, including:

1. Previous contacts with the department, the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services, other law enforcement agencies,
and courts;
2.

Prior periods in a community control program;

3.

Prior violations of law; and

4.

Prior commitments to institutions;

(f) The likelihood of reasonable rehabilitation of the defendant
if he is assigned to youthful offender services and facilities; and
(g)

Whether classification would:

1. Reflect the seriousness of the offense, promote respect for
law, and provide just punishment for the offense; and
2. Provide the defendant with needed educational or vocational
training, medical care, or other correctional treatment in the most
effective manner.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1980.

Approved by the Governor July 2, 1980.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 3, 1980.

Senate Bill No. 151
An

act relating to limitation on actions other than for
recovery of real property; amending s. 95.11(3)(c),
Florida
Statutes; providing limitation on actions
founded on the design, planning, or construction of
improvements to real property; providing an effective
date.
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WHEREAS, architects, engineers, and contractors of an improvement
to real property may find themselves named as defendants in a damage
suit many years after the improvement was completed and occupied, and
WHEREAS, to permit the bringing of such actions without any
limitation as to time, places the defendant in an unreasonable, if
not impossible, position with respect to asserting a defense, and
WHEREAS, architects, engineers, and contractors have no control
over an owner whose neglect in maintaining an improvement ma_y cause
dangerous or unsafe conditions to develop over a period of years, an
owner who uses an improvement for purposes for which it was not
designed, or an owner who makes alterations or changes which, years
afterward, may be determined to be unsafe or defective and which may
appear to be a part of the original improvement, and
WHEREAS, the availability of professional liability insurance for
the engineer, architect, and contractor is more difficult to obtain
if they are exposed to potential liability for an indefinite period
of time after an improvement to real property has been completed, and
WHEREAS, the best interest of the people of the state will be
served by limiting the period of time an engineer, architect, or
contractor may be exposed to potential liability after an improvement
has been completed, and
WHEREAS, a need exists for the reenactment of the limitation on
actions founded on the design, planning, or construction of an
improvement
to
real
property, which limitation was declared
unconstitutional by the
Florida
Supreme
Court
in
Overland
Construction Company, Inc. v. Sirmons, 369 So. 2d 572 (1979), NOW,
THEREFORE,
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Paragraph (c) of .. subsection
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

(3)

of section 95.11,

95.11 Limitations other than for the recovery of real property.-
Actions other than for recovery of real property shall be commenced
as follows:
(3)

WITHIN FOUR YEARS.--

(c) An action founded on the design, planning, or construction of
an improvement to real property, with the time running from the date
of actual possession by the owner, the date of the issuance of a
certificate of occupancy, the date of abandonment of construction if
not completed, or the date of completion or termination of the
contract between the professional engineer, registered architect, or
licensed contractor and his employer, whichever date is later; except
that when the action involves a latent defect, the time runs from the
time the defect is discovered or should have been discovered with the
exercise of due diligence. In any event the action must be commenced
within 15 �� years after the date of actual possession by the owner,
the dateof the issuance of a certificate of occu anc , the date of
a an onment o
construction 1
not comp eted, or the date of
completion or termination of the contract between the professional
engineer, registered architect, or licensed contractor and his
employer, whichever date is later.
1390
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This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Approved by the Governor July 2, 1980.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 3, 1980.
CHAPTER 80-323
Senate Bill No. 164
An

act relating to condominiums; amending s. 718.111(9)(b),
Florida Statutes, providing that certain insurance
coverages with respect to condominiums need not apply
to replacements of original material contained in the
condominium;
amending
s.
718.112(2)(k),
Florida
Statutes, providing that members of a condominium
association may by majority vote provide no reserves or
statutorily inadequate reserves in the condominium
annual
budget;
amending
s.
718.202(1), Florida
Statutes, relating to condominium sales or reservation
deposits; amending ss. 718.401(4)(a) and 719.401(4)(a),
Florida Statutes, providing additional purposes for
which the court may authorize disbursement to the
lessor of leasehold rents deposited into the registry·
of the court during the course of litigation; amending
s. 718.103(13), Florida Statutes; excluding certain
persons from the definltion of •developer•; amending s.
718.401, Florida Statutes; exempting the conversion of
certain residential cooperatives to condominiums from
provisions regulating the creation of condominiums from
leaseholds; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Paragraph {b) of subsection (9) of section 718.111,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
718.111

The association.--

(9)

(b) All hazard policies issued to protect condominium buildings
shall provide that the word •building• wherever used in the policy
shall include, but shall not necessarily be limited to, fixtures,
installations, or additions comprising that part of the building
within the unfinished interior surfaces of the perimeter walls,
floors, and ceilings of the individual units initially installed er
Fep�aeemeftes--ehereef, in accordance with the original plans and
specifications. With respect to the coverage provided for by this
paragraph, the unit owners shall be cons'idered addttional insureds
under the policy.
Section 2. Paragraph (k) of subsection (2) of section 718.112,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
718.112

Bylaws.--

(2) The bylaws shall provide for the following, and if they do
not do so, shall be deemed to include the following:
1391
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S 1299 LOCAL BILL BY HENDERSON
CHARLOTTE COo/TRAWL NETS/SHRIMP; DEFINES •TRAWL NET•; PROHIBITS ANY
PEPSCN, WHILE IN CERTAIN WATERS, FROM TAKING OR ATTEMPTING TO TAKE
SHRIMP BY USE Of ANY SUCH NET EXCEEDING 25 FEET IN LENGT� OR WHILE IN
ANY BOAT IN WHICH MORE THAN ONE TRAWL NET IS BEING USED, ETC.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/79.
05/17/79 SENATE IN T RODUCED, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00491
05/23/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES ANO CALENDAR; PLACED ON LOCAL
CALENDAR -SJ 00503; PASSED; YEAS 39 NAYS
0
-SJ 00529
05/25/79 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00768; PEAD SECOND ANO
THIRD TIMES; PASSED; YEAS 110 NAYS
O -HJ 00827
06/18/79 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GQVEPNOR
BECAME LAW WITHOUT GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE
07/04/79
CHAPTER NO. 79-437
S 1300 LOCAL BILL BY VOGT (SIMILAP H 17621
CANAVERAL PORT DISTRICT; (BREVARD co.J; RAISES LIMITATION ON AMOUNT OF
REVENUE CERTIFICATES OR BONDS WHICH MAY BE ISSUED BY CANAVERAL PORT
AUTHORITY: PROVIDES FOR INTEREST TO BE PAID ON SUCH CERTIFICATES A�
PPOVIDED BY GENERAL LAW; DELETES PROVISION PLEDGING FULL FAITH G C�EDIT
FOR �F.VENUE BONCS. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/04/79.
05/17/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00491
05/23/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES ANO CALENDAR; PLACED ON LOCAL
CALENDAR •SJ 00503; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 39 NAYS
0 -SJ 00529
05/25/79 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR •HJ 00769; SUBSTITUTED FOR
HB 17621 READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED:
YEAS 110 NAYS
O -HJ 00825
06/18/79 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PPESENTEO TO GOVERNOR
BECAME LAW WITHOUT GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE
07/04/79
CHAPTER NO. 79-430
t
S 1301 GENEPAL BILL BY FECHTEL
MCBILE HOME PARKS; PROVIDES CLARIFYING LANGUAGE RE RENTAL/SERVICE CHARGE
INCREASES/DECREASES IN SERVICES AT SUCH PAPKS WHICH PEQUIRE ACTION BY
STATE MOBILE HOME TENANT-LANDLORD COMMISSION; UPDATES CERTAIN PROVISIONS
RE EXAMINATION OF CHARGES BY COMMISSION, ere •. AMENDS 83.7841 REPEALS
83.770-.794. EFFECTIVE DATEI 07/01/79.
05/17/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COM�UNITY ANO
CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00491
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS
S 1302 GENERAL Bill/CS BY HEALTH ANO REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, LEWIS ANO OTHEPS
(SIMILAR H 18441
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION; CREATES REHABILITATION PROGRAMS--ALTERNATIVE
ADMINISTPATION; PROVIDES AUTHORITY OF GOVERNOR; PROVIDES FOR 80. OF
DIRECTORS APPOINTED BY GOVERNOR G REQUIRES BD. TO FILE ARTICLES OF
INCORPORATION WITH SEC. OF STATE; PROVIOES DUTIES Of H.R.S., ETC.
CREATES 403.701-.711. EFFECTIVE OATEI 07/01/81.
05/17/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO HEALTH ANO REHABILITATIVF
SERVICES -SJ 00491
05/21/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY HEALTH AND
REHABILITATIVE SERVICES -SJ 00505
06/01/79 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALfNCAR •SJ 00780; C/S P.EAD
FIRST TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -SJ 00794; IDEN./SIM.
HOUSE BILL SUBSTITUTED -SJ 00795; LAID ON TABLE UNDfR
RULE, JOEN./SIM./COMPARE Bill PA$SEO, REFER TO HB 1844
(CH. 79-1931 -SJ 00796
�ENERAL BILL BY HAIR (SIMILAR H 17861
�IMITATIONS ON ACTIONS; REENACTS PROVISION RE LIMITATION ON ACTIONS
FOUND ON THE DESIGN, PLANNING OR CONSTRUCTION OF IMPROVEMENTS TO REAL
PROPERTY; PROVIDES FOR PROSPECTIVE REPEAL OF SAID PROVISION. REENACTS
95.11. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/17/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00491
05/22/79 SENATE COMM. REPORTI UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE BY
JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00505

FLORIDA LEGISLATURE - AUTOMATED BILL STATUS SYSTEM
07/19/79

18:56

07/03/79

HISTORY OF HOUSE BILLS
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR

PAGE 397

CHAPTER NO. 79-402

H 1783 GfNERAL BILL BY REGULATED INDUSTRIES t LICENSING (SIMILAR S 0868,
CS/S 09221
FIRE PREVENTION t CONTROL; REDEFINES FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS t SPECIFIES
CLASSES OF CONTRACTORS; PRESCRIBES CLASSES OF LICENSES REQUIRED OF
CPGANIZATIONS t INDIVIDUALS DOING CERTAIN WORK WITH FIRE EXTINGUISHERS t
SYSTEMS, ETC. AMENDS 633.021,.06l,.065,o521,.524. EFFECTIVE DATEI
10/01/79.
05/17/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00608
06/06/79 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 1784 P£SOLUTION BY WILLIAMS AND OTHERS
HFP�ERT w. JOHNSON; COMMENDS MR. JOHNSON FOR HIS UNTIRING EFFORTS
EXPENDED IN BEHALF OF DISASTfR PREPAREDNESS IN STATE t RECOGNIZES THE
INVALUABLE SERVICE THUS RENDERED TO CITIZENS OF STATE.
05/17/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00608
06/01/79 HOUSE PEAD SECOND TIME; ADOPTED. -HJ 01026
H 1785 GENERAL BILL BY HOUSE ADMINISTRATION ANO OTHERS
LFGISLATIVE SALAPIES: INCREASES SALARIES OF PRESIDENT OF SENATE t
SPEAKER OF HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. AMENDS 11.13. EFFECTIVE OATE1
06/28/79.
05/17/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PEFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00608
05/22/79 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPPOPRIATIONS -HJ 00683; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER
CALENDAR
05/23/79 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENT ADOPTED -HJ 00701;
AMENDMENT ADOPTED -HJ 00713
05/24/79 IIOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENOEOI YEAS 56 NAYS 43
-HJ 00734
05/29/79 SENATE RfCEtVEO, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENCAR, WAYS ANO
MEANS -SJ 00612
06/06/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES ANO CALENDAR, WAYS ANO MEANS;
PLACED ON CALENDAR; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 22 NAYS
14 -SJ 01039
06/06/79 HOUSE CONCURRED: PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED: YEAS 56 NAYS 40
-HPJ 01314; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
06/14/79 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
06/28/79
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 79-224
/u�GfNERAL BILL BY JUDICIARY (SIMILAR S 1303)
�LIMITATIONS OF ACTIONS; PROVIOES LEGISLATIVE INTENT RE RECOVERY OF
CAMAGES OCCURING MOPE THAN 12 YRS. AFTER COMPLETION OF IM PROVEMENTS TO
PEAL PROPERTY UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES. AMENDS 95.11.
EFFECTIVE CATE: 07/01/79.
05/18/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00637
05/29/79 HOUSF PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
06/06/79 HOUSE CIEQ ON CALENDAR
H 1787 GENERAL BILL BY ETHICS t ELECTIONS
ELECTIONS; DEFINES NWRITE-IN CANDIDATE•; PPOVIDES QUALIFYING PROCEDURES
FCR ELECTCR VOTING FOR SUCH CANDIDATE t PROVIDES FOR SPACES ON BALLOTS
FrR SUCH CANDIDATES; ADDS PROVISIONS RE CfNERAL ELECTION BALLOT
SPECIFICATIONS, ETC. AMENDS 97.021, 101.0ll,.151.,251,.5608,.5614:
C�EATES 99.024, 101.445. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
05/18/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00638
06/06/79 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 1788 GENfRAL BILL BY ETHICS t ELECTIONS
SURPLUS CAMPAIGN FUNDSt PROVIDES FOR DISPOSITION OF FUNDS WHEN LESS THAN
1100 IS IN CAMPAIGN ACCOUNT. AMENDS 106.141.
EFFECTIVE DATEI 10/01/79.
05/18/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00638
06/06/79 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 1789 GENERAL BILL BY ETHICS t ELECTIONS (IDENTICAL ENG/H 17481
ELECTIONS; PROVIDES PROCEDURES FOR PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE PRIMARY
ELECTION; PROVICES FOR CANDIDATE SELECTION COMMITTEE g 0 PROCEDURES FOR
PLACEMENT OF C ANDIDATES' NAMES ON BALLOT; PROVIDES FOR SELECTION/
CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Howard Walton

FROM:

Steve Kahn

�

Section 95.11{3) {c) absolutely barred the right to bring suit
against engineers, contractors and architects for injuries
sustained.on real property unless the suit was brought
within 12 years after the completion of the construction.
The Supreme Court, in March 1979, held the statute unconsti
tutional because as Justice England said, the Legislature
failed to express any great public necessity for abolishing a cause of action for injuries occurring more than
12 years �go.
Last Friday P.M. Kinney Harley, Roy Young, and Steve Metz
representing the FHBA spoke to President Lewis. The Presi
dent then instructed me to prepare the bill for· introduc
tion by tomorrow and to obtain Senator Hair's signature on
the jacket.
The reason for the hasty re-enactment is based on the ex
posure of engineers, contractors, and architects for suits
because of injuries sustained anytime during the life of
the building.
The attached bill was drafted to my specifications.
Roy Young came up with another version this morning which
I do not endorse because it lacks a sunset provision, makes
an attempt at retroactive application, and puts unnecessary
language in the statute book.
SK/nm
Attachment
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An act relating to limitations on actions other
than for recovery of real property; reenacting
s. 95.11(3)(c), Florida Statutes, 1978
Supplement, relating to the limitation on
actions founded on the design, planning, or

7

construction of improvements to real property;

8

providing for the prospective repeal of said

9

provision; providing an effective date.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

18
19

WHEREAS, architects, engineers, and contractors of •an
improvement to real property may find themselves named as
defendants in a damage suit many years after the improvement
was completed and occupied, and
WHEREAS, to permit the bringing of such actions without
any limitation as to time, places the defendant in an
unreasonable, if not impossible, position with respect to
asserting a defense, and
WHEREAS, architects, engineers, and contractors have no

w

control over an owner whose neglect in maintaining an

21

improvement may cause dangerous or unsafe conditions to

22

develop over a period of years, an owner who uses an

23

improvement for purposes for which it was not designed, or an

24

owner who makes alterations or changes which, years afterward,

25

may be determined to be unsafe or defective and which may

�

appear to be a part of the original improvement, and

27

WHEREAS, the availability of professional liability

�

insurance for the engineer, architect, and contractor is

29

nonexistent if they are exposed to potential liability for an

30

indefinite period of time after an improvement to real

31

property has been completed, and
l
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WHEREAS, the owner of the improvement to real property
2 can obtain insurance for potential liability in a damage suit,
3 and
4

WHEREAS, the best interest of the people of the state

s will be served by limiting the period of time an engineer,
6 architect, or contractor may be exposed to potential liability
7 after an improvement has been completed, and

s

WHEREAS, there being no less onerous alternative, an

9 overpowering public necessity exists for the reenactment of
10

the limitation on actions founded on the design, planning, or

11

construction of an improvement to real property, which

12

limitation was declared unconstitutional by the Florida

13

Supreme Court in Overland Construction Company, Inc. v.

14

Sirmons, Case Nos. 52,799 and 52,788, NOW, THEREFORE,

15

16
17
18

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section l.

Paragraph (c) of subsection (3) of section

19 95.11, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, is hereby reenacted
20
21

22

23

to read:

95.ll

Limitations other than for the recovery of real

property.--Actions other than for recovery of real property
shall be commenced as follows:

24

(3)

WITHIN FOUR YEARS.--

25

(c)

An action founded on the design, planning, or

�

construction of an improvement to real property, with the time

27

running from the date of actual possession by the owner, the

28

date of abandonment of construction if not completed, or the

30

professional engineer, registered architect, or licensed

�

31

date of completion or termination of the contract between the
contractor and his employer; except that when the action
2
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involves a latent defect, the time runs from the time the
2

defect is discovered or should have been discovered with the

3 exercise of due diligence.

In any event the action must be

4 commenced within 12 years after the date of actual possession
5 by the owner, the date of abandonment of construction if not
6

completed, or the date of completion or termination of the

7 contract between the professional engineer, registered
8

)))
'

))'),}

architect, or licensed contractor and his employer.
Section 2.

9

Paragraph (c) of subsection (3) of section

10

95.ll, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, as reenacted by this

11

act, is repealed July 1, 1980.

12
13

, ,

J

law.

Section 3.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

14
15
16
17

18

19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30

31
3
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TO:

Senator Barron

FROM:

Steve Kahn �

SUBJ:

Introduction of Bill After Cut-Off
Re-enacting Section 95.11(3)(c), F.S.

l

Pursuant to Senate Rule 4.6, a general bill can be introduced after
the cut-off date only upon a 2/3 vote of the Senate, and only after
an advisory reconunendation of the Rules Committee that "the existence
of an emergency reasonably compelling consideration of a bill, not
withstanding this rule •• "
Until it was declared unconstitutional by the Florida Supreme Court
on March l, 1979, Section 95.11(3)(c) absolutely barred the right to
bring a damage suit against a builder, engineer or architect for in
juries sustained on real property, unless the suit was filed within
12 years after the completion of the construction.
The Supreme Court, by a 4-3vote, held the statute unconstitutional
because the Legislature failed, when enacting the law in 1974, to
express any great public necessity for aboliphing a cause of action
in light of Article I, §21, Fla. Const. which requires that "courts
shall be open to every person •••".
The reason for the hasty re-enactment is based on the now unrestricted
liability exposure of builders, etc., for 100-year old buildings that
collapse or show defects after decades of use.
Did the Court's action create an emergency?
While certainly this is an important if not critical matter to the
building industry, the case was decided on March l, 1979. That left
about 45 days for the industry to react and get a bill filed prior to
the cut-off date. For whatever reason, they failed to do this. Thus,
in my opinion, this is not an "emergency reasonably compelling consid
eration of this bilY'because proponents of the bill failed to act
during the time that they could and still have been consistent with the
Senate Rule.
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Limitations on Actions
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SB 1303 by Sen. Hair

a�\

I I

I.

' )j

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Present statutes provide that actions founded on the design, planning,
or construction of an improvement to real property, with the time run
ning from the date of actual possession by the owner, the date of
abandonment of construction if not completed, or the date of completion
or termination of the contract between the professional engineer, regis
tered architect, or licensed contractor and his employer, must be
commenced within four years. An exception to this rule is when the
action involves a latent defect, the time runs from the time the defect
is discovered or should have been discovered with the exercise of due
diligence. In any case, the action must be commenced within twelve
years, with the time running as in the general rule.
The Supreme Court found this statute to be unconstitutional in Overland
Construction Company, Inc. v. Sirmons, Case Nos. 52, 799 and 52,788.
The Court based its decision on the fact the Legislature had not
expressed any perceived public necessity for abolishing a cause of
action, and by not doing so, the Legislature had violated Article I,
section 2 1, Florida Constitution. That section prohibits restrictions
on an individual's right to access to the courts, without express
reason.

8.

Effect of Proposed Changes:

This bill reenacts the present law and provides legislative intent to
overcome the constitutional objections.
II.
III.
IV.

The bill also provides a one year sunset provision.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE: None.
COMMENTS:

A similar bill, HB 1786, has been placed on the House Calendar.
AMENDMENTS:

None.

BILL ACTIO� REPORT

(C3-i5:

File with Secretary of Senate)
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STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS BILL
THE COURT DECISION
1. IN A DECISION WHICH JUST BECAME FINAL ON MAY 2 ., 1979 ., THE FLORIDA

SUPREME COURT STRUCK DOWN AS UNCONSTITUTIONAL ., THE STATUTE OF
LIMITATIONS WHICH GOVERNED ACTIONS AGAINST THE ORIGINAL CONTRACTOR .,
ARCHITECT AND EMGINEER OF IMPP.OVEMENTS TO REAL PROPERTY,
2. THE STATUTE ., WHICH IS NUMBERED §95, 1H3Hc) ., F .S , ., AND IS CONTAINED
IN THE GENERAL STATUTE DEALING WITH STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS., PRO
VIDED A 12-YEAR LIMITATION PERIOD WHICH BEGAN ON THE DATE THE
IMPROVEMENT IS FIRST OCCUPIED.
3, THE COURT HELD THE STATUTE UNCONSTITUTIONAL BECAUSE "THE LEGISLA
TURE ITSELF HAS NOT EXPRESSED ANY PERCEIVED PUBLIC NECESSITY FOR
ABOLISHING A CAUSE OF ACTION FOR INJURIES OCCURRING MORE THAN
\ 12 YEARS AFTER THE COMPLETION OF IMPROVEMENT TO REAL PROPERTY."
ACCOR]ING TO THE COURT ANY LAW WHICH RESTRICTS AN INDIVIDUAL'S

RIGHT TO COURT WITHOUT EXPRESS REASONS., VIOLATES THE FLORIDA
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO ACCESS AS CONTAINED IN ARTICLE
21.

I.,

SECTION

WHAT THE BILL DOES
1, THE BILL SIMPLY REENACTS THE PRESENT LAW AND PROVIDES LEGISLATIVE
INTENT TO OVERCOME THE CONSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIONS,

2, A 1-YEAR SUNSET PROVISION IS PROVIDED IN THE EVENT THE LEGISLATURE
DESIRES TO EXPLORE IN DETAIL THIS ENTIRE AREA,

3, THE BILL WILL CURE THE EMERGENCY-INSURANCE PROBLEM WHICH HAS RESULTED
FROM THE COURT DECISION,

-2-

EFFECT OF COURT DECISION
1, THE COURT DECISION RESULTS IN UNLIMITED LIABILITY FOR ALL CONTRACTORS,
ENGINEERS, AND ARCHITECTS. THESE INDIVIDUALS MAY NOW BE NAMED AS
DEFENDANTS IN DAMAGE SUITS MANY YEARS AFTER THE IMPROVEMENT WAS
COMPLETED,
2. THE COURT DECISION WILL MAKE IT IMPOSSIBLE FOR ANY BUILDER, ARCHITECT,
OR ENGINEER TO OBTAIN LIABILITY INSURANCE. AN INSURANCE COMPANY WILL
NOT WRITE A POLICY WHICH EXPOSES THE INSURED AND INSURER FOR AN

INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME.
HISTORY OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
1. S95.11(3)(c), F.S., WAS ENACTED IN 1974 AT THE RECOMMENDATION OF
THE FLORIDA LAW REVISION COUNCIL CHAIRED BY McFERRIN SMITH, EX
TENSIVE TESTIMONY WAS HEARD FROM ALL AFFECTED PARTIES WITH THE
FOLLOWING CONCLUSIONS:
A, A 12-YEAR STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS WAS NEEDED BECAUSE BUILDERS,
ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS HAVE NO CONTROL OVER (1) THE OWNER
WHOSE NEGLECT IN MAINTAINING AN IMPROVEMENT MAY CAUSE DANGEROUS

-3-

0R UNSAFE CONDITIONS TO DEVELOP OVER A NUMBER OF YEARS; (2) THE
OWNER WHO USES THE BUILDING FOR PURPOSES FOR WHICH IT WAS NOT
DESIGNED;

(3)

THE OWNER WHO MAKES ALTERATIONS OR CHANGES WHICH,

YEARS AFTERWARD MAY BE DETERMINED TO BE UNSAFE OR DEFECTIVE AND
WHICH MAY APPEAR TO BE A PART OF THE ORIGINAL IMPROVEMENT.
B. TO ALLOW SUCH ACTIONS WITHOUT ANY LIMITATION AS TO TIME PLACES
THE DEFENDANT IN AN UNREASONABLE IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE POSITION
WITH RESPECT TO ASSERTING A DEFENSE.
C. ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS COULD NOT GET LIABILITY
INSURANCE WITHOUT A REASONABLE CUTOFF DATE.
2. THE LAW REVISION COUNCIL ALSO CONSIDERED THE FACT THAT VIRTUALLY
EVERY ST�.TE HAS A STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS GOVERNING THIS AREA AND
THAT 12 YEARS APPEARED TO BE THE LONGEST STATUTORY PERIOD IN THE
COUNTRY.

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS BILL
THE COURT DECISION
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1. IN A DECISION WHICH JUST BECAME FINAL ON MAY 2, 1979, THE FLORIDA
SUPREME COURT STRUCK DOWN AS UNCONSTITUTIONAL, THE STATUTE OF
LIMITATIONS WHICH GOVERNED ACTIONS AGAINST THE ORIGINAL CONTRACTOR,
ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER OF IMPPOVEMENTS TO REAL PROPERTY.
2. THE STATUTE, WHICH IS NUMBERED §95.11(3)(c), F.S., AND IS CONTAINED
IN THE GENERAL STATUTE DEALING WITH STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS, PRO
VIDED A 12-YEAR LIMITATION PERIOD WHICH BEGAN ON THE DATE THE
IMPROVEMENT IS FIRST OCCUPIED.
3. THE COURT HELD THE STATUTE UNCONSTITUTIONAL BECAUSE "THE LEGISLA
TURE ITSELF HAS NOT EXPRESSED ANY PERCEIVED PUBLIC NECESSITY FOR
ABOLISHING A CAUSE OF ACTION FOR INJURIES OCCURRING MORE THAN
12 YEARS AFTER THE COMPLETION OF IMPROVEMENT TO REAL PROPERTY."
ACCORDING TO THE COURT ANY LAW WHICH RESTRICTS AN INDIVIDUAL'S
RIGHT TO COURT WITHOUT EXPRESS REASONS, VIOLATES THE FLORIDA
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO ACCESS AS CONTAINED IN ARTICLE I, SECTION
21.

-2-

EFFECT OF COURT DECISION
1, THE COURT DECISION RESULTS IN UNLIMITED LIABILITY FOR ALL CONTRACTORS,
ENGINEERS, AND ARCHITECTS. THESE INDIVIDUALS MAY NOW BE NAMED AS
DEFENDANTS IN DAMAGE SUITS MANY YEARS AFTER THE IMPROVEMENT WAS
COMPLETED.
2. THE COURT DECISION WILL MAKE IT IMPOSSIBLE FOR ANY BUILDER, ARCHITECT,
OR ENGINEER TO OBTAIN LIABILITY INSURANCE. AN INSURANCE COMPANY WILL
NOT WRITE A POLICY WHICH EXPOSES THE INSURED AND INSURER FOR AN
INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME.
HISTORY OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
1. S95.11(3)(c), F.S., WAS ENACTED IN 1974 AT THE RECOMMENDATION OF
THE FLORIDA LAW REVISION COUNCIL, CHAIRED BY McFERRIN SMITH, EX
TENSIVE TESTIMONY WAS HEARD FROM ALL AFFECTED PARTIES WITH THE
FOLLOWING CONCLUSIONS:
A. A 12-YEAR STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS WAS NEEDED BECAUSE BUILDERS,
ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS HAVE NO CONTROL OVER (1) THE OWNER
WHOSE NEGLECT IN MAINTAINING AN IMPROVEMENT MAY CAUSE DANGEROUS

-3-

0R UNSAFE CONDITIONS TO DEVELOP OVER A NUMBER OF YEARS;

(2)

THE

OWNER WHO USES THE BUILDING FOR PURPOSES FOR WHICH IT WAS NOT
DESIGNED;

(3)

THE OWNER WHO MAKES ALTERATIONS OR CHANGES WHICH)

YEARS AFTERWARD MAY BE DETERMINED TO BE UNSAFE OR DEFECTIVE AND
WHICH MAY APPEAR TO BE A PART OF THE ORIGINAL IMPROVEMENT.
B. TO ALLOW SUCH ACTIONS WITHOUT ANY LIMITATION AS TO TIME PLACES
THE DEFENDANT IN AN UNREASONABLE IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE POSITION
WITH RESPECT TO ASSERTING A DEFENSE.
C. ARCHITECTS) ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS COULD NOT GET LIABILITY
INSURANCE WITHOUT A REASONABLE CUTOFF DATE.

2. THE LAW REVISION COUNCIL ALSO CONSIDERED THE FACT THAT VIRTUALLY
EVERY STATE HAS A STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS GOVERNING THIS AREA AND
THAT 12 YEARS APPEARED TO BE THE LONGEST STATUTORY PERIOD IN THE
COUNTRY.
WHAT THE BILL DOES
1. THE BILL SIMPLY REENACTS THE PRESENT LAW AND PROVIDES LEGISLATIVE
INTENT TO OVERCOME THE CONSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIONS.

-4-

2. A 1-YEAR SUNSET PROVISION IS PROVIDED IN THE EVENT THE LEGISLATURE
DESIRES TO EXPLORE IN DETAIL THIS ENTIRE AREA.
3, THE BILL WILL CURE THE EMERGENCY-INSURANCE PROBLEM WHICH HAS RESULTED
FROM THE COURT DECISION.
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redress for injuries, unless the Lcgislaturr can show an over
owerin ublic neces'sity for the abolishment of such rigfit.
d of meeting such public necessity
and no a tcrna 1v
can be shown.
Based on Kfuger. then, we must first decide whether the le�is
JERRY I. SIRMONS, et ux, et al., *
lature, without providing any reasonable alternative, has
•
Appellees.
abolished a statutory or common law right of action protected
.,.-- "' = ""
by article I, section 21, 4 and if so, whether that action is
werin ublic necessity and an }
(.._)_ M.irc�.,J,&7��trtiorari and an appeal from the Palm Beach County grounded both on an o
·--�b1t'Couif:vaughn Roonidc,Judge, Case No. 76-2192 CA (L) 01 C.
absence of any less onerous alterna,!.Lve means o meeting that
Justus W. Reid of Magill, Sevier and Reid, Palm Beach, Florida; and
neea.
Edna L. Caruso, West Palm Beach, Florida, for Petitioner/Appcl!ee.
It is undisputed that a cause of action of the type asserted
Richard L. Martens of Cone, Owen, Wagner, Nugent, Johnson and
McKeown; and L:my Klein, West Palm Beach, Florida, for Respondents/ by Sirmons in this case--the right of an injured person to
Appellees.
bring suit against a building contractor with whom he is not in
privity
for damages suffered as a result of alleged negligence in
(ENGLAND, C.J.) In this proceeding we are called upon
construction
even after the owner has accepted the com
to review the constitutionality of Section 95.11 (3)(c), F. S.
pleted
building--is
one for which a right of redress is guar
(1975), insofar as it absolutely bars the right to bring suit for
anteed
by
,article
I,
scction
__2J. This common law right, though
certain injuries incurred on real property unless the lawsuit is
not expressly recognized by statute until 1975, 5 was ac
commenced v.ithin twelve years after the completion of the
knowledged 3s extant by this Court in 1959. 6 When the
improvements which produced the injury. The relevant por
"access to courts" provision of the constitution was retion of the statute, which limits actions "founded on the de
adopted
in 1968, there existed a right of redress against con
sign, planning, or construction of an improvement to real
tractors
for
the type of injury Sirmons suffered, provided,
property," sta_tes:
of
course,
that
suit was commenced within four years 7
In any event the action must be commenced within 12 years
after the cause of action accrued by the occurrence of the
after the date of actual possession by the owner, the date
injury.
of abandonment of construction if not completed, or the
Section 95. l l (3)(c), insofar as is relevant to this proceed
date of completion or termination of the contract between
ing,
creates absolute immunity from suit for certain prC1fes
the professional engineer, registered architect, or licensed
sionals
and contractors connected with the construction of
contractor and his employer.
improvements to real property after the expiration of twelve
In 1961, Overland and another company completed con
years from the completion of the building. It unquestionably
struction of a building in West Palm Beach.· In 197 5, more
abolished Jerry Sirmons' right to sue Overland for his injuries
than twelve years after Overland's completion of construction, and provided no alternative form of redress. The..an.ly_
Jerry Sirmons was injured in the building in the course of his
remaining issue under Kluger, therefore, is whether th�Jegi�employment. He sued botn the owner of the building and
Jal-;_;;-�-��--show�_-ari_9.ve·rp�\'.,siJ..n,g P!!E_�.£-����.UY.l.�.
its builders. When Overland moved for a summary judgment
prohibitory
provision, and an... ·--·-absence
of less onerous alter..
�---··-,... ...�·-,..,, .........
�
based on the statutory twelve year ban on lawsuits, the quoted na
t ives:,..
""_'1...�....---."vk......""'....... .....,..,._,..,,i.,..-, ,_"".......,.........
portion of section 95.11 (3)(c) was declared unconstitutional �e-legislature itself has not expressed any perceived
by the trial court, thereby allowing Sirmons and the other
i public necessity for abolishing a cause of action for injuries
respondents to proceed with the lawsuit notwithstanding the
occurring more than twelve year�.!!.!.£�_,£?m letion of
seeming bar of the statute. Overland has now sought to have �lm_ps.2_vements to real prol'er_!l:J Overland suggests that
the ruling reversed here, pursuant to article V, section 3 (b)(3), several other states nave adopted analogous limitations, 8
Florida Constitution, and Burnsed v. Seaboard Coastline Rail
principally to counter a trend in the decisional law toward
road Co., 290 So. 2d 13 (Fla. 1974).
expanded liability for professional engineers, architects
The trial court held the statute unconstitutional as violative and contractors, and that the need for this type of statute is
of article I, section 21 of the Florida Constitution, 1 which
predicated on the difficulty of proof which naturally acprovides:
companies the passage of time.
/
The courts shall be open to every person for redress of any
We recognize the problems which inhere in exposing v
injury, and justice shall be administered without sale,
builders and related professionals to potential liability fer an
denial or delay.
indefinite period of time after an improvement to real
TI1is constitutional mandate, which has appeared in every
property has been completed. Undoubtedly, the passage of
revision of the stale constitution since 1836, 2 has no counter time docs aggravate the difficulty of producing reliable
part in the frderal constitution and derives its scope and
evidence, and it is likely that advances in technology tend to
meaning from Florida case Iaw.3 The polestar decision for
push industry standards inexorably higher. The impact of
the construction of this provision is Kluger v. White, 281 So.
these problems, however, is felt by all litigants. Moreover,
2d l, 4 (Fla. 1973), in whi�h we held:
the difficulties of proof would seem to f all at least as heavily
[W] here a right o f access to the courts for redress for a
on injured plaintiffs, who mustgenerally carry the initial
particular injury has been provided by statutory law pre
burden of establishing that the defendant was neghgi::nt. In
dating the adoption of the Declaration of rughts of the
aeyevent, these problems are not unique to the .:onstruction
Constitution of the State of Florida, or where such right has industry, and they are not sufficiently compelling to justify
become a part of the common law of the State pursuant to
the enactment of legislation which, without providing an
F. S. Secti.Jn 2.0.i. F.S.A., the Legislature is without power alternativ� means of ,·edress, totally abolishes an injured person•s
to abolish such a right wjthout providing a reasonable alu:r• cause of action. The legislation impermissibly benefits only
�ati�to protect the rights of the people of the State to
OVERLAND CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, INC.,
Appellant,
v.
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one class of deft:ncbnts, at the expense of an inju�cd party's
risht to sue, arid in violation of our constitutional guarantee of
access to courts.
This an;Jysis of section 95.11 (3)(c) naturally calls for an
explanati,;,n of our .iecent dcc1sion in Bauld v. J.A.Jope$ Cpn•
structio:, Co., 357 So. 2d 401 (Fla. 1978), where we�•d
t'tiis ve.-y prnyj5ig,n in the face of a constitutional challenge by
o1re v,h0se cause of action was curtailed, rather than wbo]ly
�. by tne effect of section 95.l l (3)(c5. In Bauld, un
like the present case, the injury occurred prior to the enact
ment of section 95.11 {3)(c), at a time when the applicable
,;tatute of limitations provided only that suit must be com
menc.!d within four years. 9 When section 95.11 {3)(c) took
�ffect in 1975, two and one-half years of that period had
elapsed, d 1Jring which time an action could have been filed.
Moreover, the savings clause of section 95.022 10 extended
the deadline for instituting existing causes of action which
would otherwise have been terminated by the new twelve year
lir.1itation for an additional year. Consequently, the absolute
twelve year prohibitory provision did not operate to abolish
Pearl Bauld's cause of action, but merely abbreviated the period
within which suit could be commenced from four to three and
one-half years. Although shortened, the time for bringing
suit W:lS found to be ample and reasonable; it was not fore
stalled altogether.
By contrast, Sirmons' cause of action was already barred
by the twelve year limitation when it fust accrued--that is,
when his injuries occurred. No judicial forum would ever
have been available to Sirmons if the twelve year prohibitory
portion of the statute were given effect. Obviously, our
decision as to the validity of the statute vis-a-vis Pearl Bauld
would not operate to bar our Jeclaring the same statute invalid
vis-a-vis Jerry Sirmons.
Some mention should be made of dE:_£isions from other jur
i�_g_ictiqus concerning similar statutes. In several cases relied
on by Overbnd the courts reviewed statutory provisions similar
to section 95.11 (3Xc) under a much less exacting standard
than our own constitution and decisional law require ..Th�.
courts in those states essentially detennined that their laws
constituted a reasonable exercise of the police power, unrelated
to any "access to courts" provision in their organic law or a
subscnient Kluger standard. 11
A foreign decision which we do find persuasive, however, is
Saylor v. hall, 497 S.W. 2d 218 (Ky. 1973), in which a like
statute was tested against a constitutional provision guarantee•
ing a right of access to courts similar to our own. 12 TI1e
Kentucky court recognized that a majority of other juris•
dictions considering the issue had upheld the validity of such
statute:s against due process and equal protection attacks, but
it none theless held that
the application of purportr.d limitation statutes in such
as to destroy a cause of action before it legally
manner
l
exists cannot be permissible if it accomplishes destruction
of a constitutionally protected right of action. 13
We similarly conclude that in Florida, as in Kentucky, the
unwue restrjctj�n impose::! by our constitutional guarantee of
:, right of :JCCC!IS lo courli; makes ll·iri'i!lcvafit tfiat this 11statute
uf ll'pusc •• may lx: vali.l under state or federal due process or
NJU:1I protection clauses.
We hold th;1f. insofar as i;cction <JS. I I (J)(c), F. S. (l 975),
provides un ubsolute bar to lawsuits brought more than twelve
)'l':irs after c•,ents connected.with the construction of improve
llk'nli; lo real property. it violates article I, section 21 of the
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Florida Constitution. The order of the trial court is, there•
fore, affirmed.
It is so ordered. (Adkins, Sundberg and Hatchett, JJ.,
Concur. Alderman, J., Dissents with an opinion with which
Boyd and Overton, JJ., Concur.)

1. The trial court also invalidated the statute on other constitutional
grounds, but our disposition of this case makes it unnecessary to address.
those issues.
2. G.B.B. Investment�,Inc. v. Hintc1kopf; 343So. 2d 899,901 (Fla.
3d DCA 1977).
3. See, for example, Carter v. Sparkman, 335So. 2d 802 (Fla. 1976),
cert. denied,429 U.S. 1041 (1977);Sunspan Eng'r &. Const. Co. v.
Spring-LockSciffoldini Co., 310 So. 2d 4 (Fla. 1975);Scholastic
Systems,Inc. v. LeLoup,307So. 2d 166 (Fla. 1974); Kluger v. \Vhite,
281So. 2d 1 (f'l:i. I 97 '.1); flood v. State ex rel. Homeland Co., 95 Fla.
1003, 117So. 385(1928).
4. Section 2.01, F.S. (1975}, provided that "(I] he common and
statute laws of EngL1ntl whkh are of a ,:encral and not a local nature
• • • down to the 4th day of July, l 776, are declared to be of force in
this state •••• " The common law principles as adopted by section
2.01,however, have not been confined as of 1776, but have been held
to be "designed for application to new conditions and circumstances."
State ex rel. Burr v. Jacksonville Terminal Co.,90 Fb. 721,744,106
So. 576,584(1925}.
5. Ch. 74-382, Section 7, Laws of Fla., codified asSection 95.11
(3)( c), F.S. (Supp.1974)(effective fonuary 1, 1975).
6. Slavin v. Kay, 108 So. 2d 462, 465-67(Fla. 1959). While the
common law rule in effect in 1776 had severely limited a contr.tctor's
liability, a more expansive view was developed by our courts over the
years as exceptions to the general rule. For a discussion of the evo- ·
lution of contractor liability in Florida,seeSlavin, and see generally,
W. Prosser,Torts Section 104, at 680-82(4th ed. 1971).
7. Section 95. l l (4),F.S.(1967).
8. See,for example, Carter v. Hartenstein, 248 Ark. 1172, 455S.W.
2d 918 (1970), appeal dismissed, 401 U.S. 901(1971); Josephs v.
Burns,260 Or. 493,491 P. 2d 203(1971).
9. Section 95.11(4),F. S.(l 971).
10. Under section 95.022,any action barred by the new statute tlut
would not have bern tr.med under prior law could still be commenced at
any time before Janu.iry l,1976. Of course,this provision is of no
benefit to Sirmons, or others similarly situated,whose ri�ht of action
had not arisen prior to January 1, 197S.
11. Several state statutes are identified in Comment: Limitation of
Action Statutes for Architects and Builders--Blueprints for Non-Action,
18 Catholic U.L. Rev. 361(1969}.
12. Section 14 of the Constitution of Kentucky provides:
All courts shall be open, and every person for an injury done him in
his lands,goods, person or reputation, shall have remedy by due
course of law, and right and justice adminbtered without sale,denial
or del:ty.
13. 497S.W. 2d at 225.

ALDER�fAN,J., ��JJJ,in�Section 95.11 (3)(c), F. S. {1975), prevents a cause of action
founded on the design, planning, or construction of an improve•
ment to real property from arising against professional engineers,
registered architects, and licensed contractors after twelve years
from the date of actual possession by the owner, the date of
abandonment of construction if not completed, or the date of"
completion or termination of the contract between the pro
fessional engineer, registered architect, or licensed contractor
and his employer. The majority, relying on Kluger v. White,
281 So. 2d 1 (Fla. 1973), holds this section to be in violation
of artkk I, section 21, of the Florida Constitution, because
the legisl:iture failed to show an overpowering public necessity
c,r that there was no less onerous alternative method.
AlthouJh the legislature, in section 95.1 I (3)(c) did not
make an ..:xprcss finding that this statute was enacted to meet
an o·,erpowering public necessity and that there is no less
onerous alternative, it is apparent to me that the limitation on
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CJU!',,..!3 of actions imposed by this section was created to meet
such a necessity. Some insight into the purpose of section
95.11 (3)(c) may be found in Grissom v. North American
Aviation, Inc., 326 F. Supp. 465 (M.D. Fla. 1971). In that
cas� court was considering section 95.1 · , F. S.
3)(c), which provid
(1969), the predecessor to s,;:ction
ed a time limitation of twelve years within which actions may
be brought against professional engineers and registered archi
tects. 11w, \\idgw of astronaut Virgil Grjssom sued for the
wrongful death of her hµ�barul,who had been killed while
"
engaged in a " r u
e ca suie'. One of
the 1SSues efore the court was the intent of the legislature in
passing the twelve-year limitation. In the absence of any
legislative history, the court looked to a somewhat similar
statutory proposal that had been before the United States
House of Representatives--H,R,, Bill No. 4181. The court
considered House Report No. 91-370, which accompanied H.
R. Bill 4181. The report explained the basis for limiting to
some definite period the time in which an action could be
brought against the engineers, architects, or designers of im•
provements to realty. The reasons set 9ut in the report are
·
g
e uall a licable to Floriaa anct"makc clear t
public necessit for section
c . The report in part
said:
"..• Architects who design buildings or improvements
to real property, engineers who design and install equip•
ment, or contractors, who build the improvements under
rigid inspection and conformity with building codes, may
find themselves named as defendants in such damage suits
many years after the improvement was completed and
occupied.
Comparatively, modern architecture, engineering, and
construction, with the new techniques, technology, and
methods, may give the appearance of defective or unsafe
conditions to older structures which conditions may be used
as a basis for such damage suits. In such cases, the archi•
tectural plans used may haye been discarded, copies of
building codes in force at the time of design or construct
tioo may no longer be in existence 2nd the persons who
were individually involved may have deceased or may not be
located. The purpose of the law is to provide a reasonable
time and opportunity for a person who has suffered injury
or damages to bring an action. To permit the bringing of
such actions without any limitation as to time places the
defendant in an unreasonable position if not imposing the
impossibility of asserting a reasonable defense.
At hearing.5 before your Committee, specific cases were
mentioned to illustrate the need for the pending legislation.
In one case an architectural firm designed an auditorium
which was built in 1928. In 1965, a visitor to the auditori•
um fell on the stairway and was injured. Her a llcgation
in a suit for damages against the owner was that her injury
was due to the improper location of a handrail. The owner
of the building, in turn, filed suit against the architect for
alleged negligence in designing the stairway and handrail.
TI1us, 38 years after the completion :Jf the construction
the architectural firm is now defending itself against a
$50,000 lawsuit.
In another instance an enginP-ering firm designed a grain
elevator which was built in 1934. 1l1e elevatl.lr was dt·stroy
ed by an explosion·in 1957. In 1959, the owner sued the
engineer for $250,000 alleging that the explosion was due
to errors in the design of the ven tila tio11 system.

In the first case, none of the architects involved in the de�igr,
of the auditorium is alive today but the architectur:il firm
is being sued. The plans, specifications, and contracts may
have been lost or destroyed. Ol<l building codes, essential
to the defense cannot be found. Jn the grain elevator case,
the plaintiff in effect alleged that the engineer should have
created in 1934 a ventilation system based on 1959 standards
and technology.
Architects, engineers, and contractors have no cl)ntrol over
an owner whose neglect in maintaining an improvement
may cause dangerous or unsafe conditions to develop over
a period of years. They cannot prevent an owner f10111
using an improvement for purposes for which it was not
designed. Nor can they prevent the owner of a building
from making alter:itions or changes which may, years
afterward, be determined unsafe or defective and appear to
be a part of tl1e original improvement."
326 F. Supp. at 467-8. The federal district court determined
that this same general intent was a major reason for passage of
section 95.11 (1 O) and similar statutes in other jurisdictions.
If the legislature, in enacting section 95.1 I (3)(c), had made
findings similar to those quoted above, there could be little J
dou�t that it would have shown :.m overpowering public neces
sity and the absence of a less onerous altern:itive. Even with
out such express recital, however, I believe the need for section
95.11 (3)(c) is clear. In the present case, the time lapse \Vas
sixteen years, but it could just have well been thirty-two or
sixty-four years. Without section 95.11 (3)(c), there is no
limitation on the number of years after which a suit could
be brought against an engineer, ari.:hitect, or contractor.
The legislature has balanced the conflicting interests and
determined that twelve years is a reasonable time after which
a cause of action may not arise. In doing so, it has not, in
my opinion, violated article I, section 21 of the Florida
Constitution. I would reverse the trial court•s order.
(Boyd and Overton, JJ., Concur.)
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Criminal Law-Supreme Court Certiorari Review
Untimely Filing of Petition-Belated Certiorari
Review Granted
WILLIE MANSFIELD and
TOMMIE HARRIS,
Petitioners,

•

•
•
•
v.
•
STATE OF FLORIDA,
•
Respondent.
* * * * * * •
* * *
* *

*

*

CASE NO. 55,761
District Court of Appeal.
Third District, Case Nos.
75-1330: 75-1485;and
75-1331

Petitioners' Motion for Leave to File for Belated Certiorari
Relief is hereby granted as to Petitioner WILLIE MAN"SFIELD
and denied as to Petitioner TOMMIE HARRIS.
Petitioner WILLIE MANSFIELD is allowed to and including
March 9, 1979, in which to file his brief on jurisdiction;
Respondent is allowed to and including March 29, 1979, in
which to file its brief on jurisdiction; and Petitioner WI LUE
MANSFIELD is allowed to and including April 9, 1979, in
which to file his reply brief on jurisdiction. (Adkins, Boyd,
Overton and Hatchett, JJ., Concur. England, CJ., Dissents
with an opinion. Sundberg and Alderman, JJ., Dissent.)
February 27, 1979.
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Senator Mattox Hair, Chairman
Senate Judiciary Committee
The Florida Senate
P. o. Box 447
Jacksonville, FL 32201
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDiNG
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Tallahassee, FL 32399 025
<(
;
Serles
Carton �;)..

RE: Statute of Limitations

Dear Mattox:

Please accept this late thank you for your help and
support during the 1979 Legislative Session.
It was a fine session for the building industry and
your qonsideration of our measures was certainly appre
ciated. Kinney Harley, our chief lobbyist, and myself,
were always treated with respect and thoughtfulness by
your excellent staff including but not limited to Sylvia,
Marylou and Diane.

As you well know one of the measures that did not pass
was SB 1303 dealing with the Statute of Limitations.
Mattox, the building industry still needs this measure
passed. The insurance problem is getting worse.
Certainly a reasonable cut off period for liability is
in everyone's best interest.

(continued)
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CA Sarasota-Manatee Co.
BA South Florida
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HBA Gr. Tampa

Treasure Coast BA
Tri-County HBA
HBA West Florida
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111 Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, F1orida 32304
(904) 488-3070

Senator Mattox Hair, Chairman
Senator David H. McClain, Vice Chairman

Sylvia M. Alberdi, Staff Director

September 11, 1979

Stephen W. Metz, Esquire
Florida Home Builders Association
Post Office Box 1259
Tallahassee, Florida 32302
Dear Steve:

Thank you very much for your recent letter concerning SB 1303
relating to the statute of limitations.
Please be assured that I will sponsor the measure for consid
eration during the 1980 session.
Best personal regards

Mattox Ha r

MH:Av

·PHILIP 0. LEWIS
p,.,c;,t .,,,t

DAN SCARBOROUGH
President Pro TemDore

JOE BROWN
Secretarv

JOHN D. MELTON
Serteant at Arms

Proposed Committee Bill (32)
A bill to be entitled

An act relating to limitations of actions;
3
4

rru. '•.

�

@·

fo)

LJ

wU

amending s. 95 .11 (3) (c), ·norida Statutes,

providing legislative intent; providing an

effective date.

WHEREAS, architects, e�gineers and contractors of an
_
6
7 improvement to real property may fir.d themselves named as

8 defendants in a damage suit many years
reproduced by
S
IVE
RCH
TE
FLORIDA STA �
9 was completed and occupied; and
STATE
DEPARTMENT OF
R A. l�i</1.Y BUILDING
· .,
�10 • •
WHERE.AS, to permit the bringing
3239�
fall:ihassee, FL

iifles

\':) Carton

·

after the i::provement

of such actions without·

11 any limitation as to time places the defendant in an un-

12 reasonable position, if not imposing the impossibility o'f

13 asserting a reasonable defense; and
14

WEREAS, architects, engineers and contractors have no

16

menc may cause· dangerous or unsafe conditions to develop over

15 control over an owner whose neglect in maintaining an improve17

a period of years; they pannot prevent an owner from using an

18 improvement for purposes for which it was not designed.; nor

19 can they prevent the owner from making alterations or changes

20 which may, years afterward, be determined unsafe or defective
21 and appear to be a part of the original improvement; and

22

WHEREAS, the ava-i.lability

�-!

professional liability

23 insurance for the engineer, architect and contractor is

24 non-exis-t:eht if they are exposed to pot:ential liability for . ·

.. •

� an indefinite period of time after an im?rovement to real

26 property has been completed; and
27

WHEREAS, the best interest of the people of the State

� will be served by limiting the period of time an engineer,

� architect or contractor may be exposed co potential liability

30

31

after an improvement has been completed; and

WHEREAS, the owner of the improveoent to real property

COOING: Words ,n � � typ• ore deletions from existing low; word, unc!erlinec! ••• odd1 11ons.

can obtain insu=ance for potential liability in a da!:lage
2 suit; and
3
4

·.5
6

7

WHEREAS, there being no less onerous alternative, an

overpowering public necessity exists for the enactment of

this limitation on actions founded on the design, planning

or construction of an improvement to real property,

NOW, THEREFORE,

8

9 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

10
11

Section l.

Subsection (3)(c) of Section 95.11, Florida

12 Statutes, is amended to read:
13

14

95.11 Limitations other than for the recovery of real

property.-- Actions other than for recovery of real property

15 shall be commenced as follows:
16

17
18

(3)

WITHIN FOUR YEARS. ;_ _

(c)

An action founded on the design, planning, or con-

struction of an improvement to real property, 'With the time

19 running from the date of actual possession by the owner, the

� date of abandonment of construction if not completed, or the
21 date of completion or termination of -the contract between the·
22 professional engineer,_;::egistered architect, or licensed con-

n tracto.r and his employer; e..�cept that when the.action involves..

.

24 a latent"· defect, the time

.,.

rlmS

from the time the defect is . - : :

25 discovered or should have been discovered with the exercise ..
U

of due diligence.

In any event the action must be commenced.·

U within 12 years after the date of actual possession by the
� owner, the date of abandonment.of construction if not com-

� pleted, or the date of completion or ter:::iination of the con30 tract between the professional engineer, registered architect,

!
I!

31 or licensed contractor and his employer. It is the intent of the !
COOING: Words in ......-i. � type are delet1ans /ram u1st1n9 law; words und•rlined ar• addi11on,.

legislature that the Prea.I!!ble to t�is ace shall be the find�n2s
2 which established the need for abolishing a cause of action for

3 damages occurring more than twelve
years after the comoletion
'
4 of imorovements to real orooerty.
Section 2.

This act shall operate retroactively as

6 long as no vested right is affected thereby; otherwise this
7 act shall take effect July l, 1979.
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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41-1813-9
A bill to be entitled
2
3

An act relating to limitations on actions other
than for recovery of real property; reenacting

4

s. 95.11(3)(c), Florida Statutes, 1978

s

Supplement, relating to the limitation on

6

actions founded on the design, planning, or

7

construction of improvements to real property;

8

providing for the prospective repeal of said

9

provision; providing an effective date.

JO

11

WHEREAS, architects, engineers, and contractors of an

12

improvement to real property may find themselves named as

14

was completed and occupied, and

13

IS
16

defendants in a damage suit many years after the improvement
WHEREAS, to permit the bringing of such actions without
any limitation as to time, places the defendant in an

17

unreasonable, if not impossible, position with respect to

18

asserting a defense, and

19

20

WHEREAS, architects, engineers, and contructors have no
control over an owner whose neglect in maintaining an

21

improvement may cause dangerous or unsafe conditions to

22

develop over a period of years, an owner who uses an

23

improvement for purposes for which it was not designed, or an

24

owner who makes alterations or changes which, years afterward,

25

may be determined to be unsafe or defective and which may

26

appear to be a part of the original improvement, and

27

WHEREAS, the availability of professional liability

28

insurance for the engineer, architect, and contractor is

29

nonexistent if they are exposed to potential liability for an

30

indefinite period of time after an improvement to real

31

property has been completed, and
l
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WHEREAS, the owner of the improvement to real property
2 can obtain insurance for potential liability in a damage suit,
3 and
4

WHEREAS, the best interest of the people of the state

s

will be served by limiting the period of time an engineer,

6

architect, or contractor may be exposed to potential liability

7

after an improvement has been completed, and

8

WHEREAS, there being no less onerous alternative, an

9 overpowering public necessity exists for the reenactment of
10

the limitation on actions founded on the design, planning, or

11

construction of an improvement to real property, which

12

limitation was declared unconstitutional by the Florida

13

Supreme Court in Overland Construction Company, Inc. v.

14

Sirmons, Case Nos. 52,799 and 52,788, NOW, THEREFORE,

15

16

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

17
18

Section 1.

Paragraph ( c) of subsection (3) of section

19

95.11, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, is hereby reenacted

20

to read:

21

95.11

Limitations other than for the recovery of real

22

property.--Actions other than for recovery of real property

n

shall be commenced as follows:

24

(3)

WITHIN FOUR YEARS.--

25

(c)

An action founded on the design, planning, or

�

construction of an improvement to real property, with the time

27

running from the date of actual possession by the owner, the

�

date of abandonment of construction if not completed, or the

�

date of completion or termination of the contract between the

30

professional engineer, registered architect, or licensed

31

contractor and his employer; except that when the action
2
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involves a latent defect, the time runs from the time the
2

defect is discovered or should have been discovered with the

3

exercise of due diligence.

5

by the owner, the date of abandonment of construction if not

In any event the action must be

4 commenced within 12 years after the date of actual possession
6
7

s

completed, or the date of completion or termination of the
contract between the professional engineer, registered
architect, or licensed contractor and his employer.
Section 2.

9

Paragraph (c) of subsection (3) of section

10

95.11, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, as reenacted by this

11

act, is repealed July l, 1980.
Section 3.

12
13

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

14

15
16

17
18

SENATE SUMMARY
Reenacts s. 95.11(3) (c), F.�., 1978 Supp., which provides
a limitation on actions founded on the design, planning,
or construction of an improvement to real property.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
JO
31
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Summary
A.

Present Situation:

(iu

1f'

{o)
L(

Li
Present s. 95.11(3)(c), Florida Statutes 1978 Supplement, relating to
�
��}
limitations on actions, provides that an action founded on a latent de
rep-·
roduced by
· feet in the design, planning, or construction of an improvement to real
FLORIDA TA
S
TE ARCHIVES
property must be commenced within four years of the time the latent defect DEP, "?
T/-:ENroF ::iTATE
;•
is discovered or should have been discovered. The section goes on to
R
provide that, in any event, such an action must be commenced within g �/aha�· ,hA'i BUILoi;�,,
s��l 32399-0'2S
.
�
of the date of actual possession by the owner, the date of abandonment of
Q
construction if not completed, or the date of completion or termination or p "As-L..l Carton , ") (J
�
the contract between the engineer, architect, or contractor and his employer.
In Overland Construction Co. v. Sirmons (1979), the Florida Supreme Court
held in a 4/3 decision that s. 95.11(3) (c) is unconstitutional insofar as
the section provides an absolute bar to suits brought more than 12 years
after events connected with the construction of improvements to real
property. The Court stated that the section unconstitutionally abolished
a right of access to the courts for redress for a particular injury and
did not provide an alternate form of redress. The court noted that the
"legislature itself has not expressed any perceived public necessity for
abolishing a cause of action for injuries occuring more than twelve years
after the completion of improvements to real property."
B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Change:

PCB.(32) sets forth? preamble to s. 95.11(3)(c) which provides a list of
:findings that indicate the public necessity for the 12 year limitation on
the causes of action under s. 95.11(3)(c). Further, PCB (32) amends the
body of s. 95.11(3)(c) to state that it is the legislature's intent that
the preamble shall be the findings that have established the need for
abolishing causes of action which occur more than 12 years after the com
pletion o� improvements to real property.
II.

Fiscal Impact
No fiscal impact upon state or local governments is anticipated.

III.

Comments
In the Overland Construction case, the.dissent stated that the majority
held the section unconstitutional because the legislature failed to show
an overpowering public necessity for the section or that there was no
less-onerous alternative method· for accomplishing the intent of the section.
The dissent then provides a list of findings indicating the overpowering
public necessity for s. 95.11(3)(c). The dissent then states that "[iJf
the legislature, in enacting s. 95.11(3) (c), had made findings similar to
those quoted, there could be little doubt that it would have shown an over
powering public necessity and the absence of a less onerous alternative."
The preamble in PCB(32) tracks, for the most part, the list of findings
set forth in the dissent in the Overland Construction case.
The in�ent of PCB(32) is to remedy the constitutional infirmities of·
s. 95.11(3)(c).

IV.

Amendments
There were no amendments to PCB(32).
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l .!. Fath intentionally fa led to seek Uzat's lawful ob
jectives through rcasonabl) available means permitkd by
law by no� advising the co rt on June 13, 1974 , or there•
after. that he h:id not advi ed his client of the date of trial,
and by not petitioning th court to quash the bench
warrant and rescind the d iver's license su·spension because
of an unintentional and · advertent failure of the client to
appear at trial.
III. Recommendation o Guilt Qr Innocence.
I recommend that the respondent be found g·uilty of each
charge set forth in the C mplaint of The Florida Bor, and
specifically that he be f und guilty of the violation of
Disciplinary Rules 6-10 (A)(3), 7-101 (A)(2), and 7-101
(A)(3) of the Code of P ofessional Responsibility promul
gated by this Court.
IV. Recommendation s to Disci Jina Me.!sure to be
Applied.
It is the recommend tion of the referee, on the basis of
the foregoing violation of the Disciplinary Rules of the
Code of Professional sponsibility, that respondent
Ronald J. Fath be pub icly reprimanded and suspended
from the practice of I for a period of three (3) months,
with automatic reinst ement at the end of this period,
such automatic reinst ement to be expressly conditioned
upon payment by the espondent of the costs of this proceeding, and restituti to his client in the amount of
S460.00, all as provid d by Rule I 1.02 (2), Integration
Rules of The Florida ar.
I am advised by B- counsel that the respondent has no
prior record of disdp ·nary action by the Supreme Court.
The off..,,1ses describe here are, therefore, respondent's
first violation of the ·sciplinary Rules. It is the judg
ment of the referee, owever, that the recommended sus
pension is fully justi ed by the seriousness of the violations
cited. In addition, I find that the recommended discipline
is fl}rther justified b respondent's blatant disregard for
these disciplinary pr ceedings. •

Attorneys ontempt-Suspended Attorney's
Retention of Law Office Sign and Continued U se
.of Letterhea Stationery
THE FLORID BAR,
V.

ERNEST it.

Complainant,

B ·ED, JR.,

espondent.

•
•
•
•

CASE NO. 55,195

* • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Febru:iry 22, 19 9. C:1�c of Original Juri�dit:tion - The Florida Bar.
D.JYid G. McGun gle, Br:inch St.iff Counsel. Orlando, Florid;i; James
P. Hollaway, ,\ss slant St.lff Counsel, Tallahas�e. Florid.,; and Allen
Smith, Bar Coun el, Winter Haven, Florida, for Compbinant.
Monterey Camp II of Campb1:ll, Dunlap, Coward and Blakeman.
Bartow, Ftorid;i, or Respondent.

(PER CURIM
We have for consideration a petition filed ·
by The Florida Bar requesting that Respondent Breed be held
in contempt of court for failure to abide by the Integration
Rule of The Fl rida Bar during his suspension.
Breed was t mporarily suspended from practice of l:tw
until further or er of the Court. The Florida Bar v. Breed,
353 So. 2d 846 (Fla. 1977). The Florida Bar alleges that
on August 24, 978, a sign hanging over the door of Breed's
Offices, Ernest M. Breed, 154." Also,
.
office rc:id"
during the peri from August 15, 1978, to August 30, 1978,
Breed engagcu i correspondence using letterhead stationery
identifying him s an attorney at law.
In response t the Petition for Ruic to Show Cause, Breed
says he was not ware of any prohibition against the con•
tinued presence f the sign or the use of the letterhead
st:itionery.
·
A suspended ttorney. although still a member or The
Florida Bar, is w thout the privilege of practicing or holding
himself out to t public and others as able to practice.
Florid::i Bar lnte ration Rule, Art. XJ, Rule I J .IO (3).
The Court fin s that Breed is in contempt of court for
his failure to abi e by this Court's orders and rules governing
Having ca�efully revi wed the record, we find the allegations the conduct of
.
pended attorneys. See The Florida Bar v.
of the complaint to be p oved by clear and convincing evidence Abagis. 327 So.
208 (Fla. 1976); The Florida Bar v.
and, therefore, we appr e the findings and recommendations
Brigman, 322 So. 2d 556 (Fla. 1975).
ot:the referee. See Flo da Bar v. Blaha, No. 53,999, slip op.
The adjudicati n of contempt is withheld on condition
... at 6 (Fla. Dec. 21, 1978 - [1979 FLW 9];
Florida Bar v.
that the afo_resaid ign �e removed within 15 days from tlic
a. 1971); Florida Bar v. Taylor, 201
. 1imson, 257. So. 2d 44
filing of thi, orde and that Bree� ref rain from using letter•
.·. So. 2d 449 (Fla. 1967). .
�,
head stat,onery id ntifying him as an attorney at iaw.
-: . '. . .: -Acc9rd-ingly, respon ent, Ronald J. Fath, is hereby SUS•
If is so ordered
(England, CJ.,. Adkins, Boyd, Overton-,·
- __pended from:the. practi nf law for a period of three months,
d -r- _3.n� J_J � �oncu�.) _. _ - _ . _ _ _
Sundberg, �-ii��h
w� ':1 � �
_with automatic reinstat ment at the �nd of this period. How
,
.
.,. -, .
-. ever, such automatic re· statement is conditioned upon pay- -. - . - - . . .
.
- _: �1�nt:- by- iesponµez:it�of. }:le costs of this proceeding :md restiTorts-Limitation of Actions-Absolute Bu to-Actitfns·
. tution -to his dicnt:in e amount- of S460, as provided by
Against Engineers, Architects and Contractors Arising
Florida Bar- Integration Rule, :irticle XI, Rule 11.02 (2).
Out of Improvements to Real Property-Statute
The susoension sha be effective on March 26, 1979, there•
Unconstitutional Denial of Access to Courts
by giving respondent t me to close out his practice and take
the necessary steps to rotect his clients, and H is ordered that
respondent sh:ill not a cept any new business.
Costs in the amou t of S347.20 found by this Court to have OVERLAND CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, INC.,
been reasonably incu ed by The Florida Bar are hereby taxed
CASE NOS.
Petitioner,
against the responde
52,799 and
v.
It is so ordered.
Adkins, A.C.J., Boyd, Sundberg,
S2,783
Hatch,=tt and Aldenn n, JJ�, Concur.)
JERRY I. SIRMONS, et ux, et al.,
·. ·'
Rcspon<lcnl�.
l. No inference has ·en dr.twn that Fath init.iatc:u the ells.

.

• • •

.
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.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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OVERLAND CONSTRUCTION
COMPA."lY, INC.,
Appella?t,
v.

•

..
..

•

JERRY I. SIRMONS, et ux, et al., "'
•
Appellees.

.. • • • • .. • * • • • • • • *

M.:irch 1, 1979. Certior;iri and .:in appe:il from the P.:ilm Beach County

Circuit Court. Vaughn Roonick,Judge, Case No. 76-2192 CA (L) 01 C.
Justus W. Reid of Magill, Sevier and Reid, P:ilm Beach, Florid.1; and
Edna L. Caruso, West P:ilm Beach, Florid.l, for Petitioner/Appcllcc.
Rich:ud L. Martens of Cone, Owen, Wagner, Nugent, Johnson :ind
McKeown; :ind L:i.rry Klein, West P:ilm Beach, Florida, for Respondents/
Appellees.

In this proceeding we are called upon
to review the constitutionality of Section 95. l l (3)(c), F. S.
(1975), insofar as it absolutely bars the right to bring suit for
certain injuries incurred on real property UQless the lawsuit is
commenced within twelve years aft er the completion of the
e
t
r
r
d
!:� �;�;:�:t:��:fu:h �:�s �;t::�� !ro!Ie� �;��� ���s1·gn, plann1·ng, or construction of an improvement to real
property," states:
In any event the action must be commenced within 12 years
after the date of actual possession by the owner, the date
of abandonment of construction if not compl eted, or the
date of completion or termination of the contract between
the professional engineer' registered architect, or licensed
contractor and his employer.

(ENGLAND, CJ.)

In 1961, Overland and another company completed construction of a building in West Palm Beach.· In 1975, more
than twelve years after Overland's completion of construction,
Jerry Sirmons was injured in the building in the course of his
employment. He sued botn the owner llf the building and
its builders. When Overland moved for a summary judgment
based on the statutory twelve year ban on lawsuits, the quoted
portion of section 95.11 (3)(c) was declared unconstitutional
by the trial court, thereby allowing Sirmons and the other
respondents to proceed with the lawsuit notwithstanding the
seeming bar of the statute. Overland has now sought to have
the ruling reversed here, pursuant to article V, section 3 (b)(3),
Florida Constitution, and Burnsed v. Seaboard Coastline Rail__ road_ Co., 290 So. 2d 13 (Fla. 1974).
- The trial court held the statute unconstitutional as violative
of article I, section 21 of the Florida Constitution, 1 which � •
·p.rovides:
.
.
-- . Toe courts shall be open to every person for redress of any
.. : . injury, and justice shall be administered without sale,
- -denial or delay.
This constitution3l mandate, which has appeared in every
revision of the st3te constitution since 1836, 2 has no counterpart in the federal constitution and derives its scope and
meaning from Florida case faw. 3 The polestar decision for
the construction of this provision is Kluger v. White, 281 So.
2d 1, 4 (Fla. 1973), in whi::h we held:
[W]here a r ight of access to the courts for redress for a
particular injury has been provided by statutory law pre•
dating the adoption of the Declaration of rughts of the
Constitution of the St,1te of Florida, or where such right has
become a p3rt of the common law of the State pursuant to
F. S. Secti ... n 2.0.i. F.S.A., the Legislature is without power
to abolish such a right without providing a reasonable alt ernative to protect the rights of the people of the State to
--- __niE..f:!

!U

re dress for injuries, unless the l.cgisl.1ture can show an
powering public necessity for the abolishment of such
and no alternative method of mee ting such public nccc
can be shown.
Based on K1uger, the n, w e must first decide wh e th er the I
lature, without providing any reasonable alternative, h,1s
abolished a statutory or common law right of action prot(
by article I, section 21, 4 and if so, whether that action is
grounded both on an ove-rpowering public nccessit)' and a
absence of any less on e rous alternative means of meeting
ne ed.
It is undisputed that a cause of action of the type asser
by Sirmons in this case--the right of an injured person tc
bring suit against a building contractor with whom he is n
. privity for damag es suffered as a result of alle ged negllgen
construction even after the owner has accepted the c:ompleted bi.Jilding--is one for which a right of redress is gu..
anteed by article I, section 21. This common law right, t
not expressly recognized by statute until 1975; 5 was ac
knO'w'ledged as extant by this Court in 1959. 6 When the
"acces5 to courts" provision of the constitution �s readopted in 1968, there existed a right of re dress against cc
tractors for the type of injury Sirmons suffered, provided.
of course, that suit was comm enced within four years 7
after the cause of action accrued by the occurrence of !he
ju
� i�tion 95_11 (3)(c), insofar as is rele\-ant to this proc
e
ing, creates absolute immunity from suit for certain pr('fe�
sionals and con tractors connected with the construction o
improvements to real property after the expiration of lwe
years from the completion of the building. It unquestion,
abolished Jerry Sirmons' right to sue Overland for his inju
and provided no alternative lonn of redress. The only
remaining issue under Kluger, therefor e , is wh eth er the !er
lature has shown an overpowering public necessity for thh
prohibitory provision, :md an absence of less onerous alt(
natives.
The Je gfsTature itself has not expressed anv percei�
ellblic necessity for abolishing a cause of action for injurit
occurring more than twelve years after the c:cmpJetion 9-f
fmorovem ents to real property. Overland suggests that
�ral other states have adopted analogous limitations, 8
principally to counter a trend in the �ecisional law towarc
expanded liabUity
professional engineers, architects
and contractors, and that the need for 'this type of statute
predicated o·n the difficulty o(proof which naturally accompanies 1he_passage of time.
We recognize th e problems which inhere in exposingbuilders and re lated professionals to- potential liability fer
indefinite Ee riod of time after an improveme nt to re:il
property has been completed. Undoubtedly, the passage
time does aggravate the difficulty of producing reliable
evidence, 3nd it is likely that advances in technology tencl
push industry standards inexorably higher. The impact,
these proble ms, however, is felt by all litigants. Moreover
the difficulti es of proof would se em to fall at least as h'°:i •.
on injured plaintiffs, v.-ho must generally carry the initi:il
burden of establishing th:it the defendant was negligl!nt. :
any event, these problems are not unique to the ..:onstruc:
industry, and they are not sufficiently compe lling to justi
the enactment of legislation which, without providing an
altemativ;: means of .-edress, totally abolishes an mjur ed f
cause of action. The legislation impermissibly benefits or

for

. !04

,

:::,ur·Hc:.Mc. GUUtt I U/-'INiUN:::i

one dass of dcft:ncLints, at the expense of :in inju�cd p:irty's
ri£}\t tc sue, ::i:1d in violation of our constitutional g�r:intce of
access to co•�rts.
Tnis andysis of section 95.11 (3)(c) n:itur::illy c:ills for an
explanati,:,n of our ,:cent dcdsion in B::iuld v. J.A.Jones Con•
structio�, Co., 357 So. 2d 401 (Fla. 1978), where we sustained
this ve;y provision in the face of a constitution::il ch::illenge by
one v hvse cause of action was curtailed, r:ither than wholly
barred, by the effect of section 95.11 (3)(c). - In Bauld, un•
like the present case, the injury occurred prior to the en:ict•
ment of section 95.11 (3)(c), at a time when the applicable
;ta tute of limitations provided only that suit must be com•
menc�d within four years. 9 When section 95.1.l (3)(c) took
1:ffect in 1975, two and one-half years of that period had
elapsed, d•Jring which time an action could h:ive been filed.
Moreover, the savings clause of section 95.022 10 extended
the deadline for instituting existing causes of action which
would otherwise have been terminated by the new twelve year
lir.1itation for an additional year. Consequently, the absolute
twelve year prohibitory provision did not operate to abolish
Pearl Bauld's cause of action, but merely abbreviated the period
within which suit could be commenc::d from four to three and
one-half ye::irs. Although shortened, the time for bringing
suit w.:ts found to. be ample and reasonable; it was not fore•
staUed altogether.
By contr:ist, Sirmons• cause of action was already barred
by the twelve year limitation when it first accrued--that is,
�en his injuries occurred. No judicial forum would ever
have been available to Sirmons if the twelve year prohibitory
portion of the statute were given effect. Obviously, our
decision as to the validity of the statute vis-a-vis Pearl Bauld
would not operate to bar our declaring the same statute invalid
vis-a-vis Jerry Sirmons.
Some mention should be made of decisions from other jur•
i:.dictions concerning similar statutes. In several cases relied
on by Overl:ind the courts reviewed statutory provisions similar
to section 95.11 (3Xc) under a much less exacting standard
than our own co_nstitution and decisional law require.
courts in those states essentially determined that their laws
constituted a reasonable exercise of the police power, unrelated
to any ..access to courts" provision in their organic law or a
.subscr.ient Kluger standard. 11
A foreign decision which we do find persuasive, however, is
Saylor v. hall, 497 S.W. 2d 218 (Ky. 1973), in which a like
stntute was tested .igainst a constitutional provisi�uarantee
ing a rjght of access to courts similar to our owi,.
The
Kentucky court recognized that a majority of other juris
dictions considering the issue had upheld the validity of such
statutes a ga inst due process and equal
protection attacks, but
·it nonethele-ss held that
th-e application of purported limitation statutes in such
manner as to destroy :i cause of :iction before it legally
exists cannot be permissible if it accomplishes destruction
oi a constitutionally protected right of action. 13
We similarly conclude that in Florida, as in Kentucky, the
unique restriction imposed by our constitutional guarantee of
:1 ri�ll 11f accc:ss lo cnurls makes it irrelevant Iha! t!iis "slalule
,,r •�·1wsc'' may lx: v.ili.l under state or federal due process or
\'t1u:1I prntection clauses.
We ho!d that. insof:tr .1s :-;cction 95.11 (J)(c), F. S. (i 975),
provides llll ubsulute bar lo lawsuits brought more than twelve
y,·:1rs after c•.-entJ connected.with the construction of improve1111.·111 s 111 re:il property, it violates article I, section 21 of the
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Florid.i Constitution. The order of the tri:il court is, there•
fore, affirmed.
It is so ordered.
(Adkins, Sundberg .ind Hatchett, JJ.,
.Concur. Alderman, J., Dissents with an opinion with which
Boyd and Overton, JJ., Concur.)
l. The trial court also inv:ili�ted the sta tute on other constitution;u
grounds, but our disposition of this cise makes i t unnecessary to �ddrcs:
thosr. issues.
2. G.B.B. lnvcstmcnts, lnr_ v. Hintr.11:opf; 343 So. 2d 899,901 (Fb.
3d OCA 1977).
3. See,for example, Carter v. Sparkman, 335 So. 2d 802 (Fl.I. 1976)
cert. denied,429 U.S. 1041 (1977); Sunspan Eng'r & Const. Co. v.
Spring-Lock Sc:iffolding Co., 310 So. 2d 4 (Fla. 1975); Scholastic
Systems, Inc. v. Le Loup, 307 So. 2d 166 (Fla. 1974); Kluger v. V."hite,
281 So, 2d 1 (FI:t. I 97:i); flood v. State ex reL HomeI:tnd Co., 9S Fla.
1003, 117 So. 385 (1928).
4. Section 2.01, F. S. (1975), provided that "[l] he common and
statute tJws of Engllml whic:h are of a ,:encral and not a toed nature
••• down to the 4th day of July, J 776, are decla.red to be of force in
this state •••• " The common �...., principles ;u adopted by section
2.0 l,however, have not been confined as of 1776, but have been held
to be "designed for application to new conditions and circumstances."
State ex rel. Burr v. Jacksonville Terminal Co., 90 FL:i. 721, 744, 106
So. 576,584 (192S).
S. Ch. 74-382, Section 7, Laws of Fla., codified as Section 95.11
(3)(c),F. S. (Supp. 1974) (effective Januuy 1, 197S).
6. S!::ivin v. Kay, 108 So. 2d 462, 46S-Q7 (Fla. 1959). While the
common law rule in effect in 1776 had severely limited a contractor's
liability,a more expansive view was developed by our courts over the
ye3rs as exceptions to the general rule. For a discussion of the evo- ·
lution of contractor liability in Florida, see Slavin,and see generally,
W. Prosser,Torts Section 104, at 680-82 (4th cd.1971).
7. Section 9S.11 (4), F. s: (1967).
8. See, for example, Carter v. Hartenstein, 248 Ark. 1172,455 S.W.
2d 918 (1970),appeal dismissed,401 U.S. 901 (1971}; Josephs v.
Burns,2600r. 493,491 P.7.d 203 (1971).
9. Section 95.11 (4), F. S. (t 971).
10. Under section 95.022, any action barred by the new statute that
would not have been barred under prior law could still be commenced al
any time before J:inuary t, 1976. Of course, this provision is of no
benefit to Sirmons, or others simibrly situated, whose riiht of actlon
had not arisen prior to J:muary 1, 1975.
11. Several state statutes are identified in Comment: limitation of
Action Statutes for Architects and Builders--Blueprints for Non-Action,
18 Catholic U.L. Rev. 361 (1969).
12. Sec tion 14 of the Constitution of Kentucky provides:
All oourts shall be open, and every person for :in injury done him In
his lands,goods,person or reputation,shall have remedy by due
course of law, and right and justice administered without sale, denial
or deb.y.
13. 497 S.W. 2d at 225.
ALDERMAN,J., Dissenting. -

.
. . -Section 95.11 (3)(c), F. S. (I 975), prevents a cause of action
founded on_ the design, planning, or construction of :in improve•
rnent to re:il property from arising against professional engineers.
registered a'rchitects, and licensed contractors after twelve years
from the d:ite of actual possession by the owner, the date of
abandonment of construction if not completed, or the date of"
completion or termination of the contract between the pro
fessional engineer, registered :irchitect, or licensed contractor
and his employer. The m:ijority, relying on Kluger v. White,
281 So. 2d 1 {Fla. 1973), holds this section to be in violation
of article I, section 21, of the Florida Constitution, because
the legislature failed to show an overpowering public necessity
e,r that there was no less onerous alternative method.
Aithou,;h the legislature, in section 95.11 (3)(c) did not
make an .:xprcss finding that this statute was enacted to meet
an o·,erpowering public necessity and that there is no less
onerous altem:itive, it is apparent to me that the limitation on

· · rative
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cJu�,; of actions imposed by this section was created to meet
such a ncc�ssity. Some insight into the purpose of section
95.11 (3)(c) may be found in Grissom v. North American
Aviation. Inc., 326 F. Sur,p. 46S (M.D. Fla. 1971). In that
case, the court ms considering section 95.11 (10), F. S.
(J 969), th.:: predecessor to S<!ction 95.11 (3)(c), which pro..,id
ed a time limitation of twelve years within which actions may
be brought against professional engineers and registered archi
tects. The widow of astronaut Virgil Grissom sued for the
wrongful death of her husband,who had been killed while
engaged in a "ground test" of an apollo space capsule. One of
the issues before the court was the intent of the legislature in
passing th� twelve-year limitation. In the absence of any
legislative history, the court looked to a somewhat similar
statutory proposal that had been before the United Stntes
Hous� of Representatives--H.R. Bill No. 4181. The court
considered House Report No. 91-370, which accompanied H.
R Bill 4181. The report explained the basis for limiting to
some definite period the time in which an action could be
brought against the engineers, architects, or designers of im•
provements to realty. The reasons set out in the report are
equally applicable to Floridn and make clear the overpowering
public necessity for section 95.11 (3)(c). The report in part
said:
"••• Architects who design buildings or improvements
to real property, engineers who design and install equip•
ment, or contractors, who build the improvements under
rigid inspection and conformity with building codes, may
find themselves named as defendants in such damage suits
many years ifter the improvement was completed and
occupied.
Comparatively, modern architecture, engineering, and
construction, with the new techniques, technology, and
methods, may give the ap�arance of defective or unsafe
conditions to older structures which conditions may be used
as a basis for such damage suits. In such cases, the archi·
. tectural plans used may haye been discarded, copies of
building codes in force at the time of design or construct
tlon may no longer be in existence and the persons who
were individually involved may have deceased or may not be
located. The purpose of the law is to provide a reasonable
time and opportunity for a person who has suffered injury
or damages to bring an action. To permit the bringing of
such actions without any limitation as to tim.� places the
defendant in an unreason�ble position if not imposing the
impossibility of asserting a reasonable defense.
At hearings before your Committee, specific cases were
mentione.d to illustrate the need for the pending legislation.
Jn one case an architectural firm designed an auditorium
which was built in 1928. In 1965, a visitor to the auditori
um fell on the stairway and was injured. Her allegation
in a suit for damages ai;:iinst the owner w:i.s that her injury
was due to the improper location of a handrail. The owner
of the building, in tum, filed suit against the architect for
alleged negligence in designing the stairway and handrail.
Thus, 38 years after the completion -Jf the construction
the architectural firm is now defending itself against a
S50,000 lawsuit.
In another instance an eng.inP.ering firm designed :i grain
elevator which was built in 1934. The clcvatur wns dt·stroy
ed by an explosion· in 19S7. In 1959, the owner sued the
engineer for S250,000 alleging that the explosion was due
to errors in the design of the ven tila tio11 system.
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In the first case, none of the architects involved in the de
of the :iu<litorium is :ilive today but the architectural firr
is being sued. The plans, specifications, and contracts ir
have been lost or destroyed. Old building codes, essenti,
to the ddense cannot be found. Jn the grain elevator<.:.:!
the plaintiff in eff<!ct allebcd that the engineer should ha
created in 1934 a ventilation system b:iscd on 1959 st:rn,
and technology.
Architects, engineers, and contr:rctors have no control o·
an owner whose neglect in maintaining an improvement
may cause c.fongerous or unsafe condit_ions to develop ov1
a period of years. They cannot prevent an owner flll111
using an improvement for purposes for which it was not
designed. Nor can they prevent the owner of a building
from making alterations or changes which may, years
:ifterward, be determined unsafe or defective and appear
be a part of the original improvement."
326 F. Supp. at 467-8. The federal district court determir
that this same general intent was a major reason for pass:ige
section 95.11 (t O) and similar statutes in other jurisdictions
If the legislature, in enacting section 9S.11 (3)(c), had m
findings similar to those quoted above, there could be little
doubt that it would have shown :..n overpowering public nee
sity and the absence of a less onerous alt�rnative. Even wit}
out such express recital, however, [ believe the need for sect
95.11 (3)(c) is clear. In the present case, the thn� lapse \va
sixteen years, but it could just have well been thirty-two or
sixty-four ·years. Without section 95.11 (3)(c), there is no
limitation on the number nf years after which a suit could
be brought against an engineer, arclutect, or contractor.
The legislature has balanced the conflicting interests and
determined that twelve years is a reasonable time after whic
a cause of action may not arise. In doing so, it h:is not, in
my opinion, violated article I, section 21 of the Florida
Constitution. [ would reverse the trial court's order.
(Boyd and Ove�on, JJ ., Concur.)
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By Representative Margolis
A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to public utilities, requiring
certain private utility companies to transmit

�

estimated monthly installments of collections

5

of utility receipts representing l�cal

6

government franchise fees on a monthly baslsi
'providing for the calculation and adjustment of
such installments; providing an effective date.
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o.-

::,
QJ 0.
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WIIEREAS, under the laws of this state, franchise fee

0'0

11

agreements are concluded between public utilities and local

......

12

governing bodies, and

QJ
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WHEREAS, the Florida Public Service Commission has

u

directed public utilities to assess franchise fees directly

QJ

IS

upon consumers as a separate item on the utility's periodic

.o

16

billing, and

E '-

17

QJ

-.c

::, VI

0 QJ
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QJ
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WHEREAS, although collections of such fees are normally

18

made on a monthly basis, receipts from such collections often

19

reach the local governments only on a yearly basis, and

E·�

20

.g l:

WHEREAS, this delayed transmittal has cost local

21

3: ...

0

C C
QJ 0

::,µ
u"'

0
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::, QJ
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governments substantial revenues through lost interest
receipts, NOW, THEREFORE,

23
24

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

25
26
27
28

Section 1.

Local government utility franchise fees,

monthly accounting and payment.-(!)

Whenever the periodic billing of any private

r,

company or corporation granted a privilege or franchise to

30

provide any utility service by a local government is required

31

to include or otherwise Includes a charge fnr, or

J

277-25C-10-8
representing, a franchise fee as an item separate on the
2

1.23

consumer's bill from charges for utility service based upon

3

authorized rates, the private company or corporation shall

,

transmit to the appropriate local government an estimated

5

monthly installment representing the amount of franchise fee ' 1.23

6
7
a

9

to
11
12
13

�
15

charges collected.

•• 23

The estimated monthly installment shall be

calculated on the basis of 90 percent of collected franchise
fee charges for the monthly bllllng period ending 60 days
prior to each scheduled monthly installment transmittal.

the final annual Installment for any franchise is due, an

20
21
22
23

1.23.
1. 23,

adjustment shall be made for any underpayment or overpayment
resulting from the calculation of such installments.
(2)

The provisions of this section shall not affect

1. 23.
l .23.

franchise agreements entered Into prior to October 1, 1979.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1979.

17

19

1.23

When 1.23

16

18

-1.23

HOUSE SUMMARY
Requires private utilities to transmit estimated monthly
installments of collections representing local government
utility franchise fees on a monthly basis to the local
government when charges for such fees appear as a
separate item on the utility's billing. Provides for the
calculation of such estimated monthly installments and
for adjustments in the event of underpayments or
overpayments.

2,

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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ANO CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR

S 0149 GENERAL BILL BY JENNE (IDENTICAL H 02971
STATE ATTORNEYS; PEMOVES THE MAXIMUM LIMITATION ON SALARIES THAT MAY BE
PAIO TO PEPSONNEL EMPLOYED BY A STATE ATTORNE Y. AMENDS 27.25.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
12/06/79 SENATE PREFILED
01/09/80 SENATE REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, WAYS ANO MEANS
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06/07/80 SENATE DIED I N COMMITTEE ON RULES AND C�LENOAR·
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COUNCIL'S DEFE NSIVE DRIVING COURSE OR ANY DRIVING TRAINING COURSE
AP PROVED BY D.M.v., ETC. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
12/06/79 SENATE PREFILED
01/09/80 SENATE REFERRED TO COMMERCE
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00018
04/21/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
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12/07/79 SENATE PREFILEO
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WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR -HJ 01195; WITHOPAWN FROM
FURTHER CONS., IDEN/SIM/COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER TO
HS 1330 (VETOED BY GOVERNOR - 07/04/801 •HJ Ollq5

H 030S GENERAL BILL BY BARRETT (SIMILAR S 01851
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EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
12/06/79 HOUSE TARGETED F OR PRIV ATE SECTOR lMPACT; T ARGETED FOR LOCAL
F ISCAL IMPACT; PREFJLED, REFERPEO TO FINANCE &
TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS
04/08/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; TARGETED FOP LOCAL
FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, PEFER�ED TO FINANCE &
TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00033
06/07/80 HOUSE DJED I N COMMITTEE ON FINANCE & TAXATION

�ENE�AL BILL/CS BY JUDICIARY, UPCHURCH, JENNINGS, WAPD ANO OTH�RS
�IDENTICAL ENG/S 01511
LIMITATIONS ON ACTIONS; PROVIDES LIMITATION ON ACTJONS FOUNDED ON THE
DESIGN, PLANNING OR CONSTRUCTION OF IMPROVEMENTS TO REAL PROPERTY.
AMENDS 95.11. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
12/06/79 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY
01/24/80 HOUSE SU BREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURT SYSTEMS ANO
HI SCELLANEOUS
04/08/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00033;
SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURT SYSTEMS AND
MISCELLANEOUS
0S108180 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY JUD!CfAPY
-HJ 00371
05/28/80 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAP
06/07/80 HOUSE DtED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO SB 151 (CH. 80-3221
H 0307 CONCU RRENT RESOLUTION BY WILLIAMS, DUNBAR ANO OTHEPS (IDENTICAL S 0294t
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12/06/79 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIPS
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GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
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-HJ 00033
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SUBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON CUR RICULUM
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON HIGHER EDUCATION

H 0309 GENER AL B ILL BY YOUNG (IDENTICAL S 04271
SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT'S COMPENSATION; AUTHORIZES EACH DISTRICT SCHOOL
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SPECIFIED LIMITS. AMENDS 145.08. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
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SUBJECT:

BILL !lo, AND SPONSOR:

Limitations on Actions
I. SUMMARY:

SB. 151 by Senators Hair,
McClain, Scarborough,
and Grizzle
SEE FINAL REVISION

A. Present Situation:
Current statutory provisions, s. 95.11(3)(c), F.S., require that a
legal action based upon the design, planning, or construction of an
improvement to real property brought against an engineer, architect,
or contractor or his employer is barred if not brought within 4 years
from the date of actual possession by the owner, the date of abandon
ment of construction if not completed, or the date of completion or
termination of the contract. An exception to this rule exists when
the action involves a latent defect. In such a case, the time begins
to run when the defect is discovered or should have been discovered
through the exercise of due diligence. In any case, the action must
be commenced within twelve years, with the time running as in the
general rule.

In 1979 the Florida Supreme Court held this section to be a violation
of Article I, s. 21 of the Florida Constitution because it limited
access to the courts without showing that less drastic measures were
unavailable to remedy the problem or that there was an overpowering
public necessity for limiting this cause of action. (Overland
Construction Co. v. Sinnons, 369 So. 2d 572.)
B. Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill reenacts s. 95. ll(3)(c) and provides legislative intent to
explain the rationale which necessitates the limiting of this cause
of action.
II. ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE: None.
III. COMMENTS:
An identical bill, HB 306, has been referred to the House Committee on
Judiciary.

IV. AMENDMENTS:

#1 by Judiciary-Civil:
Strikes whereas clause relating to nonexistence of professional liability
insurance for engineers, architects, and contractors.

#2 by Judiciary-Civil:
Strikes whereas clause relating to availability of insurance to property
owner.

#3 by Judiciary-Civil:
Changes 12-year statute of limitation to 15 years and provides that cause
of action arises from the date of actual possession by the owner, the date
of issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the date of abandonment of con
struction if not completed, or the date of completion or termination of the
contract, whichever date is later. Conforms statutory and whereas language
to a proposed committee substitute for HB 306.
#4 by Judiciary-Civil:
Conforming title amendment.

DAl .. , June !1, 1980 (final revision)
SENATE STAFF AII/ILYSIS AND ECO/lr»-IIC IMPACT STATEMEiH
ANALY.Sl
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SUBJECT:

Limitations on Actions
I.

J.Civ.

Fav/4 amend.

BILL !lo, AND SPONSOR:

SB_ 151,by Senators Hair,
'McClafo, Scarborough,
and Grizzle

SUMMARY:
A. Present Situation:
Current statutory provisions, s. 95.11(3)(c), F.S., require that a legal
action based upon the design, planning, or construction of an improvement
to real property brought against an engineer, architect, or contractor or
his employer is barred if not brought within 4 years from the date of
actual possession by the owner, the date of abandonment of construction
if not completed, or the date of completion or termination of the con
tract. An exception to this rule exists when the action involves a
latent defect. In such a case, the time begins to run when the defect
is discovered or should have been discovered through the exercise of due
diligence. In any case, the action must be conmenced within twelve years,
with the time running as in the general rule.

In 1979 the Florida Supreme Court held this section to be a violation of
Article I, s. 21 of the Florida Constitution because it limited access to
the courts without showing that less drastic measures were unavailable to
remedy the problem or that there was an overpowering public necessity for
limiting this cause of action. (Overland Construction Co. v. Sirmons,
369 So. 2d 572.)
B. Effect of Proposed Changes:

SB 151 reenacts s. 95.11(3}(c) and provides legislative intent to explain
the rationale which necessitates the limiting of this cause of action.
The bill, however, changes the 12-year statute of limitations to 15 years
and provides that the cause of action arises from the date of actual
possession by the owner, the date of issuance of a certificate of
occupancy, the date of abandonment of construction if not completed, or
the date of completion or termination of the contract, whichever date is
later.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE: None.

III. COMMENTS:

This bill has passed both Houses of the legislature. An identical bill,
CS/HB 306, died on the House calendar.

IV. AMENDMENTS: None.
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P.O. Box 1259, Tallahassee, Florida 32302, Telephone (904) 224-4316

August 7, 1979

Honorable Samuel P. Bell
House of Representatives
State of Florida
P. O. Box 191
Daytona Beach, FL 32015
• RE: Statute of Limitations
Dear Sam:

Please accept my somewhat belated but sincere thanks
for all your help during the 1979 session.
I would have written sooner but it seems like at the
end of every Session it take weeks to catch up on
regular business.
At any rate, the building industry is indeed grateful
for your support of key legislative matters such as
abolishment of the prevailing wage and worker's compen
sation reform. I hope whenever we can be of any
assistance you will call on us.
A very important item that did not pass in the 1979
Session but which is still quite crucial is a remedial
measure (SB 1303 and HB 1786) addressing the openended
liability of a contractor for improvement to real
property.
The bills were introducea very late in the Session due
to a surprising Florida Supreme Court opinion, (copy
enclosed). I think that after you review the opinion
you will agree that the court struck down the law on
very technical grounds. Basically the Court held that
since "legislative intent" was not clearly expressed
in the law it was unconstitutional.:
Affiliated Associations
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Representative Sam Bell
August 7, 1979
Page Two

SB 1303 and HB 1786 remedy this problem by providing the
needed legislative intent. All other aspects of the law
are unchanged.
Sam, this particular· statute of li.tnitations is the longest
in the country and was enacted in 1974 after a year long
study by the Florida Law Revision Council. Certainly it is
reasonable for the Florida Legislature to provide as they
have done in other countless instances a reasonable cut off
point for liability of the contractor. The remedial measures
and other er.clv3ed information point out the fact that the
builder has no control over the lllaintenance, use or upkeep
c. - the building once it .is turned over to the owner.
The only opposition to thi� measure came as one w0uld �p�ct,
from the Academy of Trial Lawyers. The trial iawyers argued
that this bill cut off the poor man's right to sue. We
feel this argument overlooks some important facts: (1) the
injured party always has a cause of action against the present
owner of the building, (2) testimony at the Florida Law
Revision meetings in 1974 revealed.that the vast majority of
injuries in buildings occured during the first 5-7 years any
way, and (3) it is unfair to subject a contractor to a damage
suit 20 years after a building is competed when plans have
been lost and construction techniques have changed tremendously.
Now that a contractor is liable for an indefinite period of
time it is extemely hard if not impossible to obtain any
insurance. Without some reasonable cut off period neither the
insurance company nor the builder know what risk is involved.
President of the Senate, Phil Lewis, has indicated approval of
the bill and will help us with i.t next year. !n the House the
bill passed the Judiciary CoroM�ttee but di�d on the special
order calendar. The bill not only affect.z c.or,cractc.,rs but
engineers and architects :!s well.
We respectfully request your prime sponsorhip of the bill.
We feel it is a very reasonable measure that is justifiably
needed by the industry. Representative Toni Jennings has
indicated her interest in co-sponsoring the measure.

August 7, 1979
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Please review this matter and let me know your intention.
Of course we will be happy to explain any issues, etc.
Sincerely,

Harley
Director
KSH/SWM/dc
Enclosures
cc:

Counsel
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Rep. Toni Jennings
George Morgan, Executive Director
_HBA of Dayt�na Beach
Georg� J. Antonich
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Dennis Barton, Executive Director
Florida Engineering Society
Roy Young, General counsel
Florida Engineering Society
Mike Huey
Florida Association of the American
Institute of Architects
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Paul Mashburn
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Dear Mr. President:
Area IV
Arline Signore
Stuart
On behalf of the FHBA and its 10,000 corporate members,
Area V
Austin Fillmon
I would like to personally thank you for a fine 1979
New Port Richey
Session.
Area VI
Salvatore Recca
Cape Coral
Thanks to you the homebuilding industry was successful
Area VII
Leonard Miller
in
a number of important issues.
Pembroke Pines
Area Associate
Vice Presidents
One important issue which still remains unresolved is
Area I
Jack Mccombs
the open ended liability of a contractor. You will
Milton
recall this problem occured late in the Session due to
Area II
Donald 0. lester
Supreme Court opinion in the Overland Construction
a
Ga,nesv1lle
Case which rule unconstitutional the statute of limita
Area Ill
George Hansford
tions concerning builders, architects and engineers.
Orlando
Area IV
Thanks to you we were able to receive Senate permission
Robert Sidell
to introduce the bill so late in the Session.
Boynton Beach
Area V
James Humphries
Tampa
Area VI
Harry Schuchmann
Sarasota
Area VII
Herb McKechnie
Miami
Immediate Past President
Raymond A. Nasrallah
Jacksonville
Immediate Past
2nd Vice President
Carmel Morris
Jacksonville
Executive Director Affiliated Associations
Kinney S. Harley
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Enclosed are copies of correspondence to Representative Bell
and Senator Hair.
Any guidance or suggestions you have will be greatly appreciated.

SWM/dc
Enclosure
cc: Lew Lawder
H:01� of Palm Beach
Tom Eissey
HEA of Palm Be,;ch
George Christopher
HBA of Palm Beach
Gerald Dake
NE FL Builders Assoc.
of Jacksonville
Ken Kissel
HBA of Palm Beach
Representative Sam Bell
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Betty Harley
Tallahassee
Area II
RE: Statute of Limitations
George Kirkpatrick
Gainesville
Area Ill
Paul Mashburn
Dear Mattox:
Winter Park
Area IV
Arlone Signore
Please accept this late thank you for your help and
Stuart
support during the 1979 Legislative Session.
Area V
Austin Fillmon
New Port Richey
It was a fine session for the building industry and
Area VI
Salvatore Recca
consideration of our measures was certainly appre
your
Cape Coral
Area VII
ciated. Kinney Harley, our chief lobbyist, and myself,
Leonard Miller
were always treated with respect and thoughtfulness by
Pembroke Pines
Area Associate
your
excellent staff including but not limited to Sylvia,
Vice Presidents
Marylou
and Diane.
Area I
Jack Mccombs
Milton
As you well know one of the measures that did not pass
Area II
Donald 0. Lester
was SB 1303 dealing with the Statute of Limitations.
Gainesville
Area Ill
George Hansford
Mattox, the building industry still needs this measure
Orlando
Area IV
passed.
The insurance problem is getting worse.
Robert Sidell
Boynton Beach
Certainly a reasonable cut off period for liability is
Area V
in everyone's best interest.
James Humphries
Tampa
Araa VI
Harry Schuchmann
Sarasota
Area VII
Herb McKechnie
Miami
Immediate Past President
Raymond A. Nasraflah
Jacksonville
Immediate Past
2nd Vice President
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Jacksonville
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Would you please seriously consider sponsoring the measure
for us again? The lateness of the Session shouldn't catch us
this year and we will make a concerted effort to obtain a
large block of co-sponsors and/or support. I'm convinced our
arguments are sound and meritorous.
With your support and the help of other we can be successful.
Please let me know of your intentions in this regard.
ready to start working on this measure now.
Sincerely,

SWM/dc
cc: Senator Phil Lewis
Chester Stokes
NE FL Builders Assoc.
Jack T. O'Brien
NE FL Builders Assoc.
Gerald Dake
NE Fl Builders Assoc.
Arnold Trit
NE FL Builders Assoc.

We are

THE FLORIDA SENATE
COMMI'ITEE ON JUDICIARY-CIVIL
111 Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
(904) 488-3070

Senator Mattox Hair, Chairman
Senator David H. McClain, Vice Chairman
Sylvia M. Alberdi, Staff Director

September 11, 1979

Stephen W. Metz, Esquire
Florida Home Builders Association
Post Office Box 1259
Tallahassee, Florida 32302
Dear Steve:

Thank you very much for your recent letter concerning SB 1303
relating to the statute of limitations.
Please be assured that I will sponsor the measure for consid
eration during the 1980 session.
Best personal regards

Mattox Ha r

MH:Av

PHILIP O. LEWIS

DAN SCARBOROUGH
P,.,itJ.Aanf' Drft Y•---•-

JOE BROWN

J�HN 0. ME_LTON
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TO:

All Executive Officers

FROM:

FHBA - Steve Metz

RE:

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS LEGISLATION
SB 151 - HB 306
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We are asking you to undertake a very important but in
teresting project.
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The project deals with the Statute of Limitations. Enclosed
is a recommended letter we are asking you to send to your
local legislative delegation, i.e., Florida House and
Senate Members. This letter explains the problem and re
qu_ests help from your local legislator. FHBA contacted
each of the legislators last session and have received a
very favorable response with promises of support.
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But promises can be empty without positive action. We are
now asking you and your local legislative delegation to
take positive action in the following manner:
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1. Send the recommended letter to your local legislative
delegation (make sure the attachments are included).
2. Set up a meeting with each of your local House and
Senate members.
If at all possible bring along a local
HBA member that either knows the legislator personally
and/or is active in your local political affairs.
· 3. At the meeting with the legislator press very hard to
obtain his signature on the enclosed co-sponsor or co
introducer form. Remeinber promises can be empty. By
signing this form the legislator has put his promise into
positive action.
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4.

After the form is signed immediately send it to me.

Please note that there is a different form for a House and Senate
member. We have enclosed forms for your use which indicate the
House or Senate Member and the correct number of the bill.
TIME IS OF ESSENCE. The Session is fast approaching and we must
get these signatures as soon as possible.
Call me if you have any questions.
SWM:hm

EXAMPLE LETTER
RE:
Dear Senator

Statute of Limitations
SB 151 - HB 306

or

Dear Representative_______
Late last legislative session the Florida Supreme Court ruled
on very technical grounds that the statute of limitations dealing
with improvements to real property was unconstitutional. {copy of
opinion is attached)
This particular statute of limitations, §95.11(3)(c), F.S.,
requires the injured party to sue the original engineer, architect
or contractor within 12 years of completion of the building, i.e.,
house, office building, etc.
This legislation was enacted in 1974 after extensive research
and testimony before the Florida Law Revision Council. The enacted
statute of limitations is the longest in the country. By comparison
most states require an injured party to sue the original engineer,
architect or contractor within four years.
Due to the court action there is presently no time limit what
soever in which an injured party must bring an action against the
original parties. Thus a contractor is exposed indefinitely to
personal injury suits. Under the present situation a contractor
could be sued for an injury which occurred in a building completed
50-100 years ago. Besides the unfairness of the situation the builder
is also subject to increased insurance rates due to the open-ended
liability.
There are strong policy reasons for re-inacting the statute of
limitations. Virtually every legal action has some statute of
limitations. For instance an injured patient must sue a medical
doctor within 2-4 years. The reasoning behind statutes of limitations
is rooted in the old common law of England where society felt it was
important to compel the exercise of a right of action within a
reasonable time so that the opposing party has a fair opportunity to
defend while the evidence is still fresh.
And unlike other statutes of 1 imitations which may have the effect
of completely barring an individual from bringing suit, the statute
of limitations dealing with improvements to real property still allows
the injured individual to bring the action against the present owners
of the structure. Indeed, this is as it should be since the present
owner is in the best position to oversee the structure so that any
potential hazards are removed or corrected. Remember the original
architect, engineer or contractor has: no control once the structure
is complete; no control over regular maintenance; no control over
subsequent changes.

EXAMPLE I,ETTEh

TO SENATOR/REPRESENTATIVE
SB 151 and HB 306

Fortunately the solution to the problem is rather simple. As
mentioned previously the court ruled the statute unconstitutional
on very narrow grounds. In essence the court stated that the
legislature must simply provide clear legislature intent.
HB 306 and SB 151 (copy enclosed) provide the legislative
intent through the use of WHEREAS CLAUSES. The rest of the statute
is reinacted in exactly the same form it was in previous to the
court decision.
After you read this letter we would appreciate very much your
scheduling of a short meeting between a few representatives of our
association and yourself for the purpose of fully discussing this
issue and answering any questions you may have.
Thank you for this opportunity to inform you of this serious
issue.
Sincerely,

Enclosures:

court case; legislative bills.
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Stephen W. Metz, Esq.

Director of Legal Affairs

January 29, 1980

The Honorable Mattox Hair
The Florida Senate
Post Office Box 447
Jacksonville, Florida 32201
RE:

JUDICIAHY CIVIL

SB 151 Statute of Limitations

Dea.r Mattox:
I've enclosed materials we sent to all of our
local home builder organizations.
We should start getting results very soon.
I'll keep you posted.
In the meantime, I thought March would be a good
time to bring the bill up before Senate Judiciary.
What do you think? Would it be better to wait?

SWM:hm
cc: Sylvia Alberdi
Enclosures

Aff1hated Assoc1at1ons
HBA Brevard County
Daytona Beach HBA
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First Vice President

N Forest Hope
Ga1nesv1!le

Second Vice President

Lynn Wollschlager
Tallahassee
Treasurer

E P Giuliano
Boca Raton
Secretary

Leonard Miller
Pembroke Pines
Area Vice Presidents
Area t

The Honorable Mattox Hair
The Florida State Senate
Post Office Box 447
Jacksonville, Florida 32201

Don Holbrook
Fort Walton Beach
Area

II

Paul Dawkins
Jacksonville
Area Ill
Clell Coleman
Leesburg
Area IV

Robert Satter
Palm Beach
Area V

Ed Rosenbluth
Largo
Area VI

Mel Slabach
Sarasota
Area VII

Jay Allen Siegel
Fort Lauderdale
Area Associate
Vice Presidents
Area I

Bob Biggerstaff
Tallahassee
Area

RE:

SB 151 Statute of" Limitations

Dear Mattox:
We have just started receiving the co-sponsor forms we
sent out to our local homebuilder associations.
EPclosed is a copy of the form signed by Senator Dan
Scarborough.
We have also received many forms for the companion
house bill.
I'll keep you posted.
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Frank Shumer
Jacksonville
Area Ill
Pete Dabe
Mount Dora
Area IV

Wanda Thayer
Boca Raton
Area V

Bob Smazer
Port Richey
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H. Frank Simonds
Fort Myers
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Enclosure
cc: Sylvia Alberdi

Herb McKechnie
Miami
Immediate Past President

Herbert A Ross
Orlando

Immediate Past
2nd Vice President

Charley Jay
Winter Park

Executive Director

Kinney S. Harley
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Daytona Beach HBA
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Five County B&CA
HBA Lake County
Florida Atlantic BA
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HBA Gainesville
HBA Mid-Florida
HBA Hernando-Citrus Co. Northeast Florida BA

HBA Okaloosa-Walton Co.
HB&CA Palm Beach Co.
Panama City-Bay Co. HBA
CBA Pinellas County
HBA Polk County

HBA Pasco County
CA Sarasota-ManateeHardee-DeSoto Counties
BA South Florida
Tallahassee BA

HBA Greater Tampa
Treasure Coast BA
Tri-County HBA
HBA West Florida
HBA West Volusia
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GREG KRASOVSKY
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Carole:
Per my telephone conversation with
Charles Tunnicliff, enclosed please find
a copy of SB 151, plus a copy of the case
which prompted the legislation.

ENC:

SB 151
Supreme Court Opinion, 3/1/79, Overland Construction Company, Inc.
__________ v. Jerry [._ Sirmons� et ux, et al.

RIDASENATE
on Judiciary-Civil
•ffice Building
Florida 32304

Ms. Carole Hart
2009 Apalachee Parkway
Tallahassee, Florida
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Senator Mattox Hair
Senate Corrmittee Chairman
The Senate
The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 33102
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Dear Senator Hair:

m

As one of the larger contractors in Florida we strongly urge
you to vote for the passage of Bill SB 151 and that you do
everything within your power to see that other Senators do
1 ikewise when this comes up for a vote in the Senate.
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Very truly yours,

ARKIN CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
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Stanley H. Arkin
Vice President
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American Legal Research Corp.

TO:

FROM:
RE:

Stephen W. Metz, Esquire
Director Of Legal Affairs
Florida Home Builders Association
P.O. Box 1259
Tallahassee, Florida 32302
Research For Lawyers
P.O. Box 13777
Gainesville, Florida
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New Construction: Limitations Statutes
(Our Case No. 8015-272)
A report on the limitation periods adopted by
the various states which limit liability arising
out of defective construction, and which measure
the limitations period from the date of completion
or "substantial completion" of the construction.

DATE:

March 31, 1980

INTRODUCTION
At least 41 states, including the District of Columbia, have statutes
limiting actions for defects in construction similar to Fla. Stat.
§95.11(3)(c) (1979). These statutes typically bar all actions to
recover damages for any injury to property, real or personal, or
for personal injury or wrongful death, arising out of the defective
condition of an improvement to real property after the lapse of
a certain period of time. A large number of states also bar actions
for the recovery of damages for any deficiency in the design,
planning, supervision or observation of construction or construction
of an improvement.
The vast majority of these statutes afford protection to any person
performing or furnishing the design, planning, supervision or
observation of construction or construction of an improvement to real
property, except for a person in actual possession or control as
owner, tenant or otherwise of the improvement at the time that the
deficiency in the improvement caused the injury complained of. A
few states limit this protection to architects and engineers.
The greatest variation between these statutes is found in the
limitation period. The majority of statutes measure the time in
which suit may be brought against a protected person from the completion
or substantial completion of the improvement. Others refer to the
furnishing of services, while a very few look to the date of
occupancy, first use or acceptance of the improvement. The time
period varies from four years in Tennessee to twelve years in
Pennsylvania. The most commonly adopted period, by twenty states,
is ten years, with ten states using a six-year period of limitation.
In addition, about one-quarter of the sta�es make special extensions
for injuries occurring within the last year of the limitation period.
A state-by-state analysis follows.
ALABAMA:

Code of Alabama §6-5-218 {1979)

Type of action barred: Any action in tort, contract or
otherwise for certain deficiencies or for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, caused by such deficiency.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision or observation of construction or
construction of an improvement to real property; except a person
in actual possession or control.
Limitation period:
of the improvement.

Seven years after the substantial completion
- 1 -

ALASKA:

Alaska Statutes §90.10.055 (1979)

Type of action barred: Any action in contract, tort or other
wise for certain deficiencies or for injury to property or person,
including wrongful death, caused by such deficiency.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision or observation of construction or
construction of an improvement to real property; except a person
in actual possession or control of the improvement at the time of
the injury.
Limitation period: Six years after substantial completion of
the improvement; except when an injury occurs during the sixth
year, an action in tort may be brought within two years after t..�e
injury, but no more than eight years after substantial completion.
ARKANSAS:

Arkansas Statutes Annotated §37-237 (1979)

Tyee of action barred: Any action in contract for certain
deficiencies or for injury to property caused by such deficiency.
Persons protected:· Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision or observation of construction or
the construction or repair of the improvement.
Limitation period:
of the improvement.
CALIFORNIA:

Five years after substantial completion

California Code of Civil Procedure §337.15

Type of action barred: Any action for certain latent deficiencies.
or for injury to property arising out of any latent deficiency.
Persons protected: Any person, or the surety of a person, who
develops real property or performs or furnishes the design,
specifications, surveying, planning, supervision, testing, or
observation of construction or construction of an improvement;
except any person in actual possession or control at the time of
injury.
Limitation period: Ten years after substantial completion of
the development or improvement.
COLORADO:

Colorado Revised Statutes §13-80-127 (1978)

Type of action barred: All actions for injury to person or
property caused by the design, planning, supervision, inspection,
construction or observation of construction of any improvement.
- 2 -

Persons protected: Architects, contractors, engineers, and
inspectors; except any person in actual possession or control
of the improvement at the time of the injury.
Limitation period: Ten years after substantial completion of
the improvement, except when injury occurs during the tenth year,
the action shall be brought within one year after the injury.
CONNECTICUT:

Connecticut General Statutes Annotated §52-584a (1979)

Type of action barred: Any action in contract, tort or
otherwise for certain deficiencies or for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death.
Persons protected: Any architect or professional engineer
performing or furnishing the design, planning, supervision or
observation of construction or construction of an improvement;
except any person in actual possession or control of the improve
ment at the time of the injury.
Limitation period:. Seven years after substantial completion;
except when an injury occurs during the seventh year, an action in
tort may be brought within one year after the injury, but no more
than eight years after substantial completion.
DELAWARE:

Delaware Code Annotated §8127 (1978)

Type of action barred: Any action in contract, tort or other
wise for certain deficiencies or for injury to property or person,
including wrongful death, caused by such deficiency.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
construction, design, plan, supervision or observation of construc
tion; except any person in actual possession or actual control of
the improvement at the time of the injury.
Limitation period: Six years after the earliest of eight
different dates, including the date of purported completion of all
work called for by the contract.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA:

District of Columbia Code Encyclopedia §12-310
(West 1979)

Type of action barred: Any action except one based on a contract
express or implied, for personal injury, injury to property, or
wrongful death caused by the defective or unsafe condition of any
improvement.
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Persons protected: All persons, except a person who was the
owner or in actual possession at the time of the injury.
Limitation period:
GEORGIA:

Ten years after substantial completion.

Georgia Code Annotated §§3-1006, 3-1007 (1979)

T�pe of action barred: Any action for certain deficiencies or
for injury to property or person, including wrongful death,
arising out of such deficiency.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
survey or p-lat, design, planning, supervision or observation of
construction or construction of the improvement.
Limitation period: Eight years after substantial completion
of the improvement; except when an injury occurs during the
seventh or eighth year, an action in tort may be brought within
two years of the injury, but no more than ten years after sub
stantial completion.
HAW�II:

Hawaii Revised Statutes §657-8 (1977)

Type of action barred: Any action for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of any condition of
an improvement.
Persons protected: The owner and any other person having an
interest in the property, and any registered or duly licensed
person performing or furnishing professional or licensed services
in the design, planning, supervision, or observation of construction
or construction of the improvement.
Limitation period: Six years after the completion of the
improvement; except for errors in boundary surveys by surveyors.
This section does not apply to negligence of the owner or other
person having an interest in the property as to the repair or
maintenance of the improvement.
IDAHO:

Idaho Code §5-241 {1979)
Type of action barred:

Tort and contract.

Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision or construction of an improvement;
except a person in actual possession or control at the time of injur�
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Limitations eeriod: The statute of limitations for tort actions
begins to run six years after the final completion of construction,
unless the injury occurred earlier. For contract actions, the
statute of limitations begins to run at the time of final
completion of construction.
ILLINOIS:

51 Illinois Annotated Statutes §58 (Smith Hurd 1979)

Type of action barred: This statute bars no actions, but rather
creates a presumption that work was performed with reasonable care.
Persons protected: Every person performing, manufacturing,
assembling, engineering, or designing any work or service on real
property or any product incorporated therein.
Limitation period: Six years after such performance, manufacture,
assembly, engineering or design.
INDIANA:

Indiana Statutes Annotated §34-4-20-2 (Burns 1979)

Type of action barred: Any action in contract, tort, nuisance,
or otherwise for certain deficiencies or for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of the deficiency.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision, construction or observation of
construction of an improvement.
Limitation period:
the improvement.
KENTUCKY:

Ten years from substantial completion of

Kentucky Revised Statutes §413.135 (1979)

Type of action barred: Any action in contract or tort for
certain deficiencies or for injury to property or person, including
wrongful death, arising out of the deficiency.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision, inspection or construction of any
improvement; except any person in actual possession or control at
the time of injury.
Limitation period: Five years after substantial completion of
the improvement;. except when injury occurs during the fifth year
following substantial completion, an action may be brought
within one year of the injury, but no more than six years after
substantial completion.
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LOUISIANA:

Louisiana Statutes Annotated, art. 3545 (1979)

Type of action barred: Any action for defect or of construc
tion of buildings of brick or stone.

MAINE:

Persons protected:

Undertakers (contractors) and architects.

Limitation period:

Ten years after completion.

Maine Revised Statutes Annotated, tit. 14, §752-A (1978)

Type of action barred:
fessional negligence.
Persons protected:
registered.

Civil actions for malpractice or pro

Architects and engineers duly licensed or

Limitation period: Ten years after substantial completion of
the construction contract or the substantial completion of the
services if no contract is involved.
MARYLAND:

Annotated Code of Maryland, Courts & Judicial Proceedings
§5-108 (1980)

Type of action barred: No cause of action accrues for injury
to property or person, including wrongful death.
Persons protected: Architects and professional engineers;
except as to persons in actual possession and control when the
injury occurred.
Limitation period: Ten years after the entire improvement first
became available for its intended use. As to persons other than
architects and engineers, the limitations period is twenty years
(as long as not in possession or control when the injury occurred).
MASSACHUSETTS:
MICHIGAN:

Information not available.

Michigan Compiled Laws Annotated §600.5839 (1979)

Type of action barred: Any action for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of a defective and
unsafe condition of an improvement.
Persons protected: State licensed architects and professional
engineers performing or furnishing the design or supervision of con
struction; except any person in actual possession and control at the
time of injury.
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Lfmitation period: Six years after the time of occupancy of the
completed improvement, use or acceptance of the improvement.
Minnesota Statutes Annotated §541.051 (1979)

MINNESOTA:

Type of action barred: Any action for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision, or observation of construction or
construction of an improvement; except any person in actual
possession and control at the time of the injury.
Limitation period: Ten years after completion of construction;
except in case of injury during the tenth year, in which case an
action may be brought within one year of the injury, but no more
than eleven years after the completion.
MISSISSIPPI:

Mississippi Code Annotated §15-1-41 (1979)

Type of action bar.red: Any action for injury to property or
person arising out of certain deficiencies; but not actions for
wrongful death.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision of construction or construction of
the improvement; except any person in actual possession and control
at the time of injury.
Limitation period: Ten years after.the written acceptance or
actual occupancy or use, whichever occurs first, by the owner.
MISSOURI:

Vernon's Annotated Missouri Statutes §516.097 (1979)

Type of action barred: Any action for personal injury, property
damage, or wrongful death arising out of a defective or unsafe
condition of any improvement.
Persons protected: Any person whose sole connection with the
improvement is performing or furnishing the design, planning or
construction, including architectural, engineering or construction
services, of the improvement; except any owner or possessor.
Limitation period:
MONTANA:

Ten years after completion.

Revised Code of Montana §93-2619 (1977)

Type of action barred: Any action, other than an action upon a
contract, resulting from or arising out of certain deficiencies.
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Persons protected: All persons except any person in actual
possession and control at the time the right of action accrues.
Limitation period: Ten years after completion of the improvement•'
except in case of injuries occurring during the tenth year, an
action may be commenced within one year after the occurrence.
NEVADA:

Nevada Revised Statutes §11.205 (1973)

Type of action barred: Any action in tort, contract or other
wise for certain deficiencies or for injury to property or person,
including wrongful death.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision or observation of construction, or
the construction, of an improvement; except a person in actual
possession or control.
Limitation period: Six years after substantial completion;
except where injury occurs in the sixth year, an action for injury
to property or person or for wrongful death or for breach of
contract may be commenced within one year from the date of injury,
but no more than seven years after substantial completion.
NEW HAMPSHIRE:

New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated §508:4-b (1978)

Type of action barred: Any action for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of certain deficiencies.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision of construction or construction of
the improvement; except any person in actual possession and control
at the time of injury.
Limitation period: Six years after the performance or
furnishing of the services and construction.
NEW JERSEY:

New Jersey Statutes Annotated,tit. 2A-14-l.l (1978)

Type of action barred: Any action in tort, contract, or other
wise for certain deficiencies or for injury to property or person,
including wrongful death, arising out of the defective or unsafe
condition of an improvement.
P�rsons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision of construction or construction of
the improvement; except any person in actual possession and control
at the time of injury.
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·Limitation period: Ten years after the performance or
furnishing of the services and construction.
NEW MEXICO:

New Mexico Statutes Annotated §23-1-26 (1�78)

Type of action barred: Any action for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of the defective or
unsafe condition of a physical improvement.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
construction or design, planning, supervision, inspection or
administration of construction of the improvement.
Limitation period: Ten years after the date of substantial
completion of the improvement.
NORTH CAROLINA:

General Statutes of North Carolina §1-50(5) (1978)

Type of action barred: Any action for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of the defective
and unsafe condition pf an improvement.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision of construction or construction of
an improvement.
Limitation period: Six years after the performance or furnishing
of such services and construction.
NORTH DAKOTA:

North Dakota Civil Code §28-01-44 (1977)

Type of action barred: Any action in contract, tort or
otherwise for certain deficiencies or for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of any deficiency.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision or observation of construction or
construction of an improvement; except any person in actual possessio1
and control at the time of the injury.
Limitation period: Ten years after substantial completion;
except when an injury to property or person occurs during the
tenth year, in which case an action in tort may be brought within
two years after the injury occurred, but no more than twelve
years after substantial completion.
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OHIO:

Ohio Revised Code Annotated §2305.131 (Paged 1979).

Type of action barred: Any action for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of the defective
and unsafe condition of an improvement.
Persons protected: Any person performing services for or
furnishing the design, planning, supervision of construction, or
construction of the improvement; except any person in actual
possession and control at the time such condition caused the injury
or damage.
Limitation period: Ten years after the performance or furnishing
of such services and construction.
OKLAHOMA:

Oklahoma Statutes Annotated,tit. 12, §§109, 110 (1979)

Type of action barred: Any action in tort for certain
deficiencies or for injury to property or person, including
wrongful death, arising out of such deficiency.
Persons protected:. Any person owning, leasing, or in possession
of an improvement or performing or furnishing the design,
planning, superivsion or observation of construction or construction
of an improvement.
Limitation period: Ten years after substantial completion of
the improvement; except when an injury occurs during the fifth
year, in which case an action in tort may be brought within two
years after the injury occurred, but not more than seven years
after substantial completion. (Note: ·There is an inconsistency
between the time periods set out).
OREGON:

Oregon Revised Statutes §12.135 (1976)

Type of action barred: Any action for injury to property or
person arising from the construction, alteration or repair of an
improvement or the supervision or inspection thereof.
Persons protected: Any person who performs the construction,
alteration, or repair or who furnishes the design, planning,
surveying, architectural or engineering services; except any person
in actual possession and control at the time the cause of action
accrues.
Limitation period: Ten years after substantial completion of
the construction, alteration, or repair of the improvement.
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PENNSYLVANIA:

42 Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes Annotated
§5536 (Purdon•s 1978)

Ty�e of action barred: Any civil action or proceeding for
certain deficiencies or for injury to property or person, including
wrongful death, arising out of any deficiency.
Persons protected: Any person lawfully performing or furnishing
the design, planning, supervision or observation of construction,
or construction of any improvement; except any person in actual
possession or control at the time the deficiency caused the injury.
Limitation period: Twelve years after completion of construe
tion; except when an injury occurs between the tenth and twelfth
years, in which case an action may be brought no later than
fourteen years after completion of construction of the improvement.
RHODE ISLAND:

'
General Laws of Rhode Island §9-1-29 (1979)

Type of action barred: Any action in tort for injury to property
or person, including wrongful death, arising out of a deficiency.
Persons protected: Any architect or professional engineer
who designed, planned, or supervised the construction of
improvements.
Limitation period:
of the improvement.
SOUTH CAROLINA:

Ten years after substantial completion

Code of Laws of South Ca�olina §§15-3-640 to 15-3-670

Tipe of action barred: Any action for certain deficiencies and
for injury to property or person, including wrongful death,
arising out of any deficiency.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, supervision, observation of construction,
construction of, or land surveying in connection with an improvement;
except any person in actual possession or control of the improvement
at the time the deficiency caused the injury.
Limitation period: Ten years after substantial completion of the
improvement; except when the injury occurs within the ninth or tenth
year, in which case an action may be brought within two years of the
injury, but not more than twelve years after substantial
completion.
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TENNESSEE:

Tennessee Code Annotated §28-314 (1979)

Type of action barred: Any action for certain deficiencies
for injury to property or person, including wrongful death,
arising out of any deficiency.
Persons protected: Any person performing or funishing the
design, planning, supervision, observation of construction,
construction of, or land surveying, in connection with an improve
ment.
Limitation period:
of the improvement.
TEXAS:

Four years after substantial completion

Texas Civil Statutes,tit. 91, art. 5536a (Vernon's 1979)

Type of action barred: Any action for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of the defective
or unsafe condition of any real property or equipment or improve
ment attached to the real property.
Persons protected:. Any registered or licensed engineer or
architect performing or funishing the design, planning, inspection of construction or any person performing or funishing construc
tion or repair of any improvement; except persons in actual posses
sion or control at the time the injury occurs.
Limitation �eriod: Ten years after substantial completion;
except if a written claim is presented within the ten-year
period or if the injury occurs in the tent.� year, the limitation
period shall be extended two years from the time notice is
presented or the injury occurred.
UTAH:

Utah Code Annotated, tit. 78-12-25.5 (1979)

Type of action barred: Any action for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of the defective
and unsafe condition of an improvement.
Persons protected: Any person performing or funishing the
design, planning, supervision of construction or construction;
except any person in actual possession and control at the time
the condition caused the injury.
Limitation period:
struction.
VIRGINIA:

Seven years after the completion of con

Code of Virginia Annotated §8.01-250 {1979)

Type of action barred: Any action for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of the defective
and unsafe condition of an improve�ent.

Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, planning, surveying, supervision of construction, or construc
tion of the improvement; except the manufacturer or supplier of
any equipment or machinery installed in a structure, and any person
in actual possession and control of the improvement at the time
the condition caused the injury.
Limitation period: Five years after the performance of the
services and construction.
WASHINGTON:

Revised Code of Washington Annotated §§4.16.300 to 4.16.320
(19 78)

Type of action barred: Any action of any kind arising from
the construction, alteration, or repair of any improvement of
from the performing or furnishing of any design, planning,
surveying, architectureal or construction or engineering services,
or supervision or observation of construction or administration
of construction contracts.
Persons protected: _Any person providing such services; except
any person in possession and control of the improvement at the
time the cause of action accrues.
Limitation period: Six years after substantial completion
of construction or after termination of the above services, which
ever is later.
WISCONSIN:

Wisconsin Statutes Annotated §893.155 (West 1979)

Type of action barred: Any action for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of the defective
and unsafe condition of an improvement.
Persons protected: Any person performing or furnishing the
design, land surveying, planning, supervision of construction,
materials or construction of the improvement.
Limitation period: Six years after substantial completion of
construction; except if the injury or defect occurs or is dis
covered during the fifth year, in which case the time for bringing
the action may be ext'ended six months.
WYOMING:

Wyoming Statutes Annotated §§1-3-111 to 1-3-113 (1977)

Type of action barred: Any action in tort, contract or other
wise for certain deficiencies or for injury to property or
person, including wrongful death, arising out of any deficiency.
Persons protected: Any person performing or funishing the
design, planning, supervision, constructior. or SJ�ervision c�
construction of the i:"1.?.:::-ove:ne�': r exce?':. ��:y pe::-.:'.��
ac·::.ua:::.
possessio:1 or cont.rel at. ,:..'-:.·::. '::..:!'£ c:: -:.:.�.e .:.:::·.:.::-:.r".

=-�

Limitation period: Ten years after substantial completion;
except if an injury occurs during the ninth year, in which case
an action may be brought within one year after the injury occurred.
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RESEARCHER'S NOTE
The precise definition of a statute of repose is illusive.
In Lovey v. Escambia County, 141 So. 2d 761 (Fla. 1st D.C.A.
1962), the court stated:
Although a statute of repose may be technically
distinguished from a statute of limitation, the
ultimate effect of each is the same. [141 So. 2d
at 764].
The court held that Fla. Stat. §337.31, renumbered as §95.361 by
1974 Fla. Laws, ch. 74-382 §23, effective January 1, 1975, was a
valid statute of repose.

That

statute provides that when a

road constructed by a county, a municipality or the Department
of Road Operations has been maintained or repaired continuously
and uninterruptedly by such body for four years, the road shall
be deemed to be dedicated to the public.

What made this a

statute of repose, rather than of limitation, was not explained
by the court, but the label made no difference.
It is frequently stated that a statute of limitations is a
statute of repose.

The following quotation is taken from 51 =
Am.

Jur. 2d Limitation of Actions §16 (1970, Supp. 1979):
Although in the past the courts have entertained
various views as to the character of statutes of
limitation, it is now the prevailing rule that
they are statutes of repose which are based in
part upon the proposition that persons who sleep
upon their rights ·may lose them, and they are
designed to compel the exercise of a right of
action within a reasonable time and to suppress
stale or fraudulent claims.
- 2.5 -

Attention should also be directed to Fla. Stat. §95.11(4)
(b)

(1979), providing that an action for medical malpractice must

be brought within two years from the time the incident giving
rise to the action occurred, or within two years f rom the time
the incident is or should have been discovered, but not more
than four years from the date of the incident or occurrence out
of which the cause of action accured.

The statute is more similar

to §95.11(3) (c) than is §95.361 discussed in Lovey.

Knowledge

of a violation of one's legal rights may not occur until after the
expiration of the limitation period.
In addition §95.11(4) (e) provides a four-year period for
an action founded upon a violation of the Florida Securities Act.�
The period runs from the time the facts giving rise to the cause of
action were or should have been discovered, but not more than five
years from the date such violation occurred.

Here, too, knowledge

of one's cause of action may post-date ,the expiration of the
limitation period.

There was insufficient time to more fully

research other similar Florida statutes.
Gregg Truxton
Principal Staff Researcher
Jack N. Smith
Nancy M. Day
John s. Lodge
James P. Beadle
Staff Research and Review
/db
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was therefore quashed. Stoehr ,.. Amencan

Honda :,!otor Co, [nc. -C:� F Suri>- :e:t 11 ,:: ,

25-219. Actions upon liability created by lcdcrcrl statute.
This section •,1,..1s Jpph.:Jbk t0 f,..-Jt.•:-:d 1.�:·.11 rm,,-.-.1 . .. as due to his ract" Jnd his exe-:-c:5L' ••!
rights cl.um o! fnr.111.�r i;u1c!Jr.•:<-' .:oirn�'-�l, r m Fm,t Amt1nd�ent n�hts. Ch3mbt'r.t ,·. Orr.a!" .1
acuon Jg:unst sc-h�ol dbtnct 011 an'-':!-1t:ons d:s- Pubhc Scnool Dist.• 5Jti F :d !:�:! 11�'7111.
25-222. Professional negligence; limitation cf action.
Death of doctor before two.year statute of hm.. trollt>d acuon J�J1nst doctorba�edon t>rTOnt• � ...
itations expu-es does not extin�u1sb ne�lJge,nce blood typ1n.: by his t•mplo:n:e. s-... J!':,.: � \
claun against his estate. Davies v. Reese, 19, B3um, 195 Neb. 651, 2-W N.W.:d ::-1.
Feder3l courts were not precluded from C'{l"'I.•
Neb. 320, 248 N.W.2d 344.
If the cause or action for profess\�nal ntt-gli• s1Cer:mo11 i.'.lf statu:c,:·y \',l:lli"n.. ,.s by ;;,,�:- . ,
gence 1s not discoveored and could not reason• dec1s1on as to rt'"trosp�ctt\·e m1µ.i.:t, ..:!,1 ::: ·.....
ably be d1sco\·e:-ed w1th1n two years. an action to d!snuss action a :.11nc;t ard .•�"�'-·u "' .. d .
mav bl:?' comn:•1n.i:�d wtth!n one vear from :he net"rs i..Jr pro!es�i-)�:i! r:E>g!1c�r. .:-e :-r- ....-,.. •
dat� of disco, ery. or from the C.aie of d1scove�· raised st3tute of hn:1""'tions de�o3-.":,-:.• ·.• :
of ftAi:·s wiui:r. would re.::isonAbl\• !ead to such plaint1!! did not 3llt.'ge facts to 111,·c�t" l'Xl.'• ._ •
dlsco,ery, wh1d1e\er 1s earher. T�y:ar \'. Kaner. to 1t !or caus�s 1J! a.:non which i:ol..::.! !:�•·? � ·•
ably be d1scovert"d wnhm two-year u:::1� .•·. · :,
JOO Neb. 531, :-H !'I.W.�d :?OL
Spei:131 t\\"O•)·ear statute of limitations con• re-nod. Horn""· Burns L Rvie. 530 F.::!d ::!51 l l·:;� ,.
'-

25-223. Action for damages on breach of warranty; improve::ients to
real property: limitation of actions. Any action to recover damages
based on any alleged breach of warranty on improvements to re:il
property or based on any alleged deficiency in the design, planning,
supervision, or observation of construction, or construction of an
improvement to real property shall be commenced within four years
after any alleged act or omission constituting such breach of warranty
or deficiency. If such cause of action is not discovered and could not be
reasonably discovered within such four-year period, or within one
year preceding the expiration of such four-year period, then the cause
of action may be commenced within two years from the date of such
discovery or from the date of discovery of facts which would reason
ably lead to such discovery, whichever is e�lier. In no event may an�•
action be commenced to recover damages for an alleged breach of war
ranty on improvements to real property or deficiency in the design.
planning, supervision, or observation of construction, or construction
of an improvement to real property mo1·e than ten years beyond the
time of the act giving rise to the cause of action.
Source: Laws 1976, LB 495, § I.
Effective date July JO, 1976.
25-224. Product liability actions; statute of limitations. (1) All prod
uct liability actions shall be commenced within four years next a!t.:>r
the date on which the death, injury, or damage complained of occur�.
(2) Notwithstanding subsection ( 1) of this section or any other stat
utory provision to the contrary, any product liability action, e::...cept
:me governed by section 2-725, Uniform Commercial Code, shall h,•
:ommenced within ten years after the date when the product whi<:h
1llegedly caused the personal injury, death, or damage was first sold
>r leased for use or consumption.
(3) The limitations contained in subsection (1) or (2) of this section
:hall not be applicable to indemnity or contribution actions brou:;ht
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Legislative Bills Previ�wed At Luncheon
Members of the Association's
,overnmental Affairs Committee
,nd ar..:a legislators met recently
,, discuss pre-tiled bills which
,·ill cume up during the upcoming
,·gi-,1.itive �ession.
!luring the luncheon held Jan.
lJ, Nath,m Krestul pointed out
hat ihere is currently no time
•mit whatsoever in which an
njurcd party must briug action
"'.ainst the original parties who

were involved in construction of a
Others in attendance were
Krestul asked that the
building. Thus a contractor is legislators review two pre-filed Representatives John Lewis,
exposed indefinitely to personal bills which would restore the Steve Pajcic, George Crady,
injury suits, Krestul said.
statute of • limitations that Tommy Hazouri and Mary Lou
:. architects, engineer� and contrac Gerelack, aide to Senator Mattox
tors who originally built a Hair, Jhonnie Gillespie, aide to
The statute, 95.11 (3), F.S., "building could_ be sued by an l{ep. Arnette Girardeau and
Gloria Pittman, aide to Rep. John
limiting the amount of time to 12 injured party.
years that the contractor, ,
Senator Dan Scarborough, and Thomas.
be'
engineer or architect may
Representatives Carl Ogden,
sued, was ruled unconstitutional Andy Johnson and Frank
Also.in attendance were Mitch
by the Florida Supreme Court late Willlams signed to co-si,onsor the Atalla, aide to Rep. Hazouri and
last legislative scsston.
bills during the luncheon.
Bill Landis, aide to Rep. Pajcic.

Gerald Dake, panel moderator,
alerted the legislators that the
Governmental Affairs Committee
is currently tracking 90 pre-filed
bills.
Hill Soforenko and Al Schneider
both said that a copy of the list
and the Association's position on
each would be forwarded to the
legislators so that they would be
Continued
On Page 3

Continued
From Pagel
of the Association's

Schneider asked legislative
representatives to look over the
list of pre-tiled bills and to return
it with their opinions to the
Association in earlv March so that
Association members will know
the legislators standing before
the Florida Home Builders
Association Conference on March
10.
The Association is also
planning a Lcgi>l�tive Action Day
on May 27. At this time
Association members will meet
with individual legislators in
Tallahassee to discuss issues
which will affect the local and
state shelter industry.
Krest ul also expressed appre
ciation to the legislators for their
support in the Housing Finance
Authority legislation.

Association Trca!t.urcr Lu.,
Johnson p roudly display� on,
the most 'treasured' posse�-,.i
any member can rccchc Blue Spit.c Jncl,et nwardt'd
hringin� sh ucw n,cmhcr�
the Association.

"lt will be a real shot in the
;·arm" for the building industry,
Krestul says.
, Carmel M orris expressed
' thanks to the legislation for what
' they did on the prevailing wage
rate.

PUl3LISHEO BY THE NORTHEAST 1- LORIDA BUILDERS ASSOCIATION
,I. S No.?

101 Century 21 Drive, Jacksonvlllc, Florida 32216

February 1980

"If we had to · go tu the
p rcv,nling wage rates, it would
reallv havt' hurt us," Morris ,aid.
"That. combined \\ith the cft'ccts
the m.'\\ <.'on'>trLh.tion at King s
11,1' .,ntl Dhncv World ,dll hav"
tHI t, \\lHlld 1i:l\'t' dealt the Inc.ii
1m\11..,tn a tcrril:ile hlow."
,\h,,
.-u,..,l d hv A..,�.,,..:i.11 t,111
metub 1
and kgl'\l,uor� dt1t ing
t111!.' '.\1.·1c ho\\ 11cw
th,·
ho11-..t''- 1Pu.ld he l,ttl·d and hm,
the ,1p,1:tt1H.'lll in<itl',try v.ill larL'
in the upcl)tmng 5CS!ition.
1

.....

A lllu<· S1>ii.c Jud,ct """'
for ltll'mhcr�hip h uh,·a)..,
nu.•morahlc �ig,hl, hut c\t.·11 11
!.II "lu.·11 t·nlmnnd IJ\.
;.111r.1t·tiH·11t·,, of I iml., I 1.·
\'it.·e Chainn.111 of lht· r\11:1111•
C'ound1.

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS GENERALLY
Real estate contracts, limitation of
actions on,§21-51-1.
Real estate, limitation on actions to
recover,Chapter 15-3.
Real estate title defects cured by lapse of
time, Chapter 43-29.
Referee's findings,time for service of
objections to, § 15-6·53( e ).
Referendum on municipal ordinance or
resolution, time for petition,§9-20-6.
Referendum petition, time for filing,
§2-1-14.
Restraint of trade,time limit on actions,
§37-1-14.4.
Sales contract, limitation of actions for
breach,§§57-8-61,5i-S-63.
Secured transactions, limitation of
actions against innocent third party pur
chaser of farm products,§57-39-8.1.
Securities registration and sale,limita•
tion of actions on broker's or agent's bond
or for refund, §§47-31-39, 47-31-49,
47-31-137.
Sex discrimination in wages, limitation
of actions for,§ 60-12-20.
Taxation,inheritance tax refund,time
limit on application for,§10-41-84.
Taxation, inheritance tax satisfied after
twelve years,§10-41-81.
Taxation, motor vehicle fuel tax,time to
claim refunds, §§ 10-47-34, 10-47-35,
10-47-49.
Taxation,property tax abatements and
refunds, time for application for,
§10-lS-1.l.

15-2-9

Taxation,property tax refund for aged
and disabled,time to demand hearing on
denial,§10-lSA-13.
Taxation, protested payment,time for
action for recovery, §§ 10-27-2, 10-27-3,
10-27-6,10-39-37.
Taxation,recovery of property sold for
taxes, time limits,§§ 10-27-3,10-27-G.
Taxation, redemption from tax sale,time
allowed for,§§10-24-3,10-24-9, 10-25-8.
Taxation,sales tax credit or refund,time
for claiming,§§ 10-45-53,10-45A-8.
Taxation,tax deeds and title,time limits,
H 10-25-44, 21-42-2.
Taxation, use fuel tax,limitation on
action for improperlr collected tax,
§10-48-60.
Trespassing animals, limitation of
actions for damages,§40-28-20.
Wages,limitation of actions !or sex dis
crimination,§60-12-20.
Waters,time limits on actions for flood
ing from irrigation works,§§ ,16-9-1,46-9-2.
Will, time for contesting admission to
probate,§§30-6-14,30-7•1,30-7-2.
Worker's compensation,claim,time for
filing, §62-7-35.
Worker's compensation, subsequent
injury fund, time for claim against,
§62-4-34.1.
Wrongful death or injury,foreign stat•
ute orlimitations, §21-5-4.
Wrongful death or injury,time limit for
·actions,§§9-24-5,21-5-3.

15-2-6. Actions to be brought within twenty years, etc.

subdivision (2) o! this section applies to,
Opinions of Attorney General.
Unsealed peddler's and solicitor's bonds, Opinion No. 78-30.

15-2-9. Limitation of action for deficiencies in construction of
building. No action to recover damages for any injury to real or per
sonal property, for personal injury or death arising out of any defi
ciency in the design, planning, supervision, inspection and observation
of construction, or construction, of an improvement to real property,
nor any action for contribution or indemnity for damages sustained
on account of such injury, may be brought against any person perform
ing or furnishing the design, planning, supervision, inspection and
observation of construction, or construction, of such an improYement
more than six years after substantial completion of such construction.
Date of �nb�tantial completion shall he d<>termined by tlw date wh<'ll
consrru.:tion is suffki,:ntl�· completed so that the owner or his repre
sentath·e c:m occupy or use the impro\·ement for the use it was
intendr<l.
�ource: SL l�uu, ch 11:. s I: 1�:s. ch
1-H, S 1.

Amc-ndm�nb.
T:,... lff7S amt>mlm�r.t !"t·duceJ the tim�
limitation from 10 to o �-,•�rs: and made a
minor change in phras�olu�'1:.
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15-2-11. Extension of building deficiency limitation when
injury occurs during sixth year. Xotwithst:1nt!i1·,: t ::,, p:·o\·isions of
§ 15-2-9, in the case of such an injurr to property or the person or
such an injury causing death, which injury occurred during the sixth
year after the substantial completion of such ro::�trurtion, an action
to reco\·cr dama;;es for such an injury or J,,ath may lJ� brvu:,;i1t within
one year after the date on which such injury occurred, ir:·e$pecth·e
of the date of death, but in no e\·ent m:iy such an action be brought
more than se\·en ye:irs after the substantial completion of c,,a�t:·uction
of such an impro\·ement.
0

Source: SL 1966, ch lli, § ;l; 1978, ch
144, § 2.

year for "tenth year,. near the bc?g!nning
of the section; and �ubstituted '"se,·en
years"' for '"ele-·cn years"' nur the end of
the section.

Amendments.
The 1978 amendment sub,tituted "sixth

15-2-12.1. Product liability actions barred after six years from
delivery of product. In the application of any statute of limitations
to a cause of action against a manufacturer, lessor or seller of a
product, regardless of the substantive legal theory or theories upon
which the action is brought, for or on account of personal injury, death,
or property damage caused by or resulting from the manufacture, con
struction, design, formula, installation, inspection, preparation, assem
bly, testing, packaging, labeling, or sale of any product or failure to
warn or protect against a danger or hazard in the use, misuse or unin
tended use of any product, or the failure to provide proper instructions
for the use of any product, the cause of- action shall be barred if it
accrues more than six years after the date of the delh·ery of the com
pleted product to its first purchaser or lessee who was not engaged ·
in the business of selling such product, regardless of the date the d�fect
in the product was or should have been discovered. This section shall
not apply to causes of action which have arisen prior to July 1, 1978.
Source: SL 1978, ch 145, §§ 1, 2.

15-2-13. Actions to be brought within six years, etc.
Promissory Notes.
Subdivision (1) o( this section applies to
an action on a negotiable promissory note
made pursuant to article three of the Uni•
form Commercial Code. o•:,eill v. Steppat
(1978)-SD-,270NW2d375.

Veterans' Home Claim.
State claim for r.are of decedent at vet
erans' home did not become filwd in amount
until the time of his death, so statute began
to run only at that time and state wa• not
barred from recovering from decedent's
estate amounts due for care more than six
years before death. South Dakota State
Veterans' Home v. National Bank of South
Dakota (1975) 89 SD ;;.t9, 2.35 NW2d 406.

S.E.C. Ruic I0b-5 Actions.
Subdivision (6) o( this section applies in
actions brouiiht in federal court under
S.E.C. Rule l0b-5, in which South Dakota
Jaw provides the statute of limitations.
Rule v. Campbell Square, Inc. (1976) -Ul
FSupp1040.

Opinions ol Attorney General.
Sealed peddler's and solicitor's bonds,
this section applies to, Opinion No. 78-30.
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Builders
.liability
cap sought
B, RILL FOLEY

Tim.es-Unicn S!aH Writer

Two ;-.;orth Florida legislators
. will try to put a bottom on what con
traclors and <levelopers consider a
bottomless pit uneo\'ered by the state
Supre-me Court h,st year.
Sen '1,attox Hatr of JaeksonYille
and Rep. Han�utt,n lipcburch of St.
Augustme have introd;,iet>d le�'islation
that "ill onee again giYe eontractors,
engine>ers, :,,rch1tects and others
some prot�ction y-om perennial li.;
abilit\'.
Hair is ('hair'man of the Senate
Judic1arv-Ci\·il Committee. Upchurch
is <:hairman of the lfouse Judiciary
Claims Subcom1ttee.
Supporung the bills are the Asso
ciated GPneral Contrnctors of Flor
ida 2nd groups such as the �ortheast
Fionda Ru!l<lers A�sociation. Pitted
against them is U-.e Flcffida ..\tademy
i·
, , 1
of Trial Lawyers.
Lr:st vear, the state Supreme
Court detirled the Florida suitute of
damage 1Jm1talions on impro\ ements
to real pn,perty was unconstitutional
ll ruled such statutes denied access
to the courts.
- This vear backers of the bill
want to make 'sure it is pointed out
the !Jmitat1on is le!,'islatl\"e intent.
The court's ruling upset builders
and others. It meant. in effect, that a
builder could be sued 100 �ears later
for his product. .
It also an:elerated the cost of li
abilit\' insurance and in some cases
made it unattainable.
The builders were not too fond of
the lJmitallons statute as it existed
hefore the- .Supreme Court ruling The
slatuie hr:ld builders and others m
\'olved m improH:ment of real prop
er!\' liable for 12 wars.
• This was believed the longest
statute of limitations in the Unitt>d
States.

Most states have a four.year
statute of llm1tation, according to the
.. Northeast Florida Builders Associ
. alien, one of the strongest backers or
the Hatr-Upchurch effort in this part
of the state.
The Hair-Upchurch proposal
would re-er.act a statute of limitation
of four years from the time of posses
sion by the O\\ r,cr for charges result
ing fro:n{!es!gn, planrJng. ccntruclion
_or improvement of the property.
When the action involves a latent
defect.' the 12-year
limit still would
.
apply.
The original limit was adopted
by the Legislature in 1974 after con
siderable testimonv before the Flor
ida Law Revision CouncU.
Unlike other statutes or limita
tion wt,jch ha\'e the effect of com
pletely barring an indi·, idual from
bringing suit, this one still allows the
injured party to sue the present own
er of the proper!�. rather than the
original builder. engmeer or archi
tect.
In addition to the builders associ-'
ation, with about 800 members in
. homebuilding, engineering, archi�ec. ture, land planning, law, hnance and
other development trades and profes
s:ons in five '.',;ortheast Florida coun
ties, the Hair-Upchurch effort 1s a
principal lobbying pla.'lk of the Flor
ida councils of the Associated Gener
al Contractors, which includes larger
industrial develcoers.
Contrary to· the limitation bill,
the builc!t!rS are opposi:1g a nurr,l:ler of
other bills per,ding bef0re this ses.;ion
of th� Legi:.lature.
Among them are bills that
woul<l:
• Restnct late rent:1i fees.
• Allow counties an municipal
ities to adupt measures "restricting
unconscionable rental fees."
• Bar discrimination against
children in rental units.
· • Allow school districts to levy
up to 2 mills ad valorem tax for
specified purposes.
• Allow lease extensions for the
elderly in rental unil'i converting to
condomiruums.
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TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM, SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL - FREE PHONE NUMBERS

1200 West Retta Esplanade • Punta Gorda, Florida 339
(813) 639 • 3232

A-,·il25, 1980
Sen. Warren S. Henderson
State Capital Bldg.
Tallahassee, FL
32304
Dear Warren,
I was amazed to read in the Florida Home Builders Association Legislative Bulletin
that the Senate Judiciary Civil Committee is seriously considering rejecting SB 151
which would rP.-enact the 12 year statute of limitations.
With all the current problems facing our Florida construction industry we need all
the help our government can give us - not additional roadblocks that could totally
wreck our already staggering industry.
I feel especially qualified to speak on this subject since I was involved as a builder
in a lawsuit of this type years ago in Columbus, Ohio.
The suit awak�ned the Ohio building industry and the Ohio legislature to the need for
some reasonable statute of limitations for the coustruction industry, which was
promptly enacted.
Let me briefl y explain what can happen. My building corporation, myself, our plumber,
and the gas company were all named in a suit for damages by the third owner of a home
I had built twelve to fourtee., years prior to the lawsuit.
The original owner that purchased the home from me had sold to a second owner, who in
turn sold to a third owner; during this period of time two new hot water heater£
were install�d by various ownero and plumbers.
The th;_rd owners' child was burnt when he removed a "T" in the gas line leading to the
hot water heater. This triggered a lawsuit by an attorney who decided the original
builder was the most collectable one to sue, and without a statute of limitations he
knew we were vulnerable.
Builders' risk insurance would be prohibitive, if available at all, if a builder was
potentially liable forever on anything he ever built.
We depend on our state legislature to protect all of us equally under the law not to
create a "fall guy" out of one of the major industries that has been a primary factor
in our overall Florida economy - and will continue to be unless we are totally laden
down with unworkable and unreasonable laws.

Southwest Florida's finest mari11a/sl1otJvi12'1/di11inr oort o' call on CJiarlotte Harbor

·Page Two
Sen. Warren S. Henderson
April 25, 1980
I am se1 Jir:g a copy of this to your colleagues on the committee, but I ,:rge yo.1
to pers .ma Uy bri'.ig this to their attention.
SincOrl';])�

o Donelson
President
cc: Ed K. .der, Five County 'Bldrs Asoc., Ft. Myers
Kenne-� Harley, Florida Home Bldrs. Asoc., Tallahassee
Tallahassee
Sen. Mattox Hair
fl
Sen. David McClain
fl
Sen. DempsP.y �"irr.on
II
Sen. Ed Dunn
fl
Sen. John Hill
II
Sen. Ken Jenne
II
Sen. Harry Johnston
II
Sen. Jim Scctt

·r

(JJt [J_ ....
P.O Bo, 1259. Tallahassee, Flonda 32302, Telephone (904) 224-4316
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Association
President
Johr, A Art,1r,
Per1brc,"e P1ne5
First Vice President
N Forest Hope
Gainesville
Second Vice President
Lynn Wollschlager
Tallahassee
Treasurer
E P Giuliano
Boca Raton
Secretary
Leonard MIiier
Pembro�e Pines
Area Vice Presidents
Area I
Don Holbrook
Fort Walton Beach
Area II
Paul Dawkins
Jacksonville
Area Ill
Clell Coleman
Leesburg
Area IV
Robert Satter
Palm Beach
Area V
Ed Ro;enbluth
Largo
Area VI
Mel Slabach
Sarasota
Area VII
Jay Allen Siegel
Fort Lauderdale
Area Associate
Vice Presidents
Area I
Bob Biggerstaff
Tallahassee
Area II
Frank Shumer
Jacksonville
Area Ill
Pete Dabe
Mount Dora
Area IV
Wanda Thayer
Boca Raton
Area V
Bob Smazer
Port Richey
Area VI
H Frank Simonds
Fort Myers
Area VII
Herb McKechn1e
M1am1
Immediate Past President
HPrbert A Ross
Orlando
Immediate Past
2nd Vice President
Charley Jay
Wrnter Park
Execuh�e Director
Kinney s Harley

Y'• �•!;; ?•�

June 11, 19so

The Honorable Mattox Hair
The Florida Senate
240 Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
RE :

SB 151, Statute of Limitations

Dear Mattox:
On behalf of the 10,000 members of the FHBA, I would like
to offer our congratulations and gratitude for your
successful sponsorship of the above measure.
It was a long and hard fight that could never have been
won without the backing of such an effective and well
respected Senator as yourself.
It was an extreme pleasure working with you and Slyvia
Alberdi and the rest of the staff. Greg Krasovsky did an
excellent job in drafting the conforming amendments.
Again, thanks for all your help and please call on us
whenever we can be of assistance.
·Sin�rely,
��

Stephen ·w�z
SWM:hm
CC :

Arnold Tritt, NE Fla. BA
Jack O'Brien
Chester Stokes
Gerald Dake

Affiliated Associations
HBA Brevard County
Daytona Beach HBA
HBA Highlands County
Five County B&CA
HBA Lake County
Florrda Atlantic BA
HBA Marron County
HBA Gainesville
HBA M1d-Florrda
HBA Hernando-Citrus Co. Northeast Flor,da BA

HBA Okaloosa-Walton Co
HB&CA Palm Beach Co.
Panama City-Bay Co. HBA
CBA Pinellas County
HBA Polk County

·J

HBA Pasco County
CA Sarasota-ManateeHardee-DeSoto Counties
BA South Florida
Tallahassee BA

HBA Greater Tampa
Treasure Coast BA
Trr-County HBA
HBA West Florida
HBA West Volusia

I
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Florida

P,esod.,nl
1,,r 11:. A1L11,
t-',•11,C11,1J,t' J.'1l1t•!>
Forst Voce Presodenl
N f Uft•:,1 HUPL"
Gd,,.,•:,v1llc
Second Voce Presodenl
lyr111 W'",11:-. .... fila�cr
T dlldfiJ!i:,ct;'
Treasurer
E: P G11i11an ..)
l:lu�d R«lon
Secretary
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June 11, 19ao

The Honorable Robert D. Graham
Office of The Governor
The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
RE:

SB 151 - Statute of Limitations

Dear Governor Graham:
The FHBA respectfully requests your approval of
SB 151.
This measure establishes the longest statute of
limitations of its kind in the country - 15 years.
(Attachment One)
Previously, the statute had contained a 12 year
period. (only one other state, Pennsylvania, has a 12
year period) However, this law was declared unconsti
tutional on very technical grounds by the Florida
Supreme Court in 1979 in the case of Overland Construction
Company v. Jerry I. Sirmons, et us, et al., (Attachment
Two). In a close 4-3 opinion, the Court held the law
unconstitutional because of lack of legislative intent.
SB 151 corrects this problem by the use of whereas
clauses.
The whereas clauses were backed up by many hours of
In a nutshell ,
expert testimony at committee hearings.
the testimony made a strong case that an insurance crisis
was imminent unless the limitation period was re-enacted.
The bill was originally introduced setting the
limitation period at 12 years - as it was when the law
In a compromise with the trial
was first passed in 1967.
increased to 15 years.
finally
was
period
attorneys, the
Without this bill, a builder, architect or engineer,
Alhhalcd Assocoat,ons
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The Honorabl� �obert D. Graham
June 11, 1980
Page Two
is potentially liable forever for any and all structures.
The bill passed by overwhelming margins in both
legislative chambers, 36 to Qin the Senate, 22_ to 2 in
the House. There were over 75 co-sponsors in the House.
We are confident you will sign this measure into law
and let us know if you have any questions.
Si cerely,
/

¼'L:::_ ---::-:_-_:_9

Stephen W. Metz

SWM:hm

cc:

Sen. Mattox Hair/
Rep. Hamilton Upchurch
John Arbib
Sanford Miot
Stephen Abramson

v.

•
•
•

•

Jc.RRY l. SIR.,\!ONS, et ux, et al., •
•
Appdlees.
' �!.:irch I, l 979. Ctrtiorl..'i and :in �P?:..:11 from the P;;!rn Eoch Count)'
0_;: 1...1,tC(,U!l.. \T�:.:g.�w�K..i.±:d.:.,j!,.,J..;:,C:;�: ��o. 7£.-;�S:!CA (L\ 0\ C.
Jmtus W. Reid of :,!Jpli, S:,i:r ;.r,d R.cic, fJlm [,:H�•. !"1::,ri.::i, and
'
Edn:i L. Cuuso, West P:ilm Beach, florid.:!, for Pctitionr:r/Appcllcc,
Riehl.Id L. M:irtcns of Cone, Owen, Wa,-Mr, Nugent, Johmon and
McKcown; ;ind Lirry Klein, We5t Palm Beach, Florida, for Rc,pondcn"/
AppeUccs.
(E�GLAND, C.J.) In Lhis proceeding we are called upon
to 1eview Lhc constitutionality of Section 95.11 (J)(c), F. S.
(1975), insofar as it absolutely bars the right to bring suit for
certain injuries incwred on re� property unless the lawsuit is
commenced within twelve years after the completion of the
improvements which produced the injury. The relevant por
tion of the statute, which limits actions ••founded on the de
sisn, planning, or comtruction of an improvement to real
property," states:
ln any event the action must be commenced within 12 ycar5
after the d.1te of actual possession by the owner, the date
of abandonment of construction if not completed, or the
date of completion or termination of the contract between
the professional engineer, registered architect, or licensed
contractor and his employer.
In 1961, Overland and another company completed con
struction of a bwlding in West Palm Beach.· In 197 5, more
Lhan twelve years after Overland'5 completion of construction,
Jerry Sirmons was injured in the building in the course of his
employment. He sued botn the owner of the building and
its builders. When Overl:ind moved for a summary judsment
based on the statutory twelve year ban on lawsuits, the quoted
portion of section 95.11 (3)(c) was declared unconstitutional
by the trial court, thereby allowing Sirmons and the other
respondents to proceed with the lawsuit notwithstanding the
seeming bar of the statute. Overland has now ,ought to have
the ruling reversed here, pursu.ant to article V, section 3 (b)(3),
Florida Constitution, and Burnsed v. Seaboard Coastline Rail
road Co., 290 So. 2d 13 (Fla. 1974).
The trial court held the statute unconstitutional as violative
of article I, section 21 of the Florida Constitution, I which
provides:
The courts sh.!11 be open to every person for redress of any
injury, and justice shall be administered without sale,
denial or delay.
This constitution3l mandate, which has appeared in every
revision of the state constitution since 1836, 2 has no counter•
part in the frderal constitution and derives its scope and
meaning from Florida case taw.3 The polestar decision for
the construction of this provision is KJuger v. White, 281 So.
:?d I, 4 (Fla. 1973), in whi:h we held:
(Wl here a right of access lo the courts for redress for a
particular injury has been provided by �tatutory law pre
dating the adoption of the Ixcbration of Rights of the
Constitution of the State of Florida, or where such rii;ht has
become a part of the common law of the State pursuant to
F. S. Sccti..1n 2.0i. F.S.A., Lhe Legislature is without power
to abolish such a right without providing a reasonable alter•
native �o protect the rights of the people of the State to

.. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . .

redr�-�� for ir,j�;<::s, c.!': ! �ss t 1 ,: Lq;.:� 1 �1ur.:- 0:'1 s 1 ,:,w an o,er,
�-j,\�r;�.;:: r..:t.:;c nc;:��·ty tor ,r.� :tc: :.'-,-e,..,,! uf SIJCh ri�hl
�-� n:, i;�:·:·;-.:.;:-"� i-::� =-·� c/ r,·:-::·-; �·,:�; � _·: :-.:_:·��.' )''
car, be �},01,1,n.
DJ�:d on Kl user, then, we must first dccic.lc whether the le�-i,.
laturc, without prc.vidini; ;:ny rc:awnablc :ih:rr.atne. h;u
abolished e st:itut ory or common law ri£,h1 or action protected
by :irticle I, section 21, 4 and iho, whether that action i'
i;r�,undcd both on an o,.:-rpowcring public n=ceHil)' ;ind ;in
�:- s. � :� c./,. �.; ':.:�$ C· ,: r 2·-s :�:::;-,.:.:!\: !7 :.�:?i cf r.:-�!;;,� t��t
r,,ed.
It is und1�pu1cd thjt a caus� or �ciion of the type as�ened
by Sirmons In this casc--thc right of an Injured ppion to
bring suit against a building contractor with whom he b not in
pri\ity for damages �uffercd as a re�ult of alleged ner,u:;en� in
construction nen iftt:r the owner ha$ accepted the com•
pleted buUding--u one for which• ri&ht of rcdreu ls iuar•
anlced by article I, ,cction 21, Thb common law ri&ht, thougl"
not expressly recog,nlz.cd by st11tutc until 1975, S wn ac:•
hiCM-iedgcd as extant by this Court In 1959, 6 When the
"acceu to courh" p10vlsion of the constitution w:1s re•
adopted in 1968, there ex.hted a rlsht of redress a!;alnst con
tractors for the type or injury Sirf}'lom ,uffercd, t>rovided,
of course, that 5uit wu commenced within four year, 7
after the cause of •ction ,ccru�d b)' th; occurrence of �he
�ury.
Section 95.11 (3)(c), imofar I$ ls 1ele1;ant to this proceed
ing, crcatn absolute immunity from suit for certain pr<'fes
sionals and contractors connected with the construction of
improvements to real properly after the expiration of twelve
yc.irs from the completion of the building. It unquestionably
abolished Jerry Sirmons' right to sue Over�nd for hi!. injuric5
and provided no altcrn:itivc form of rcdrcu. The aalv
remaining issue under Kluger, therefore, Is whether the le�5.IAIIJ[C has shpwn an ovrrpo\\'cring public necessity for this
,e_roh.ibit ory provision, :ind an absence of less onerous alter•
nativcJ.,--------------------1
legislature itself has not expressed any perceived
public necessity foe abolishing a cau,c of action for injuries
occu1ring more than twelve years after the com£1e�on of
i.m.P.rovements to real pro crt . Overlancl :1.ugsesh that
several ot er ,ta es ave a opted analogous limitations, 8
principally to counter a tre11d in tl1c decisional law toward
expanded liability for profcssl"nal cnsineers, architects
and contractors, and th:11 the need for this type of statute is
predicated on the difficulty of proof w hich naturally accompanies the pass;igc of time.
We recognize the problems which inhere in exposing
builders and ,elated professionals to potential liability for an
indefinite period of time :>her an improvement \o rea\
property h.is been completed. Undouutcdly, the pass:ii;e uf
time does aggravate the difficulty of producing rcli3ble
evidence, 3nd it is likely that advances in technology tend to
push industry standards inexorably higher. The implct of
these problems, however, is felt by all UtigJnh. MorcO\'er,
the difficulties of proof would seem to fall at lc11st as heavily
on injured plaintiffs, who must generally carry the initial
burden of establishing that the defendant was nestisent. In
any event, these problems arc not unique to tl1c .:onstruction
industry, and they arc not �uflicienlly compeUins to justify
the enactment of legislation which, without providing an
altcrnativ.:: means of ;cdrcn, tOtilllY abolishes an inju,ed pcm
caus.e of action. The leg,islation impcrmissibly bcncfiu only
1
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... ·-·---- .. __:lliEJ:l.ORIOA LAW-WEE�LY·u;; 9uh-l"'"""' ,,t·J...Jic,d·IIJ'd �dmini"'alr.c i,.�lnb•-�h�;lnc�;-------·.
·
1mn J: 1 .. c.vn1.., 5r..r..e,. Pu,.t Off,-,., Boa 2271. Tall.haw,c, Fll'>Od. ll� � !"'°41171-C171,

Fi ,:, : · .! : Cu n � t : t ... t i on . Tl ic o r u :: r o f t h e t r i ::i l c o u r t i s , t h e r e ! : : .. 1 J z. . : _ · :- d .
( /. � �. i :. � , S :... -- � : : : g � r, C P :; r � } e t t , J J . ,
C0:, : w r . /, : c : r , u n , J . , Di � , : n t s \.\- 1 t h a n c, pinwr, w i t h wh i c h
!:.JyC :i n d O ve r t on , l J . , Co ncur.)

·:� , ; , :. r. , : , , :, ,::, f !,,_ .:: t 1 .::, r, 9 5 . 1 1 (J ; ( c ) 1 , J : :.; : :i ; · •· c J ; ! $ fo r ;: n
t \ ( ;, r. a 1 i ,_,n o f o u r . � c e n t d c c'is:on in B J u \ j v . J :A .J u n c s Co n,
5 1 1 1., : 1 ; 0: , Co . 3 5 7 S o . � d 401 (fb. 1 9 7 8 ) , wh e r e ... e s u s : a ir, ed
t !l i� ve ;y rrovisio n in th e fa ce of a con s t i 1 u 1 i o 1 1 a l ch:'! l le n ge by
l . The 11 i l l court aho in va1id;i 1 cd the st:i l ute o n 01her cnnttltutionJ
g, o u n d s , t, ut ow cl i spo1ition of 1hi1 cs.e m�le a it unnc ci: nary to ilddrcu
one v h05e cause of a c t ion 1,1,·as c u r t a i l e d , r a t h e r r h a n wholly
t \ 10 \C i ! ! U C l,
b::: r r c.- d , by t h e e ffe c t of s e c t i on 9 5 . 1 I (3 )(c). In c J ul d , u n 
2 G .D . A . l n , c ! t rnc n u , l r,r.. v. l l ir. 1 r 1r. o pr , 3 4 3 S o. 2 d 699 , �01 (Ft.,
l i t. ::: th e p r i: 5t n l ,� � . th e i.r,J u ry oc r t: • rr d ;:- r i c, r i c, t h = 1: r. :i c t : :! :) : ,. ; ; '. 7) .
· -. '!-...,-.·i ••
; :.: : . : c/ ! :' � � : ... r: S- 5 . l 1 '{ 3 ,) (c
1 :: ·• a 1 •, -• • •, •. ,-, �, ,· ,..- r• t- • •• ..,:.. f· (...,l' '1 _.
; , S : � , ;_.; t :. , '7 ?i: , c. , : �! I S ;-� 1 i. r.. 1 n , B.S S o . 2d £ 0 2 ( fu, l � i 6 ) .
, ,I I
ccr I . d r n ,cc , 4 2 9 U.S. I CH I ( 1 9 7 7); S u nsp11.n Enj'r &. Con u . Co. w.
.i t J l u t e: o f L rru t a t i om·p r n vi d e d only t h a t s ui t must Le com
Spr ing -Lock S c ffo lcl1ni Co . , 3 1 0 So. 2d ◄ (Fla. 1 9 75); S cholutic
rnc n c.: d \d th i.n fo u r >· ea rs. 9 Wh e n se c tion 9 5 . 1 1 (3)(c) t ook
) U c m s . I nc. v. Lclo u p , 307 So. 2d 1 6 6 (Fl.a. 1 974); �!user v. Whita,
S
-: ff.:: c t i.!l 1 9 7 5 , t wo a n d one-h a lf y e a r s of tl1.1t pe riod h a d
2 8 1 So . 2d I ( fl.1. J 9 7 .1 ); flood v. S t.1 1 , cx rcL H omebnd Co., 9.S fla.
c b ;:,se d , d •;ri.ng whi ch t i me an a c tion coul d h a v e been fi led.
l 003, 1 1 7 S o . 3 8 5 ( I 9 2 8).
Mu1 e o ,·e r , t he s a vin gs c l a u s.e of s.: c tion 95 .022 1 0 c .x r e n d e d
4. Scctiun 2 .0 1 , F. S . ( 1 97 S), provided tlal •• 1 1 ) he common and
,1:it ute b w , of En,tanil whirh arc of 1 1tcncral and not a local rut we
the d e a d U ne for in s ti t u t i n g e:x.isting causes o f action which
• . • dov.n to the ◄ th cuy of J uly , ) 77 6 , a,c d eclared to be or ro,cc lA
wo � l d o t h e r nise have been ter mina t e d by the n e w twelve year
t his JUie • • • • " The common bw principles u adopted by 1ee1ion
_
li r.rn a u on for an a d ru uonal year. Consequently , the a bsolute
2 .0 l . however, lu vc not been conrined u of 17 76, but have been held
twelve y e a r prohibitory provision d id not operate to abolish
to be "deai&ncd for a pplla t ion to new conditions and cir cumstance,."
Pe a rl Ba u l d 'i c a use of a c ti o n , but merely abbrevi a t e d the period S t a t e u rel. B un v. Jacbonvillc Tcrmlnil Co., 90 Fla. 7 2 1 , 74 ◄ , 1 06
S o . 576, 5 84 ( 1 925).
"'i thin which s u i t could be commenced fr om four t o t hree and
S. Ch. 7 4 -3 8 2 , Sect ion 7, La w, or f'la., cod ificc1 1 1 Section 95.l l
011 e -h a l f years. Although short e n e d , the t ime for brin ging
(J)(c) , F. S . (Supp. 1 97◄ ) (crrec:1ivc h nuuy 1 , 1 9 75).
_
suit W;lS fo u n d to be ample and reasonable ; it was not fo re
6. S Lnin v. K:iy, 1 08 So. 2d 4 6 2 , 4 65-67 ( Fla . 1 95 9). \lr'hile the
stalle d al t ogether.
common law rule In effect In 1 7 76 had ..evcrely llmilcd a contr.iclor',
li:ibility , a more expinsive view wu de veloped by ow courta over the
By con trast , Sirmc,ns' cau� o f ac tion was al r e a dy barred
y�u u e x ceptions to t he general rule. For I ducuulon or the cvo- ·
by the nvelvc year limi ta tion when it fost a ccrued --that Is,
lut ion o( conuactor li,bility in Florida , s.cc S�vin. and &ec a encnlly,
wh e n his inj u ri e s occ u n e d. No j udicial for u m would e ve r
W. Pro,�r . Tort• Section 1 04 , 11 680-82 (4th cd. 1 97 1 ).
h a v e b e e n a vailable l o Sirmons if t h e t we l ve yea r proh ibi t ory
7. Section 95 . 1 1 ( 4 ) , F. S. ( l 967).
8. Sec , for e x ample , C:irlcr v. H a r t enstein, 2 4 8 Ark . 1 1 7 2 , 4 5 5 S.W,
por li 0n of t h e stat u t e were given e ffe c t . Obviously , o u r
2d
9
1 8 ( 1 9 7 0 ) , a ppeal d ismiued , -4 0 1 U.S. 9 0 1 ( 1 9 7 1 ) ; Jo1cphH.
d e ci sion as t o th e validi ty of the sta t ute vis-a-vis Pea rl Ba uld
Bur ns. 260 Or. 4 9 3 , 4 9 1 P. ,d 203 ( 1 97 1 ).
'"''o uld not o pe r a t e to b:i r ou r Je clar ing the s.a mc s t a t u t e i nvalid
9 . Section 9 5 . 1 1 ( 4 ) , F. S. ( 1 9 7 1 ) .
-.fa.a -vis Jerry Sirmons.
J O. Under i.cction 95 .021, a n y a ction ba ned b y the u c w 111tutc 11\Jt
wo uld not have bcrn ba n ed undc:r prior law could st ill be comme nced ii.I
Some me ntion should be made of d e cisions from o t h e r jur
any time befo r e h n u.uy 1 , 1 97 6 . or CO U ! JC , this pro vision ia or no
Jidi c t i c n s con c e r n ing similar sta t u tes. In se ve ral C.'.ISCS re l ied
benefit to S u mons, or o t her, ,imil:irly situated, who,c riiht or action
on by Overhnd the courts reviewe d sta tutory pr ovisions si milar tad not a r i � n p rior to J a n u.iry l , 1 975.
to se c ti o n 9 5 . 1 1 {3Xc) under a m uch less exacting standard
1 1 . Several state autulcs ■re Identifi ed I n Comment: limitation or
�ion S 1 :i t u1e1 for A r chitect s and BuDden--Blueprints for Non-Act ion,
th.an o u r own cons ti t u ti o n and d ecisional law requir e . Th!=.
18 Cat holi c U .L. Rev. 3 6 1 ( 1 969).
cou rts in tho!.e states essent ially de termi n e d t ha t the ir laws
J 2. Section J 4 of the Consl ltution or Kentucky provides:
ccn s t i t u t e d a rea son a ble e xercise of the police powe r , un related
AU oo u r h ,ha U be open, and every pcuon for an lnj wy d one him in
to any "a ccess t o courts" provision in their orga ni c la w or a
his lands, goods, pcnon or rcpuution, shall have remedy by due
, s ub!>eni e n t KJ ugcr standard . 1 1
oourM: or la w , a.nd r ight and jurtJoc admlnillercd without �le , dcn�I
or d c b y .
A foreign de cision which we do find per sua sive , howe ve r , Is
1 3. 4 9 7 S .W. 2 d at 2 2 5 .
Slylor v. 1-u ll , 4 9 7 S .W. 2d 2 1 8 (Ky. 1 97 3 ), I n whi ch a l ike
s t a t u t e was t e s t e d a ga inst a cons t i t u t ional pr ovision guarantee
A LDf.JU .! A N , J., �fl�i n g a righ t o f a ccess t o c o u r ts similar to our o wn . 1 2 The
Se c t i o n 9 5 . 1 1 (3)(c), F. S . ( 1 975), prevents I cau se of ac t ion
Ke n t u c ky court recogniz.e d that a majority o f other j u ris•
fo
u
ndc <l on the d e sign , pl a n n i n g , or constr uction of :i n improve
dic t i o n s considc:ring the issue had upheld the va l i d i ty o f s uch
me n t to r e a l property from a r isin g against p r o fe ssion al e ngineers,
s t a t u t e s against due p ro cess an d e qu al pro t e c tion at t ac ks , but
r e gi st e r e d a r cl u t c c t s , and liu nsed con tractors a fter t welve yca!l
i i n on e th eless h e l d that
from
t h e date of a ct u al possession by the owner , the date of
the a p pl i c a t i on o f purpor l t. d li m i tation st a t u t es in such
aband
o n m e n t of con str uction if not compl e t e d , or the date of
m.:i n n c r :i s l o dc suoy :i cau� of a ction be fo r e i t legally
c
o
m
pl
e ti o n or t e r m i n a t ion of the con t r a c t be t ween t h e proe x i s t s C.'.l nnot be perm issible if it a ccom pl i sh e s d e s t r u c tion
f
c
ssional
e n gi n e e r , 1 e i;istcred arch i t e c t , or lice n sed contnctor
3
oi a consti t u t ionally prot e c te d r igh t o f a c tion . J
a
n
d
his
e
m
ploy e r . The majo r i t y , relying o n Kl ugcr v. White ,
s
i
mi
la
rly
conclude
t
h
a
t
in
Fl
o
rida
,
a
s
in
Ke
n
t
uc
ky
,
the
We
2 8 I So. 2 d I ( F l a . 1 9 73), holds this section to be in violat ion
u n i q u e r e s t r iction i rnposd by o u r con s t i t u t i o n a l i;ua ra n t c e of
o r a r 1 1 dc I, se c l ion 2 1 , of the Florida Con s t i t u tion , becau5.$
a r i f) : t 1 1 f :i ci:1:�s 111 i:1111rts 1 1 1a kcs i i i r r c lc v1 n l t h at t h is "s t a l u te
th e l e s.i sl:i r u rc fa iled t o show .in ove rpowering publ i c necessity
1 11' 1 ,· p11� •• may l,c va l i .l under ,1:ite or fe d e r a l due process or
c,r
thJt t h e r e was no less onerous alternat ive me thod.
l"< f u:il prll l c c t i o n clauses.
Al lhou� th e legisla t u r e , in section 95 . 1 1 (3 )(c) d i d not
Wc l 1 1 1 hl 1 l i:1 t . i11M1fa r ;u M:t.:lion '>5. 1 1 (J)(c), F . S . ( 1 97S),
ma ke ;i n .:x prcss fin d i ng th a t this ttat ute was enacte d to mce l
p1 uvidc� 11 11 u hsolulc ba r t o la wsuits bro ugh t more than t we lve
an o . c r powering public nccc�sity and that there is n o less
y,·.1 1 � u't c c C\'tll t s con nec t e d with the con s t r uction of i m proveo n erous ,d rcrn a l i ve , it is apparent to me that the limitation on
1 1 1,,• 1 1 1 ,. l u rc:il p ro pe r l y . if viulJ ICJ art klc f, s e c t ion 21 o f t h e
t

1
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s ::-: ;<::..:� t>y r:::� �\."°·!, ... ;, -.,.;s c:c::!tC to J l:'Ct
- . :. I'' S. '1\C .' �.;·.t : .. !, :: : =--'1.•��'( 1 �r �=i.:�1::.,n
�:, i l t.-,J'.�J 1,:,) be fw:;:1J u1 C1:�s0m \. t;orih Ai,·,eri.::in
f.',1:it1r,n, lr,c., !>.26 f-. Supp. 46S (t,1.D. F!:i. 1971). In 1hat
c:1,c, t!,: �r,urt ,1Js wmidctir.g �e�lion 95.11 (10), F. S.
(196'JJ, th.: prcJc:.:.:ssor 10 :...:c11un 95.1 J (3)(d, ,,hich p1ov1d
cJ a t1m: limit;ition of tweh, )'CJIS within which ;ictiom may
t.: brouf},t apinsl profc�sion;il engineers and rcg.i�tcred archl
lt':!!
TI•t 11iJ011· 0� ;:!!rC'f:2U? V1r2!1 G�!i!C·rT. su:: for !lie
, ,.: r;;iu! c'.::i:h of hn hL:sb:ir,t.!,"lic.• hJ ken Lill:u 1·,ldle
cngJgcd in a "£round test" of an apollo �p:icc capsule. One of
tlic issues before the court was the intent of the legislature in
pJss1ns the t,,c::lve-year limitation. In the absence of any
lq:.isbti\'c history, the court looked to a somewhat similar
statutory proposal that had been before the United St:ites
House of Representatives--11.R. Bill No. 4181. Th: court
considl!red House Report No. 91-370, which accompanied H.
R. Bill 4181. The report explained the basis for limiting to
some definite period the time in which an action could be
brought against the engineers, architects, or designers of im•
prove ments to realty. The reason$ set out in the report nre
equally .ipplicable to Florid.i and make clear the O\·crpowerin8
public necessity for section 95.11 (3)(c). The report in part
said:
"... Architects who design buildings or improvements
to real property, engineers who design and install equip•
mcnt, or contractors, who build the improvements under
Jigid inspection and conformity with building codes, may
find themselves named as defendants in such damage suits
many years after the improvement was completed and
occupied.
Comparatively, modern architecture, eni;ineecing, and
construction, with the new techniques, technology, and
methods, may gjve the appearance of defective or unsafe
conditions to older structures which conditions may be used
as a basis for such damage suits. In such cases, lhe archi
tectural plans us.cd may haye been discarded, copies of
building codes in force at the time of design or construct•
tioo may no longer be in existence ,nd the persons who
were individually involved may have deceas.cd or may not be
located. The purpose of the law is to provide a reasonable
time and opportunity for a person who has suffered injury
or damages to bring an action. To permit the bringing of
such actions without any limitation as to time places the
defen<lant in an unreasonable position if not imposing the
impossibility of asserting a reasonable defense.
At hearings before your Committee, specific cas.cs wcr�
mentioned to illustrate the need for the pending legislation.
In one ca� an arch.itectur:il firm designed :m auditorium
which was built in 1928. Jn 1965, a ,·isitor to the auditori•
um fell on the stairway and was injured. Her alkgJtion
in a suit for dJmJges ai;:timt the owner was that her injury
was due to the improper location of a handrail . The owner
of the building, in turn, filed suit against the architect for
aUeged negligence in designing the Uairway and handrail.
l11us, 38 years after the completion 'Jf the construction
the architectural firm is now defending itself against a
SS0,000 lawsuit .
111 another instance an enfin�ering firm designed a grain
elevator which was built in 1934. 11,e elc\'all.ir w;is d1·s1roy
ed hy an explo�ion·in J 957. In J 959, the owner sued the
engineer for S250,000 alleging that the explosion was due
lo errors i.11 the desii;n of the ventila:1011 �yslem.
---�:� .... ·,1..
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in :t.c firs! c:is:, r.o,,e of t�,c 2rclii:c:ts 1::,.:;!,d ,r. :l.e <.k,!�
of the �uJi1U!1tJ1n is �!1;.c Jl·,C:y :iu: ti,:- :;�h;:::l:, :.' f 11 n1
is 1:,cing sued. TI-1e pbns, spccir1c:itions, mu cuntr:i.:1s 111;.r)
h;ivc bc:cn lost or dcstro) ed. Olu build ins codei, cHcntial
to the defense c;innot be found. In 1he frain ck�·Jtur lase,
the pl.tin tiff in effc:ct alleg�d th.it 1hr: cnijncer ,houl<.J h.1ve
created in 1934 a ventilation sy,tem b;iscd on 1959 stanuar
;ind technology.
.�:c�1i!(.:!t, cr.;.r.:�rs, 2nd contr;i:to!s t.�": no cnn:,c ! ci..cr
::n owner who�c n�r;lect m m:lint.iinins an impro,cn,ent
may c;iusc 1.!Jngcrous or uns.afe condition, to dc,·elop ov�r
a period or years. They cannot prevent iln owner f1u1n
using an improvement for purposes for which it was not
desi111c:u. Nur c.in they prevent the owner of a builuinK
from ma lung alterillions or changes which may, ycan
afterward, be determined Un$afc or dc;fective and appeor to
be a part of the orisinal Improvement."
326 F. Supp. at 467-8. The federal distri�t court determined
that this s.ame i:cneral intent w,u a major rca,on for passage of
section 95.11 (I 0) and similar statutes in other juri$dictiom.
lf the lcsislature, in enacting section 9S.1 I (3)(c), had made
findings similar to those quoted above, there could be little
doubt that it would have shown ;.n overpowering public neces
sity and the absence of a less onerous alti:rn;itivc. Even with
out such express recital, however, I believe the need for section
95.11 (J){c) i, clear. In the present case, the time laps.: \vas
,ixteen years, but it could just have weU been thirty-two or
,ixty-four years. Without section 95.11 (J)(c), there is no
limitation on the number of years after which a suit could
bi: brought against an engineer, ar..:hilcct, or contractor.
The legislature has balanced the conructing interests and
determined that twelve :years 1$ a reasonable time after whic h
a cause of action may not arise. In doing so, it has not, in
my opinion, violated article I, section 21 of the Florida
Constitution. J would reverse the lrial coll.ft's order.
(Boyd and Overton, JJ ., Concur.)
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HB

306

By Representative s Upchurch, Jennings, Ward, and others
A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to limitations on actions other

3

than for recovery of real property; reenacting

4

s. 95.11(3) (c), Florida Statutes, relating to

s

the limitation on actions founded on the

6

design, planning, or construction of

.. -�

7

improvements to real property; providing an

8

effective date •

N.C:

10

.,
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9

improvement to real property may find themselves named as

12

defendants in a damage suit many years after the improvement

13
14
15

C, 0

"' 16

:,
E '0 a,
... .0
a. E
"'E

...

):'+0
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WHEREAS, architects, engineers, and contractors of an

11

17
18

was completed and occupied, and

WHEREAS, to permit the bringing of such actions without

any limitation as to time, places the defendant in an

unreasonable, if not impossible, position with respect to
asserting a defense, and
WHEREAS, architects, engineers, and contractors have no

...

19

control over an owner whose neglect in maintaining an

u .,

20

improvement may cause dangerous or unsafe conditions to

U'+-� c::

21

develop over a period of years, an owner who uses an

c..c:

22

improvement for purposes for which it was not designed, or an

..c:: 0

23

owner who makes alterations or changes which, years afterward,

e-�
:,

.g 0E

:a,,:, a,

-,_� .......

24

may be determined to be unsafe or defective and which may

25

appear to be a part of the original improvement, and

26

WHEREAS, the availability of professional liability

27

insurance for the engineer, architect, and contractor is

28

nonexistent if they are exposed to potential liability for an

29

indefinite period of time after an improvement to real

30

property has been completed, and

31
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137-107-11-9
WHEREAS, the owner of the improvement to real property

1.19

2 can obtain insurance for potential liability in a damage suit,

1.20

'

WHEREAS, the best interest of the people of the state

1.21

3 and

s will be served by limiting the period of time an engineer,

6 architect, or contractor may be exposed to potential liability

1.21/1

7 after an improvement has been completed, and

•

WHEREAS, there being no less onerous alternative, an

9 overpowering public necessity exists for the reenactment of

1.21/2

1.21/3

10 the lhaitation on actions founded on the design, planning, or

1.21/4

12 limitation was declared unconstitutional by the Florida

1.21/6

n

construction of an improvement to real property, which

13 suprae Court in overland construction Company, inc. v.

1.21/5
1.21/7

1' Sirmons, 369 So.2d 572 (1979), NOW, THEREFORE,
IS

16 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
17
11

Section 1.

Paragraph (c) of subsection (3) of section

19 95.11, Florida Statutes, is hereby reenacted to read:
20

95.11

Limitations other than for the recovery of real

21 property.·--Actions other than for recovery of real property

l:enc
1.28
1.28/2
1.28/3
1.31

22 shall be co-enced as follows:
23

2,

(3)

WITHIN FOUR YEARS.--

1.33

(c)

An action founded on the design, planning, or

1.34

2S construction of an improvement to real property, with the time
26 running from the date of actual possession by the owner, the
27 date of abandonment of construction if not completed, or the
21 date of completion or termination of the contract between the

29 professional engineer, registered architect, or licensed
30 contractor and his employer; except that when the action
31

involves a latent defect, the time runs from the time the
CODING: Word, in ........t&
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2
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1.35
1.36
1.37
1.38
1.39

·-� ,.,

137-107-11-9
defect is discovered or should have been discovered with the
2 exercise of due diligence.

In any event the action must be

1.
1,

3 commenced within 12 years after the date of actual passession

1,

, by the owner, the date of abandonment of construction if not

l.

5 completed, or the date of completion or termination of the
6 contract between the professional engineer, registered

7 architect, or licensed contractor and bis employer.
I

9 law.
10
11

12

"

13

Section 2.

This act shall take effect upan becoming a

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY

Reenacts s. 95.11(3) (cl, F.S., which provides a
limitation on actions tounded on the design, planning, or
construction of an improvement to real property.

15

16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24

25
26
27
28
29

30

31
3
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SUBJECT: Limitations on Actions

I.
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.March 4, 1980

Summary
A. Present Situation:
Present s. 95.11(3)(c), Florida Statutes, which pertains to
limitations on actions, provides that an action founded on a latent de
fect in the design, planning or constru ction of an improvement to real
property must be commenced within four years of the time the latent
defect is discovered or should have been discovered. The section goes
on to provide that, in any event, such an action must be commenced
within 12 years of the date of actual possession by the owner, the date
of abandonment of construction if not completed, or the date of com
pletion or termination of the contract between the engineer, architect,
or contractor and his employer.
In Overland Construction Co. v. Sirmons, (1979), the Florida Supreme
Court held in a 4/3 decision that s. 95.11{3){c) is unconstitutional in
sofar as the section provides an absolute bar to suits brought more than
12 years after events connected with the construction of improvements to
real property. The Court stated that the section unconstitutionally
abolished a right of access to the courts for redress for a particular
injury and did not provide an alternate form of redress. The Court noted
that the "legislature itself has not expressed any perceived public
necessity for abolishing a cause of action for injuries occuring more
than twelve years after the completion of improvements to real property."
B.

Effect of Proposed Change:

HB 306 sets forth a preamble to s. 95.11(3)(c) which provides a list o�
findings that indicate the public necessity for the 12 year limitation
on the causes of action under s. 95.11(3)(c).
II.
III.

Fiscal Impact:

None anticipated

Comments
The intent of HB 306 is to remedy the constitutional infirmities of
S. 9 5. 11( 3) ( C) .
In the Overland Construction case, the dissent stated that the majority
held the section unconstitutional because the legislature failed to
show an overpowering public necessity for the section or that there was
no less onerous alternative method for accomplishing the intent of the
section. The dissent then provides a list of findings indicating the
overpowering public necessity for s. 95.11(3)(c). The dissent then
states that "if the legislature, in enacting s.95.11(3)(c), had made
findings similar to those quoted, there could be little doubt that it
would have shown an overpowering public necessity and the absence of a
less onerous alternative." The preamble in HB 306 tracks, for the most
part, the findings found in the dissent in the Overland case.

P.� 306, Staff Summary
Page 2
IV.

Amendments
HB 306 was made into a committee substitute amended as follows:

In the "whereas" language in the bill, reference to an owner's
ability to obtain insurance has been deleted, as well as reference to
an overpowering public necessity for the statute of repose. Also,
the language has been amended to state that professional liability
insurance will be "more difficult to obtain," rather than become
"nonexistent."
The period within which an action must be brought under Section
95.11(3) () was expanded to 15 years rather than 12 years.
CS for HB 306, as amended, provides that an action shall be
commenced within the 4-year period, such time running from "the date
of issuance of a certificate of occupancy." This provison was added
to the existing dates triggering the running of the statute, and the
later of the dates provided will be deemed the applicable date for
purposes of determining when the statute of limitations commenced
running.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
RE:

DATE:

Stephen W. Metz, Esquire

J. David Holder, Esquire 6

. �-

Limitations period for ac�ions founded uoon defect or
neglect in design, planning or construction of improvements to real property.
April 21, 1980

Pursuant to your request on April 15, 1980,
I have researched the laws of Arizona, Iowa, Kansas, Massa
chusetts, Nebraska, New York, South Dakota, Vermont and West
Virginia to determine whether any of those states has enacted
legislation providing for a limitations period within which
actions must be brought based upon defective construction.
Massachusetts, Nebraska and South Dakota have such
statutes. Copies of each of these state statutes is attached
11.ereto.
A review of the most recent updates indicates that
the remaining six states do not have similar statutes.
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A blll to b� entltled

l:b.tc

1

An act celatlng to limitations on actions other

l.J/2

J

than for recovery of rt>al property, amend Ing s.

l.J/J

95.ll(l) (c), tlorlda Statutes, provldln<J
5

ll1111tatlon on actions founded on the (leslgn,

6

pl11nnlng, or construction of Improvements to

l.J/4

1

real property, providing an effective date.

I. 3/5

WIIEREI\S, 11rchltects, enq lneer11, and contractors of an

l.J/6

a
9
10

lmprove111mt to tP.al property 111ay find thP.mselves named as

II

defendants In a dam11ge suit 111any yearB after the Improvement

17

was completed and occupied, and

13

WIIEREAS, to permit the bringing of such actions without

14

any llmltatlon as to time, places the defendant ln an

IS

unreasonabhr, If not Impossible, position w{th usp•ct to

16

asserting a defense, and

11

WIIEREAS, archl tects, englneers, and contractors have no

11

control over an owner whose neglect ln 111aintalnlng an

19

l111r,rovement may cause dangerous or unsafe conditions to

20

develop over a period of years, an owner who uses an

11

Improvement for purposes for which It was not designed, or an

11

owner who makes alterations or changes which, years after..,ard,

13

may be determlnP.d to be unsafe or defective and which may

24

appear to be a part o[ the original Improvement, and

25

WHEREAS, the availability of professional liability

1.10

1.11

1.11/1

1. 11/2
1. 11/l

1.11/4

1.11/S

1. 11/6

26

insurance for the engineer, architect, and contractoc ls �oce

1.11/7

27

dlCflcult to obtain If they are exposed to potential llablllty

1.11/8

,a

for an Indefinite period of time after an Improvement to c..-al

1.11/9

19

property has been completed, and

1. 11/10

]O
JI

Wll£RF.AS, the best interest of thn people of the state
will be served by l1111ltlng the perl-,d of time an engineer,
l
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archlt'!ct, or contractor m,,y l,e '!XJ.'OSl'!rl to potentl,1I
1

liability

J.11/11

aft-.r an Improvement has been completed, and

J

WHEREAS, there being no Jftss onerous �Jtern11tlve, �

'

need exists for the reenactment of thr. Umlt11tlon on ,1c;tlons

5

founded on the design, planning, or construc tion of an

'

Improvemen t to re,,1 propecty, ..,hlcb llmltatlon w"s dftclared

1. l 1/l 7
l. I 1/1 4

1. I I /1 Ii

unconstltutlon11l by the florlda Supreme Court ln ovnrl,,nd
I

Construction Company, Inc. v. Sirmons, 369 So.2d 572 (1979),

9

NOW, THEREFORE,

1.11/17

10
11

"

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

13
U
IS

Section
9S.11,

1.

raragiaph

le)

of subsection

(l)

of section

Florida statutes, ls amended to read:
9S.11

1:enc

1.20
1.;;012

Limitations other than for the recovery of real

16

propcrty,--1\ctlons other than for recovery of real property

11

shall be commenced as follo"'9 1

l.'28/3
1. 31

18

(3)

WITHIN FOUR YEARS.--

1. 33

19

(c)

An action founded Ofl the design, planning, or

1. 3 J/ 1

20

construction of an l111provement to real property, wlth the tlm11

21

running fro• thtt date of actual possession by the owner, the

77

date of the lssu�nce of a certl[lca!!.._2!��£l.!. the date

1. lJ/4

2J

of abandonment of construction

l. JJ/S

]4

If not completed, or the d11te

1. 33/2

of Ct>mr,letlon or termination of th-. contrac t between the

1. 33/6

1S

professl1Jnal 1rnglne1tr , r11glstered archltt?ct, or llc11nsed

1. JJ/7

16

contractor and hls e111ployt?r, whlcht?ver date ls later I except

1.31/8

27

that when the action Involves II latent defect, the tl1ne runs

l.Jl/10

28

[rom the time the defect ls discovered or should have been

1. J

29

discovered with the exercise �f due dlll9ence.

1.33/12

JO

the action must be commenced ..,lthln

JI

of actual possession by the owner, the d ate of the lssuanc" of
2

ll

tn any event

ta years after the d,,te

J/11

l. 'JJ/1 �
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a certificate of occupancy, the date of ab1111donment o[

1.33/14

2

construction if not complete�, or the date of completion or

1.33/lS

l

termination of the contract between the professional engineer,

1.33/l�

•

registered architect, or licensed contractor and his employt1r.L

S

whichever date ls later.

6

Section 2.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

'

•
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to limitations on actions other
than for recovery of real property; amendlng s.
95.11 (3) (c), Florida Statutes, providing
limitation on actions founded on the design,
planning, or construction of improvements to
real property; providing an effective date.
WHEREAS, architects, engineers, and contractors of an

10 improvement to real property may find themselves named as

C/1-

11

defendants in a damage suit many years after the improvement

QI

12

was completed and occupied, and

0 C/1

u..-

CII

OI..J

fCII ..CQI 13
>.>

"'co....

.>

14

L

.a 15

"' 41

i
$e

-a

WHEREAS, to permit the bringing of such actions without

any limitation as to time, places the defendant in an
unreasonable, if not impossible, position with respect to

"'c:n'+-

16

O.+I

18

control over an owner whose neglect in maintaining an

19

1�
u.>

improvement may cause dangerous or unsafe conditions to

20

develop over a period of years, an owner who uses an

u ....

22

owner who makes alterations or changes which, years afterward,

23

may be det�rmined to be unsafe or defective and which may

24

appear to be a part of the original improvement, and

.... 0

�!
::;@

3.e•,-

.µ C

c

17

asserting a defense, and
WHEREAS, architects, engineers, and contractors have no

.g L 21 improvement for purposes for which it was not designed, or an
,,-

-

"'

QI

---

.Q 01

::,

Q.Q.
C/1

QI

..c 01
t-C

25

WHEREAS, the availability of professional liability

26

insurance for the engineer, architect, and contractor is more

27

difficult to obtain if they are exposed to potential liability

28
29
30

31

for an indefinite period of time after an improvement to real
property has been completed, and
WHEREAS, the best interest of the people of the state

will be served by limiting the period of time an engineer,

ar• oddltions,
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architect, or contractor may be exposed to potential liability

1.11/11

2 after an improvement has been completed, and
3

WHEREAS, a need exists for the reenactment of the

1.11/13

4

limitation on actions founded ·on the design, planning, or

1.11/14

S

construction of an improvement to real property, which

1.11/15

6

limitation was declared unconstitutional by the Florida

1.11/16

7

Supreme Court in O verland Construction Company, Inc. v.

1.11/17

8

Sirmons, 369 So.2d 5 7 2 (1979), NOW, THEREFORE,

9
10

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

l:enc

11
12
13
14

Se�tion 1.

Paragraph ( c) of subsection (3 ) of section

95.11, Fl�rida Statutes, is amended to read:
95.11

1.28
1.28/2

Limitations other than for the recovery of real

15

property.--Actions other than for recovery of real property

16

shall be commenced as follows :

17

(3 )

WITHIN FOUR

18

(c)

An action founded on the design, planning, or

YEARS.--

1.28/3
1.31

1. 33
1.33/1

19

construction of an improvement to real property, with the time

�

running from the date of actual possession by the owner, the

21

date of the issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the date

1. 33/4

n

of abandonment of construction if not completed, or the date

1.3,3/5

23

of completion or termination of the contract between the

1.33/6

�

professional engineer, registered architect, or licensed

l. 33/7

25

contractor and his employer, whichever date is later; except

1.33/8

26

that when the action involves a latent defect, the time runs

1.33/10

V

from the time the defect is discovered-or should have been

l. 33/11

�

discovered with the exercise of due diligence.

1.33/12

29

the action must be commenced within ,!1 ¼� years after the date

30

of actual possession by the owner, the date of the issuance of

31

a certificate of occupancy, the date of abandonment of

In any event

1.33/2

1.33/13

1.33/14

2
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construction if not completed, or the date of completion or

jl.33/:

3 registered architect, or licensed contractor and his employer.!.

1.33/:

2 termination of the contract between the professional engineer, jl.33/:

4 whichever date is later.
5

6

7

law.

Section 2.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24

25
26
27

28

29

30
31
3
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An act relating to limitations on actions other
than for recovery of real property; amending s.
95.ll(l) (c), Florida Statutes, providing ·

5 -

.._o_at

....

t

limfution on ac-tions founded on the design,
planning, or construction of improvements t�.
real property; providing an effective date •
WHEREAS, architects, engineers, and contractors of an

10 1■proveaent to real property ■ay find themselves named as

�-; 11 defendants in
u ....

bill to be entitled

a damage

i.uit many years after the improvement

1'. vas completed and occupied, and

WHEREAS, to penait the bringing of such ac-tions without
any limitation as to time, places the defendant in an
anreaaonable, 1! not impossible, position with respect to
aa&erting a defense,

and

WHEREAS, architects, engineers, and contractors have no
control over

an

owner whose neglect in maintaining an

l■prove■ent may cause dangerous or unsafe conditions to
develop over a period of years, an owner who uses an

1aprovnent foe purpo$eS for Which it was not designed, or an
o�r -.ho aakes alterations or changes Which, years afterward,
aar "bt detenalned to be unsafe or defective and which aay
1f

ZS
W

&ppear to be • part of the original improvement, and
WlltR&AS, the availability of professional liability
!•surance for the engineer, •rchitect, and contract.or is more

71 difficult to obtain tf they Are exposed to potential liability

..

11

�or an Indefinite period of time after an improv•ent to real

29 propet.ty has bean c011pleted, and
)0

11

"WHEWS, the best int.crest of the people of the state

11111 be served .by li■iting the period of time an engineer,

�!
,1

J'

,HL'laltect, or contrActor may be exposed to potential liability

l. 11/11

WHE:RCAS, a ne1c-d exists for the reenactment of the

l.ll/13

,dt�, ar. improvement has been completed, and

4 1 l 1n1J tation or, action& foWld.d on the design, planning, or

�I

1

cor,struction of an h1provesnent to real property, whi'ch

J lrr.it.at1on was declar�d unconstitutional by the Florida
I
11 S1q.,re111e Churt in Over.lAnd Construction Coapany, Inc. v.
1

e! �ir•ons,
9

10

Bt' It

l. ll/i4

1.11/1 S

l. ll/16

l. ll/17

369 6o.2d 572 (1979), MCM, TIU:RE�ORE,

Diac:ted by the r�eg i&lature of the St•te of f'lorlda:

l:enc

11 !

IJ I

Section l.

)

95. 11

1319�.ll,

Pa1Agraph (c:)

f'lorida Sta tute�, is a&nended to read:

i

sh.-,J J

than for recovery of real property

be: colllftlenced as follows:

1/ I

(3)
(c)

WITHIN POlH1 \'E:ARS.-�n

action founded on the design, planning, or

1\1, curi'>truction of an i111provement to real
runn1,,g

1{''
:

1

section

Li111ftat1cns other than for the recovery of real

I .. I proJ>t·rty.-->.ction5 otht-r
It'

of subsection (3) of

property, vith the ti•e

fro11 the date o! actual possession by the owner,

lli

dblt· r,f the issuance of a certificate of occuP!ncy, the date

'

,.,, ,,� aLAr1don11ent of cousLiuctJon t! not cosplet�, or t.ht date
of coapletion or ter■in•tJon of the contract bet..,.en the
prof n,s i onal eng tneer,

?1

i

1.28/2

1.28/3
l.31

1.33

11.33/1
1.33/2

1.33/4

l.ll/S
l.ll/6
l.Jl/7

contrl\ctor and hf s eaipl oyer, 11hic:hever date fs later, except

l.ll/8

fron, the- time the defect

1. 33/ll

ttl,1t "1hen the action Juvolve& e latent defect, th• tiae l"QQS

I'(

71

reg f ster•d .arc hf t•ct, or lic•nMd

1.28

fr; discovered or should bave been

i't

01s. ,)v�red with the u.erclse of due diligence.

i.-

,,t

."I' Iii£- ,H·ti.,n must be conw,�nced within
Iii'! udl

.!..z

1n any ,event

,1.JJ/12

¾2 yeers •fter the date 11.33/13

possession hy the owner, the date of the issuance of
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1.33/10

11. 33/14
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construction if not completed, or the date of completion or

l,3

1 termination of the contract between the professional eng1neer,

l.J

l

l.3

registered architect, or licensed contractor and his employer..!..
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�..iACAPRA & MASSIE
COUNSELORS AT LAW
BARNETT BANK BUILDING
POST OFFICE BOX 10137

. JOHN R. LACAPRA
JAMES C MASSIE

TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32302

(904) 222·8021

January 31, 1980

The Honorable James Harold Thompson
Chairman, House Judiciary Conunittee
The Capitol
Tailahassee, Florida
32304
Re:

Support of House Bill 306

Dear Representative Thompson:
This firm represents the Alliance of American Insurers, a
national trade association representing insurance companies.
This is to inform you of the Alliance's support for House
Bill 306, by Representatives Upchurch, Jennings, and Ward,a bill
which establishes a statute of repoa� as well as a statute of
limitation for actions against architects, engineers, and con
tractors due to their efforts in improvement to real property.
The Alliance supports both such proposals in that it is not
fair to sue� �ndividuals to have their liability for injuries to
others unlimited in time, both from the date they completed their
contractural service as well as from the date of injury. Over a
period of time, the structures which they build lose some of the
protections against hazards which can reasonably be provided.
Beyond such reasonable time, _liability should not be imposed upon
such individuals.
Moreover, an unlimited duration of liability -renders the
pricing and even the availability of insurance covering the actions
of such engineers, architects, and contractors very difficult.
This fact illustrates the necessity for striking an appropriate
balance between the rights of the injured person, as well as that
of the professions engaged in the construction field.
Accordingly, the Alliance urges your strong support of House
Bill 306.

James C, Massie
JCM/ss
cc:

Representative Upchurch
Representative Je�ings
Representative Wprd
Hr. Fred Breeze/

....

Legal Newsletter
�

Published by the Office for Professional Liability Research
tor attorneys serving architects and engineers.
Victor 0. Schinnerer & Company, Inc.
5028 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington, l!>.G. 2f'©16

Special Supplement No. 1 • August, 1978
(Revision No. 3)

STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS FOR THE
DESIGN PROFESSIONS
Alabama. ALA. ConE tit. 7, § 23.1 ( Supp. 1973). Approved September 12. 1969. Sta
tutory period is four years; seven years for latent defects. Held unconstitutional in Bag
by Elevator and Electric Co. v. MdJridc, 292 Ala. 191. 291 So. 2d 306 ( 1974 ). and
Plant v. R.L. Reid, Inc., 294 Ala. 155, 313 So. 2d 5 l 8 ( 1975).
Alaska. ALASKA STAT.� 09.10.055 ( 1973). Approved March 31, 1967, Statutory period
is six years.
Arizona. No special statute of limitations enacted.

ANN. § 37-237 ( Supp. l 975). Approved February 7, 1967. Statu
tory period is five years for al'tions basc<l on contract and four years for actions ba�c<l
on tort.

Arkansas. ARK.

STAT.

California. CAL. C1v. PRO. Cone § 337.1 (\Vest Supp. 1977). Approved August 23, 1967.
Statutory period is four years. CAL. C1v. PRo. CoDF. � 337.15 (West Supp. 1977). Ap

proved 1971. Statutory period is ten years for latent defects.

Colorado. COLO.
ten years.

REV.

STAT. § 13-80-127 (1973). Approved 1969.

Statutory period is

Connecticut. CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 52-584a (West Supp. 1977). Approved 1969.
Statutory period is seven years.
Delaware. DEL. Com� ANN. tit. 10, § 8127 ( 1974). Effective June 18, 1970. Statutory
period is six years.
District of Columbia. D.C. CODE § 12-310 (Supp. 1975). Approved October 27, 1972.

Statutory period is ten years.

Florida. FLA. STAT. ANN.§ 95.11(3)(c) (Harrison Supp. 1977). Amended January 1,

1975. Statutory period is four years; twelve years for latent defects.
v<H ('o�Sr, I q 1Cf )

( i:?"tL-£0

Georgia. GA. CODE ANN. §3-1006 ( 1975). Approved March 8, 1968. Statutory period
is eight years.
Hawaii. HAW. REV. STAT. §657-8 (Supp. �). Approved April, 1974. Statutory pe
riod is six years. Supersedes HAW. REV. STAT. §657-8 (1968), approved June 4,
1967, statutory period was six years, which wa8 held unconstitutional in Fujioka v.
Kam, 55 Haw. 7, 514 P.2d 568 (1973).
Idaho. IDAHO CooE § 5-241 (Supp. 1976). Approved March 8, 1965. Statutory period
is six years.
Illinois. ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 51, § 58 (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1977). Approved October 14,
1969. Creates a presumption of due care if no injuryoccurs within six years of per
formance of work, manufacture or design. Supersedes ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 83, § 24f
(Smith-Hurd 1966), approved August 20, 1963, statutory period was for four years,
which was held unconstitutional in Skinner v. Anderson, 38 Ill. 2d 455, 231 N.E.2d
588 (1967).
Indiana. IND. CODE ANN. § 34-4-20-1 (Burns 1973). Approved March 4, 1967. Statu
tory period is ten years.

Iowa. No special statute of limitations enacted.
Kansas. KAN. STAT. ANN. § 60-513 (1976). Approved 1963. General tort statute. Stat
utory period is two years after substantial injury is suffered; ten years for latent in
juries or defects. Held to bar malpractice action against architect in State of Kansas
ex rel. Schneider v. McAfee, No.. C-35739 (District Court of Sedgewick County, Kan
sas, June 2, 1977).

Kentucky. KY. REV. STAT. ANN. §413.135 (Baldwin 1969). Approved June 16, 1966.
Statutory period is five years. Held unconstitutional in Saylor v. Hall, 497 S.W.2d
218 (Ky. 1973).
Louisiana. LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 9:2772 (West 1965). Approved July 10, 1964. Stat
utory period is ten years.
Maine. ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 14,
Statutory period is ten years.

§

752-A (Supp. 1976). Effective·October 1, 1975.

Maryland. Mn. CTS. & Juo. PRO. CooE ANN. §5-108 ( 1974). Approved August 22,
1973. Statutory period is twenty years.
Massachusetts. MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 260. §2B (Michie/Law. Coop. Supp. 1977 ). Ap
proved July 16, 1968. Statutory period is six years.

Michigan. MICH. STAT. ANN. § 27A.5839 (Supp. 1977). Effective November 2, 1967.
Statutory period is six years.
Minnesota. MINN. STAT. ANN. §541.051 ( West Supp. 1977). Effective May 22, 1965.
Statutory period is ten years. Held unconstitutional in Pacific Indemnity Co. v. Thomp
son-Yeager, file., 260 N.W.2d 548 (Minn. 1977).
Mississippi. Miss. CooE ANN.§15-1-41 ( 1972). Approved June 15, 1966. Statutory pe
riod is ten years.
Missouri. Mo. ANN. STAT.§516.097 (Vernon Supp. 1977). Effective August 13, 1976.
Statutory period is ten years.
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Montana. MoNT. REV. CooEs ANN. § 93-2619 (Supp. 1975). Approved February 27,
1971. Statutory period is ten years.
Nebraska. NEB. REV. STAT. § 25-222 (Supp. 1975). Effective July 6, 1972. General pro
fessional malpractice statute. Statutory period is ten years after performance of serv
ices. Held to bar action against architects and engineers in Horn v. Burns and Roe,
No. 75-1588 (8th Cir, June 4, 1976).
Nevada. NEV. REV. STAT. § 11.205 (1973). Approved 1965. Statutory period is six years.
New Hampshire. N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 508:4b (1968). Effective July 27, 1965. Stat
utory period is six years.
New Jersey. N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A: 14-1.1 (West Supp. 1977). Effective May 18, 1967.
Statutory period is ten years.
New Mexico. N.M. STAT. ANN. § 23-1-26 (Supp. 1975). Approved March 29, 1967.
Statutory period is ten years.
New York. N.Y. C1v. PRAC. LAW§ 214.6 (McKinney 1972). Effective September 1, 1963.
General professional malpractice statute. Statutory period is three years. Held to
dismiss action against architect in Sosnow v. Paul, 43 A.D.2d 978, 352 N.Y.S.2d 502
(1974), affd. 36 N.Y.2d 780, 330 N.E.2d 643, 369 N.Y.S.2d 693 (1975).
North Carolina. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 1-50(5) (1969). Approved 1963. Statutory period
is six years.
North Dakota. N.D. CENT. CooE § 28-01-44 (1974). Approved March 4, 1967. Stat
utory period is ten years.
Ohio. Omo REV. CODE ANN. § 2305.131 (Page Supp. 1976). Effective September 10,
1963. Statutory period is ten years.
Oklahoma. OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit 12, § 109 (West Supp.• 1976). Effective May 22,
1967. Statutory period is five years. Held unconstitutional in Loyal Order of Moose,
Lodge 1785 v. Cavaness, 563 P.2d 143 (Okla. 1977). (1ZEGN4-C..:c b)
Oregon. OR. REV. STAT. § 12.135 (1975). Approved 1971. Statutory period is ten years.
Pennsylvania. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 12, § 65.1 (Purdon Supp. 1977). Approved December
22, 1965. Statutory period is twelve years.
Rhode Island. Amendment to General Law, Section 1, Chapter 9-1, Subsection 9-1-26. En
acted i975. Statutory period is ten years.
South Carolina. S.C. CODE § 10-151 ( Supp. 1975). Approved April 16, 1970. Statutory
period is ten years. Held unconstitutional in Broome v. Truluck, 241 S.E.2d 739 (S.C.
1978).
South Dakota. S.D. COMPILED LAWS ANN. § 15-2-9 (1967). Approved February 15,
1966. Statutory period is ten years.
Tennessee. TENN. CooE ANN. § 28-314 (Supp. 1976). Approved March 26, 1965. Stat
utory period is four years.
Texas. TEX. REV. C1v. STAT. ANN. art. 5536a (Vernon Supp. 1976). Effective September
1, 197 5. Statutory period is ten years.
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Utah. UTAH CooE ANN. §78-12-25.5 (Supp. 1977). Approved February 27, 1967. Stat
utory period is seven years.
Vermont. VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 12, § 511 (1973). Approved I 959. General tort statute.
Statutory period is six years. Held to dismiss action against architect in Union School
District No. 20 v. Lench and Berg, 365 A.2d 508 (Vt. 1976).
Virginia. VA. ConE ANN. § 8-24.2 (Supp. 1971). Approved March 2, 1964. Statutory
period is five years.
Washington. WASH. REV. CooE ANN. § 4.16.300 (Supp. 1976). Approved March 21,
1967. Statutory period is six years.
West Virginia. No special statute of limitations enacted.
Wisconsin. Wis. STAT. ANN. § 893.155 (West Supp. 1977). Effective June 13, 1976.
Statutory period is six years. Supersedes Wis. STAT. ANN. § 893.155 (\Vest 1966),
approved 1961, statutory period was six years, which was held unconstitutional in
Kallas Millwork Corp. v. Square D. Co., 66 Wis. 2d 382, 225 N.W.2d 454 (1975).
Wyoming. Wvo. STAT.
years.

§

1-21.2 (Supp. 1975). Approved 1973. Statutory period is ten

